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EDITION
No. 48.

SROOP DECLARES

PR0BLE1V1 OF FAR
15 BEFORE

EAST

JAPANESE FAVOR

II

MARTIAL LAW

ebhqr,
GREETS OLD AIDES

OPEN SESS 0

HUERFANO. ZONE

IRE COMMITTEE

J

De
Deleqates
clare Thev Want the
World to Examine Their
Policies in the Far East.

to Maintain uruer m
Where Coal Miners
Are Going to Strike.

Chinese Delegates Lead the
Way and Present a Basis
for Consideration Representing Their Views,

on

So Far as the

:((( 71 Vi

Amorlnlrd PreM.)
(It? The Asourlnled PreM.)
Nov. 16. Huer- Washington, Nov. 16 (by the
under
Associated Press). As many pub
fano county will bo placed
Th

nenver. Colo..

martial law at midnight tonight on.jio sessions as possible are desired
by the Japanese in the discussion
the eve of a strike of 3,500 miner
Fuel of Pacific and Far Eastern ques
by the Colorado
sympathyof"amerjca employed
Coltions, Japanese delegates declared
Iron company In southern
once manifest and
is
today. They added that the Japorado, Col. Patrick Hamrock, state anese
would welcome open discustonight
adjutant general, declared
because they wanted to world
before leaving for Trinidad to take sions
British Supoort Their Posi- command
to
examine
Japanese policies in the
of the force of Colorado
Far East.
tion in Many Respects: state rangers in the district.
It was intimated Japan would
of martial law
to her attitude
like to adhere
Positions of Others Not willThebe declaration
proclaimed, Colonel Ham-roc- k voiced
at Tokio recently, that .uos
a
of
procby
said,
authority
So Clearly Defined,
affecting particular states be
lamation issued by Governor Oliver tl'
far as possible to direct
Colonel '
ordering
H.
today,
Shoup
)
rre
Th
(By
Awinrit
Hamrock to take over; c.n.r o, ,
Asthe
16
Nov.
(by
Washington.
the maintenance of peace and
t ln connection with
the
sociated Tress). Tho Washington dcr in Huerfano county. Th?
general examination of the sit- considto
conference today turned
eration of Far Eastern questions ed by Captain Dennla In
was insist
t0 admit her
d bv her gpokcBmen
with almost the same momentum tho force of rangers, Colonel
.
said.
were
rock
If
conference
armathe
faults, but
with which it tackled naval
In ordering Colonel Hat S
jlo 0unce into history, she feeli
ments.
"
the
sltunt 5V
take control of
endless and prob
it would
.ad abl gUr prove
It was the Chlnose delegates who ernor Shoup said that
uu nI feeiing. Such an
led the way this time. In the com- been taken at the reqii'
they point out would
mittee of nine, at which all nations iff Harry Capps,
'fan0 (examination,
logically include conditions under
.
were
represented,
...Mllparticipating
Britain occupied
which
Great
county, who said that,
ion. he could not with A small
they produced a basis for discusKong and Wei Hal Wei and
sion which represents their views. force of deputies, control the situ-- i Hong
not to mention
ranee
The open rympathy of the Unit- tion and preserve peace and order the spheres of- Influence of those
ed States with their position was with the strike ln effect.
Union countries in the Yangtse valley and
at once manifest. British support- officials announced that tho men Yunnan province, respectively.
The posi- would strike tomorrow in protest
ed It in many respects.
docs not expect to raise
tions of the others were not so against a wage reduction of 30 per theJapan
question of British occupancy
members
defined
although
clearly
in effect today at of Chinese territory and apparentcent,
of the Japanese delegation have eleven placed
mines of the company in ly does not expect other countries
in
will question her right to the leased
given expression of approval,
district.
the
part at least, of China's "bill of
territory of South Manchuria,
rights."
which came to her in the war with
ORDERS SU E OF ARMS.
What China Want.
Her delegates appear to
AMMUNITION, STOPPED Russia. this
In brief China wants guarantees
lease of 99 years as beregard
and
politiIts refor territorial integrity
ln
perpetual.
practice
ing
16
Nov.
(by
Walsenburg, Colo.,
cal and administrative independnewal within a few years under
WalsenAssociated
Press.)
the
door
ence; she proposes the open
the 1915 treaty with China. It is
by
for all In all parts of the country; burg was quiet tonightof outwardly,
understood, will be insisted on disextense
an
undercurrent
but
Influence
of
all
wants
she
spheres
any attempt to
as a result of a Japan, and would
by
be
her
regarded
relinquished: she wants no treaties citement prevailed Governor
Shoup possess
made affecting her without being proclamation by
the Japanese as an attack on her
PatrlcK
Hamrock,
Colonel
ordering
consulted.
rights.
The full extent of Chinas posi- adjutant general of Colorado, to
It was also intimated that the
tion is much broader than this, but proclaim martial law at midnight. Japanese are opposed to the
state
last
Colorado
The
of
the
Officers
these are tho essentials.
idea of an international control
afrangers today ordered all stores to of China, contending it would be
feature may be construed as alliand
ammuni
arms
of
sale
the
the
stop
a violation or tne sovereignly ui
fecting
China, they point
ance, although the British take an tion. An investigation auerwaras, that country.
showed
according to officers,
that,outi has not evcn yet accepted the
opposite view.
nine
of
oum
the
n
hlg
session
imu
Today's
agreement
fnnnclal consortium
practically every nine
was occupied with the presentation supply of ammunition.
under which the powers were Jointviews. Immediately
her.
China's
to
loan
Japan,
of
to
money
ly
"
It was said, could not make loans
afterward It became known they MINERS ROIXG TO WORK
ARE MET BY TICKETS without guarantees, and was not
commanded the moral ""PP010'
the United States. The British
disposed to enforce guarantees on
a litTrinidad. Colo.. Nov. 16 (by the China: This .matter is believed to
viewpoints were made knowp
not
did
coin.?
Miners
Press.
ha rloselv connected with the
tle later. The Japanese Previous Ananelntert
but
nn ehlft nt the SoDrls mine of tho thnne-hnf the nowers ceaslna all
elate their reaction some
of their Colorado Fuel and Iron company 'their national rivalries In China
pronouncements by
In
them
representatives have putof China s near here, tonight were met by and of acting In concert on all
The
who persuaded the men not ters touching .that country.
line with some parts
to work, according to reports tele- - Chinese, the Japanese say, should
P nCussion
affairs
of Far Eastern Mean-w- h v,,,o,i horn tr. Khorlff .inhn .T. b ntriprt in brinelns about a re- will be continued tomorrow.
Marty, of Lr Animas county, by. form of tho customs tariff andjs- die the committee of admiral,
unification of the currency
of enmnanv officials
meet'ng
at
yesterday's
appointed
Tho strike of miners, In protest
its examInnnneHo rhv thev. are wlnlnsf to
cut
30
cent
wage
big five is continuing naval
the
per
against
ination of the American
effective work for a real open door in China
the
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QUESTION
BROACHED BY FRANCE

Briand Will Urge a Force
Sufficient for Herself for
Protection Against Her
Near Neighbors.
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THE OPEN POOR

er7eMallv w?th
declared the proclamation Issued fit
,Tme
by Governor Shoup. ordering mar-ln- f
was
China'
Huerfano
toHal
in
tla.
InfegrUy
law
on
county,
nf t r
B r.lsh viewpoint
to
him
a
que9surprise"
Eastern
big
of China.
!nd
proposals on the Far
as tht situation In
"As
,
opinion ofe
tion were emphasized tonight by Animasfar
is concerned." sail
eV
county
a
written
authorities:
the highest
sheriff. "I am confident I can
an
,JattK,"gh
area Britain reiterates that in .
kpT the"gUnited States.
it without any difficulty
Is in full agreoment with the ope
trom
not
We
for
are
concernasHing
help
Jnnan.
.
T,,,nin mil
door policy.
n the rangers, the militia or anybody tn
'
tho Far Fast, as a substitute
She regards the 'spheres of un- else.
tor
fluenco" as antiquated and
"I see no occasion for alarm, but .... the
to modern conditions.
hnn, nPfiVii. among Japanese
stable
is
I
there
If
believe
at
time
any
not
is
any
that the United StatesPanama canal
Th
iStn(esrnen
.
or
trouble
and
,,,
serious
outbreak
:'
any
question
h(. ,3Verj,e to such a praca specific
that I might not be able to handle tlcal outcome of the conference.
Will not be lirgea u "'
with my own men, than I shall cad
tion of the conference.
s
for
alliance
help, but not until then."
The
and Mike AMERICAN PROPOSALS
Jc'in P. McT,ennan
British as dirot regarded byinthe
I.lvoda, president and vice presithe Chinese
REACHING
rectly involved
of
district 15, AREN'T FAR
for settlement of the Far dent, respectively,
of
Mine
Workers
America,
United
It
may
ENOUGHSAYS FORD
Eastern question, although
left Trinidad late today for a tour
be drawn into the discussionIt later
was of the mining camps affected by
(By The AnoHottd l'ri.)
By the same authority.
the wage cut.
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 16. Amerisaid, consideration of Far atEastern
ono
can proposals for the naval reducquestions will ofproceed
the propositions
tion represented a step in the right
upon the basis
direction but are not far reaching
submitted today by the Chines?
N
250-TOout In tie;
enough, Henry Ford declared here
delegates. Topics set
extodav. He added, however, that
Chinese plan will be referred to
tend
tlu Hughes proposals "will confl-d
PVhIle the British viewpoint Is
not only td restore, public
alliance is FOR
i co but will raise public expectathat the
be
will
tions that further steps
pot directly involved in any of the
taken toward ultimate disarma
Chinese propositions submitted toan
ment."
welcome
day, the British would
It Is his view that the material
powagreement between the greatAmerIDEA, that goes Into the construction of
ers or even one limited to
and other implements
to
battleships
ica, Japan and Great Britain
r
o,,ni Tunrfnre could be more
on tho
rnlace it. This isisfounded
devoted to the
advantageously
need for somi
feeling that there
lmple- fJ
ReDreSeni a manufacture of agricultural
action to regulate conand olher peac9 tlme neces
Tol f Craft Not Exist- ditions in the Far East In the interest of peace and prosperity.
NO proposition concerning readinq in the First Line of
indebtedness
of foreign
MAY EXTEND FOR YEAR
justment
the American Navy.
to the United States resulting from
TIME FOR PAYMENT OF
tho war will be advanced by the
(Br The Amnrlntrit Prem.) AsBritish delegates. Evidence that
FOREST GRAZING FEES
Washington, Nov. 16 (by the
the subject is not in Iscontemplanaval
British
Press.)
afforded
sociated
consideration
for
tion
250
(By The Anmcluted PreM.)
by the fact that there are no finan- thought here has suggested subWashington, Nov. 16. Extension
cial experts attached to the Brit- tons as the limit of size fortodav.
of a year's credit to livestock own-er- u
In fact, there marines, it was learned
ish representation.
fees
is every evidence that the British Thnt would represent a type of tnr in tho nfpayment of grazing uuc
national loresis,
iisa
first line
a
not
strict
instructions
contemplate
k
SrVh. American "naV it would" go
1; would be authorized
adherence to the agenda proposed
back to the days of the Grampus, by a bill '"iroauceo in tn.
by the United States.
It is known that the French
"'per
0yregT
as me
tula, carried on navy
delegation Is of the same mind.
.ont (mm December 1 WOUin u
Band
paydeferred
on such
These boats are tho oldest ln charged
ments.
the navy and are Included ln the
second line group more as a typa
of
floating mine WILL RESUME WORK IN
for harbor defense.
ORE MINES ON DEC. 1
American second line submersl-ble- s
run up to the l, displacing
WEATHER.
(By rh Aunriatra rrnt.)
488 tone on the surface and 676
Denver, Nov. 16. New Mexico
Crystal Falls, Mich., Nov. 10.ore
Snow north, rain south portion submerged, while ln the first line Operation
of the
Thursday, much colder; Friday, group of 94 boats, the smallest Is mines, including the Carpenter
Monongahela,
close to BOO tons on the surface,
fair.
will be resumed December 1, it was
Arizona Fair west and south, while the largest run up to nearly announced
today.
snow northeast portion Thursday; 1.000 tonsi surface. These figures
Several other mines In Iron
colder west and south portions, do not include the fleet submarines county have already started operaof approximately 2,000 tons.
Friday, fair.
tions.
It Is apparent at a glance, officers say the United Statess hardly
IS
can accept such limitation, yet a WELKER COCHRANE
tOCAIi REPORT.
n
submersible of the
typo,
BY H0REMANS
BEATEN
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
similar to the ships with willed
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, the Germans did
most of their
recorded by the University:
(By Th An.oclntrd Prem.)
62 work In the war, can cross the
16. Edouard
Nov.
Chicago,
Highest temperature
the limIs
not
within
ocean
and
of Belgium, champion
J
Horemans,
Lowest
the
British
of
itations
operations
balk line .billiard player of Eu' seek to establish
Range
,
Welker
rope, tonight defeated
Mean
J'
45
Cochrane of San Francisco, 400 to
Humidity at 6 a, m.
24
341
m
6
world's
ln
ATTORNEY
at
the
championship
p.
GENERAIj
QUITS.
Humidity
Non? ' London, Nov. 16. Thomas Wat-te- tournament here.
precipitation
22
Horemans played out ln twelve
Brown, attorney general for
Maximum wind velocity
South Ireland, authorized the announce innings and had a high run of IBS
lilrectlon of wind
Character of day . . .,Fartly cloudy ment tonight that he had resigned, while Cochrane' high run was 78
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BURCII MENTALLY

HURL BRICKS AT

PACIN C PLANT UNBALANCED,
COAL SHOVELERS L
Situation
Where

-

at

Ottumwa,
on

Workers Are
Strike, Is Reported Fairly
Quiet; Troops on Ground
By The A.neclaifd

I'rmM

Ottumwa,

muw.

' '
FNGMXD AGREES WITHrOUO

',

teausL.

la.. Nov. 16. Military and civil authorities in chargi
of the strike situation at the John
Morrell packing plant here late tocompany
by
would include even Tibet- day announced that all attempts
of- - which
to
union
tomorrow,
according
MflTl.
AS
fill
- J
.... . .
in
n
act
at violence had apparently subsidflc als will involve aoout o.ouu in mm irinrrn
.churla. in which Japan considers ed, and that disturbances, similar
tho -- ni.them rolnrndn district.
It
Interests
to those of yesterday when more
Sheriff Marty announced todav she has special
than a dozen men were Injured,
he saw no occasion for alarm and .pears
from one

s,

-

Governor General Wood, In loregfound. and group of his old officers on
the steps of the Malacnnang, his oliicial residence in Manilla.
General Wood, new governor general of the Philippines, has
with him at his new post some of the officers who were with him
He
during his campaign there in the early days of the insurrection. men.
is shown above at, his residence in Manila with somo of these
son.
row
is
the
of
on
the top
tho right
general's
The young officer

Anglo-Japane-

i

Anrhir-(-

t

Trf"

16. The
Nov.
Washington,
United States docs not contemplate
offering any definite program for
limitation of land forces during the
conference and so far as the
American delegates have been ablo
to ascertain, no foreign delegation
has prepared any army proposals.
The question of nr:ny reductions
will bo broached by Premier
of France. He has intimated
France, would urge an army for
for protection
herself sufficient
tho
against near neighbors, and
whole question of armies is thei
expected to be referred to the commute of the whole. Tho Unite!
States has no proposals for urmv
limitation, it was said on authority today, ns she has nothing to offer on her own behalf, tho American army already being ns small
as is consistent with national safety and domestic needs'. Great Britain, it was said, was ln similar
position.
It was said neither tho United
States nor Great Britain were m
a position to offer any concessions
nor wore they desirous of suggesting on their own Initiative, limits for the armies of others. Tho
American group is fully prepared,
however, to deal with tho land
force question when It develops,
having data relating to every army
of considerable size. There was
mu-speculation among conferees
whether France would propose or
hint at reported desires for definite assurances from America and
Britain
Great
for protection
ngainst German aggression, In consideration for an agreement
tD
make radical reduction
ln her
army. If go, there was high authority for the statement that
bo doomed to disappointment. The American position was
said to be against any trealy, compact or agreement, assuring France
mat America wtUUd go to her aid
in caso of outside aggression.
In this position the American
delegates were said to have received assurances of Bupport from
Great Britain and Canada also was
said to be ready to adhere to the
American view.
Bri-nn-

.

Indo-Chin-

Dele-

S- -

Foreign
Delegation Has Prepared
Any Army Proposals.

gates Know,

,

'

U,
No

were at ftn end. Aside
or two minor Rkirmishes during
the morning, which were quickly
curbed by nallonal guardsmen, the
day was void of any demonstratio.iof
on the part of sympathizers
workers.
striking packing house in
shovSeveral workers engaged
Inside
coal
the packing housu
eling
walls were pelted with bricks. 4
special squad of emergency troopers quickly put an end to the trouble and caused the attackers to
scatter. Later another small crowd
were disof strike sympathizers
banded by the militia after they
had thrown a shower of stones at
a group of plant employes.
Three hundred workers passed
through the gates at the plant on
their way home tonight unmolested. Fully half of them had remained at the plant during the
night previous.
Plans were made at a meetin;;
of business men, military and city
officials this afternoon for policing the city after the troops arc
withdrawn.
Col, Guy E. Prewer,
in command of the four companies
of Iowa national guardsmen which
arrived here early this morning
from Des Moines and Adjutant
Gen. L. G. Lasher, stated, however,
that tho guardsmen would probably be kept on duty here for several days more at least.

BRITAIN TO RETIRi
280 NAVAL OFFICERS
(By Tbe Aatorlutea Prem.)

HER 'S

IS

CLAIM

Accused Slayer of
Kennedy Told Him a
Weird Story of Attempt
of His Wife to Kill Him.

Says

riT Tll A.anrnilra Pr.
Chicago, Nov. 16. C. S. McN'ett
of Evanston, friend and former legal adviser of the family of Arthur

C. Burch, held at Los Angeles for
murder, today signed a deposition
in support of the claim that liurch
is insane, in which he says Kurch
told him a weird story in Febru
ary, 1920 of an attempt by Mrs.
Burch to kill him.
AUiQ Quaylo
Mrs. Burch, tho daughter of Bishop Quaylo, recently obtained a divorce.
Burch
says
The
deposition
claimed his wife had attempted to
then
had
and
In
bed
murder him
tnlked wilh what she thought was
his Kplrlt in an effort to get his
impressions of the future life. Mr.
McNett's statement says he drew
up a divorce bill on the strength
of this storv, nt Burch's request,
but after talking to Mrs. Burch
dismissed the matter as the product
of a diseased brain.
"Yens, I am IVnuI."
"In February, 1920, Burch came
to me," the statement said, "and
told me his wife, Mrs. Allie Quaylo
Burch, had tried to kill him. He
said he was lying in lied when he
felt a hand close on his throat. He
this
placed his own hand beneath hand
and his wife squeezed his
then and not his throat. Finally
she asked 'are you dead?'
"JJurch said he replied: 'jes, I
am dead.'
"Mrs. Burch is then supposed to
have asked:
"'How does It feel to he dead7so
"Burch replied that It 'wasn't
bad.
'Then Mrs. Burch felt her husband's heart. - It was boating. All
this according to Burch. She told
him 'You are not dead, you are
warm and your heart Is beating.
Buch replied he was 'dead but
hadn't got cold yet.'
"You're Not Dead nt All.
"Then Mrs. Burch is supposed to
have said: 'Well, I am going down
kill
stairs and get tho shears andBurch
your father and mother.'had
gone
said he thought the farej
bed
far enough. He Jumped out of you
and his wife exclaimed: 'Why,
have been fooling me Tou re not
dead at all.' "
Mr. MeNett said he was convinced that Burch was insane nt
the time he made the statement,
and that nothing of the sort had
occurred.

TO MORNINS

PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Outlaw Who Made a Sensational Escape From
Prison at McNeil's Island,
Nabbed By Mail Clerk,
HIS LAST ATTEMPT AT
RQB3ERY IS THWARTED
Is Arraigned

and Held Under $100,000 Bond to
Await Court Action; Prisoner Acts As 'Attorney.

PRODUCTS'

FARAD

)

Washington, Nov. 16. Torturing
and eating of Private Lawrence
and
killing and the mutilation of Lieutenant Muth nr the marine corps
by bandits of Haiti, were described
before the special investigation
committee today by P. M. Pilking-to- n
of New York, a technlc.il expert, who as manager of an American develoninir romnanv naa in
'that country two years. He assert
ed mat the cannibals had the Idea
that by eating human flesh thev
acquired tho courage and fortitude
of their victims, but related Incidents of marines lost ln the moiin-tanocountry being cared for
by the bandits.
The natives were generally described by the witness as amiable.
docile, and amenable, and the higher class as competent to conduct
an Independent government.

TOMMY GIBBONS WINS
FROM SOLDIER JONES
(By Thr Awirlnlrd

PreM.

I

Windsor, Ont., Nov. 16. Tommy
Gibbons of St. Paul knocked out
"Soldier" Jones, claimant of tho
heavyweight boxing championship
of Canada tonight,
ln the first
round of their scheduled ten round
bout.
The round had hardly begun
when Gibbons landed a left to the
Jaw that sent the Canadian down
for a count of eight. He was again
floored as soon as he arose. As
ho came back the third time Gibbons caught him with another left
to the jaw for the count.
Gibbons weighed in at 173; Jones

London, Nov. 16 (by the Associated Press). In connection with
its policy of retrenchment in adthe
ministrative
expenditures,
British admiralty has resolved to
retire on pensions 80 naval capat 178.
tains and 200 commanders early
next year, according to th EvenBALES COTTON
ing News today.
These retirements would not InBY FIRE AT
DESTROYED
of
volve taking more ships out
commission, it was said, and if the
ARKANSAS
FORT
SMITH,
TEXAS DROUTH P.ItOkEN.
Washington conference agrees on
Wichita Falls, Tex.. Nov. 16. A
the American naval restriction proIn the
(By The Anm.rialr.1 PrrM.)
gram, further reductions in the ad- half inch of rain here and
Fort smith, Ark., Nov. 16. Over
last night
miralty's - personnel are contem- surrounding territory
five
bales of cotton have
thousand
weeks.
broke a drouth of ten
plated.
been destroyed and as many more
may be lost ln a fire that is raging at the Fort Smith cotton company's plant here. The blaze which
was caused by lightning. Is confined to the compress plant. Estimated loss at present Is about
What would tho world do without the Red Cross? It la tho $600,000.
distress.
ln
heart of humanity renolilng out to those
Who Is tho Red Cross? You, reader, you and others like yon.
TEXAS TORNADO DOES
Willi your help withdrawn, readers, this heart would ccaso to
DAMAGE
CONSIDERABLE
It must not cease to beat, of course. It will not. You will
not permit It.
Prem.)
The
(By The
Albuquerque mnst raise $5,000 to
Fort Worth. Texas, Nov. 16.
facilities must
public nurso must stay in the field. Home service eared
A tornado that did considerable
for.
men must be
continue. The sick among
damage to property but caused no
A dollar membership must bo taken by every one. The One
owner
who
deaths, was reported to have struck
dollar automobile "tax" should be paid by every car
about five miles east of Marshall
has not already paid It. But even thnt will no where near provide
early tonight, In a telegram rethe necessary $5,000.
ceived at 10:30 o'clock by the Fort
Those In tho community who are blessed above the average
should Rive $5 or $100, ns they are able. The money will lie Worth Record.
Alexpended carefully and will do Its share toward bettering
Tho Red Cross Is senilis a grvut purpose In this
buquerque.
DIVIDEND PASSED.
.
community.
New York. Nov. 16. The New
Volunteer for service today. Workers nre asked to report
York
Airbrake
company today
to D. W. Faw or Mrs. !. T. McLaughlin or at Y. W. C. A
divimorning. Be on liiind for the job. passed onIts Itsregular quarterly
headquarters at 9 o'clock this cause
dend
$10,000,000
capital
tlio
of
Cross
Red
by
wearing
Havo you advertised the
stock. A statement announced that
a button? Then Invest In the enterprise! Boost your subscription
the dividend was being passed beto $5 or five times that. Let's huvc the $5,000 budget before
cause rash was needed to care for
nightfall!
an
volume of business.

5,000

WE NEED THE RED CROSS

.....

(By Tho
liipI I'rrniO
Phoenix, Ariz.,
oy. HI.
Roy (.'nrdnor, who was captured by Herman F. Inderlied,
a iimll clerk, In a mail pur at
the Atchison, Topcka and Sail"
t.i l'o railway station hero last
nlfibt, will not lie tried for the
attempt to rob that :tir but
will be wnt to Leavenworth,
lias., to finish serving sen
tciiccs which were! hanging
titer film when be ewtiiel
ll
from tho federal prison at
s Island, Wash., on Sep
antemlier 5, according to an
nouncement made tonight by
Thomas J'lyiin, United States
(INtrlet attorney here.
Mr. I'lynn said he had asked
tin; department of Justice at
Washington whether to prose-eiit- e
Gardner for lust night's
affair and had been Instructed
to have Gardner transferred to
the federal penitentiary
at
As-.-
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FREIGHT

RATES

TO BE CHANGED
An

Immediate Cut of 10
Per Cent on Car Load
Is
Agreed
Shipments
Executives.
Upon By
'Bt

The A.MM'Intril

Pr..)

York, Nov. Hi. An immediate reduction of 10 per cent in
car load freight rates on farm products, for six months, was agreed
upon today by railroad executives.
Announcing the, decision, Thomas DeUitt Cuyler, president of
tho association of railway executives, staled that any reductions
in such rates made since September 1, lSliU, were to bo included
in tho 10 per cent and that it would
be put into effect without awaiting a reduction In wages. The
freight rate cut will apply throughout ihe entire country except ontraffic moving wholly in New Unglauu.
that the new
It was expected
....... 1un,,l.1
10
I... v...v-...
w u v.
v, ,.if.r-tit- . It wilbin
U,g
was said,
days, as the railroads,
commerce
hau asked the interstate
eiiminlKSlun tu authorize the change
on one day'b notice. The i eduction
will coat the railroadH auout
it was estimated.
Cuts Already Alade.
nri.n ...i iwif,iu hiivi. ulreadv re
duced freight rales substantially
trom tho level established by the
commission in August, 1D20," Mr.sum.
ueuui.Cuylurs statement
..1U nfo wtim:i ted HH UCCU1- LiUlia lll'iD
u loss
involve
be
to
ateiy us can
of revenue at from f l o.uuu.uuw io
These re
annually.
$20U,OUO,000
ductions on many roaus repiesem.
a loss much greater than any correresponding savtng realized from
ductions ln wages. The railroads
are, furthermore, awamus
of the labor board, which it
is hoped, will relieve tho companies of the expense of many onerous
and uneconomical working condi-a
tions. Tho railroads ure not in
financial condition to make imo
sacrifice.
Unless there snouiu ue noino
in business, the probability imme...Miti.i tii.'iil. the
i. .........
.v...h w
Ul Wlliv.ll
proposed
dlate loss involved in this uo
reduction in rates wuuiu
of the railfrom net earnings
roads."
Public.
Aid
of
Want
Mr. Cuyler said that tho railroads were relying on the public
tor effective aid in bringing about
In labor una
Uu. i.ofinctioiiH
"
IKXCoauii,
other transportation costs and that
they nopeu ior mnui brailroads had
He declared that the
taken the first step to relieve bus-an
iness depression and had given
fixed
earnest
example of their
.
relieve,
r.,,,a nn Mini tomoment.
earliest
at the
practicable
so far as reasonauiy pussnrn,
public's transportation burden.
The executives passed a resolution to the effect that in the event
of disagreement between railroadin
officials and their employes
conference on wage reductions, the
necessary steps under the law
would be to apply to tho railwaj
labor board for quick action.
Hay and Grain Case.
to
It was also decided to apply
the interstate commerceon commisthe hay
sion for a
and grain case. A general inquiry
utt-.is asked to ascertain whether,
.. Ui,..ut...ioi
refine! ion in oper
ation and labor costs could be ob
tained, any further rate reiiueu....n
could lawfully be required, or with
due regard to the transportation
industry, be made possible."
The new rates are applicable to
carloads of wheat, corn, oats, other
grain, flour and meal, hay, straw
and alfalfa, manufactured tobacco,
cotton, cotton seed and products,
except cotton seed oil and cotton
citrus fruits, other
seed meal;
fresh fruits; fruits, potatoes, other-e- r
fresh vegetables; dried fruits
and vegetables, horses and mules,
cattle and calves, sheep and goats,
eggs, butter and
hogs, poultry,
cheese, and milk.
New
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Carrier or
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Santa Fo, Nov. IB. Mrs. ft.
F. Asphuul ami Mrs. Adellna
Otero Warren, who said they
(lie
represented
organized
women of (he Htate, and former Justice of the Supremo
Court C. J. Roberts asked the
slate board of education this
afternoon that the board's request for Mrs. Kuth. .Miller's
resignation as director of vocational education
lie withdrawn or that formal charges
be presented and that she be
to degiven an opportunity
fend herself.
The board adjourned until
tomorrow without noting on
the request. Mrs. Asplund aid
the women felt .Mrs. Miller was
discriminated against in that
.1. H. Wagner
was granted a
hearing 'while she was refused
one and since Traveling Auditor Whittler's report and tho
request for her resignation
were
linked
together she
should be given a chance to
reply to his report.
the board
Itoberts
told
members If they were not
men
minded
"broad
you
should kick yourselves off the
and asked for a
board,"
"square deal for this defenseHo said if the
less woman."
board's request for her resignation was permitted to stand
and wasn't given a hearing
she would be done an
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Phoenix,
Ariz., Nov. 16. Roy
Gardner, convicted mail robber
who escaped from tho federal prison McNeil's Island, Wash., on September 5, and who was captured
by a mall clerk at tho Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railway station here last night, was held to
await action of tho United States
district court here today when he
was arraigned before J. B. Henke,
United States commissioner.
Commissioner Henke fixed Gardner's bond at $100,000 and then
asked him the customary question
regarding his ability to furnish that
amount.
"I think I can make It," Gardner
remarked.
Court Room Packed.
The United States district court
room where today's hearing was
conducted was packed with men
and women nnxious to see Gardner
while hundreds, of others .waited in
the corridors and outside the federal building for a glimpse of him.
Gardner told the commissioner
that he had no attorney and no
money with which to employ one
but that ho would like to have
counsel. The commissioner told
him he was not authorized to appoint counsel but he would be entitled to free legal advice in the
district court. Then Gardner said
he would waive the right to counsel if the section of the law under
which the complaint against him
w: i drawn was read to hiin. The
complaint charged him with attempting to rob tho United States
malls and with assaulting a United
States mall clerk.
Oilers No Evidence.
The prisoner acted as his own attorney at the hearing and questioned all but one o fthe prosecution witnesses. He satd he did not
want to offer any evidence in hjta
own behalf.
Herman F. Inderlied of Phoeni
tbe mail clerk who was in charge
of the car and who captured Gardner, was the first witness. He told
of goin- - to tho car to prepare to
go out on his run. He said he got
in and helped put tho mall on
Then he changed his
board.
clothes, laying his revolver on a
table while he did so. Afterwards,
about ten minutes before the train
was due to leave for Los Angeles,
he got out to get the mail from
a drop box at the station, leaving
his revolver on the t ole.
Didn't Hold I"P Hands.
When he returned to tho car, he
bysaid, he was confronted
masked man who pointed a revolver towards him and ordered him
to hold up his hands and to back
Into the corner.
but didn't
"I started backing
hA up my hands." ho said. "AH
the time I was trying to convince
the masked man that there was
nothing of value In the mailI in my
didn't
car. I don't know why
h id up my hands."
When he got Into the corner, he
to lie
said, the bandit ordered him startdown on his stom ic. and he
to
As
started
he
so.
get
ed to do
down, he said, the bandit put his
hand on the back of Inderlled's
head and shoved him. Then, he
up
said, he started to straighten see
hut only got high enough to
hand.
the gun held in the other's
"I made a grab for It and got
Inderlied testified.
his
wrist,"
"Then we started scuffling and
wrestling."
Help Arrives.
Finally, he testified, the bandit
changed the gun from his right
hand to his Ie:t and tried to club
the clerk with It but Underlied
he said,
caught that hand. At last,continued
both fell down and
he
got on top
wrestling hut finally
of the bandit and got pi isesslon
of the gun. About that time, he
testified, help arrived In response
to his calls.
In replv to questions asked by
Gardner, "inderlied admitted that
the bandit had numerous chances
(Continued on Page Two.)
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BE SURE YOUR NAME IS IN
BY 8 O'CLOCK TONIGHT
With just a few weeks until The Albuquerque Morning Journal's big $8,000 "Everybody Wins" Automobile Campaign comes
to an official close, many sections of the city and surrounding
territory are still without representatives in this gigantic
event.
Surely, this cannot be because the prizes are not worth geTH 10 Y WILL BE GIVEN WITHOUT ONE CENT OF
ttingand
COST TO THOSE WHO ARE NOMINATED.
Very soon In this paper, tho names of the few candidates who
have been nominated will be published. Nominations should be
name
niado before 8 o'clock tonight, however, to bo sure that tho
"
appears In the first list published.
gift-givi-

.
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in m women,
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OLD,

finally reaching Mexlcall, Lowjr
California, from where he came
to Phoenix, via Yuma and Marico
pa, Ariz.
Most of his traveling, ho said,
was done on a motorcycle, al
though some of it was on freight
trains and the last part of the
Journey to Phoenix was on a pas- eenger train.

ROY GARDNER IS
CAPTURED BY MAIL
CLERK AT PHOENIX
(Continued

From rage One.)
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on record as favoring the immedi sults
the attorneys will be J. C.
that now I don't feel like the you can't get anywhere in thi
Then he said he wandered down
ate completion of these roads:
and Dennis Chave. Sev- tho coast, stopping nt Raymond.
same
man, 1 hardly have a trace business world unless you are
ROESCH
IS
EI)
SHOT,
cement
The
between
highway
eral members will be called upon Wash., where he said he took an
Nov. 16. Accord Meaqulte and Anthony, 12 miles; of that rheumatism left, am work- properly trained.
O..
Cincinnati,
as witnesses in the trial.
automobile In which he drove to ing to advices from Oakland City the construction of a road from ing every day and eating like a
jo that I'm stronger and
Portland, Ore, Other stops, he Ind., Ed Rousch. Cincinnati Na Las Cruces to Organ, 15 miles. horse, in
This school offers superior
To Cnre a Crtld In Ono Day
every way than I have
said, were made in
City tlonal's outfielder and batsman, and a valley highway from Fort better
in DAY AND NIGHT
I
Take Laxative IWtOMO QUININE Redding, Calif., Napa, Oregon
think
been
for
years.
certainly
Calif., whore was accidentally shot yesterday byscIden to Hatch, which will clip Tanlac is a
tablets. The genuine bears the sig- his wife and baby were,
SESSIONS. Special Speed Classes
great medicine."
An- - i his brother Fred, but received
no
Los
,v,
mtto.
nff
tor.iw.
sure
nature of E. W. Grove. (Bo
Tanlac Is sold in Albuquerque by
to backward
w jjiego .urwj serious injury.
Seiea. iMMTMivm,
Elephant Butte dam; also the the Alvarado Phurmacy and all Private instruction
you et I KOMO.) 20c.
students in all grades ot public
road from Raton to Hot Springs other leading drusglsts
everywhere.
and the state highway from Las
school work.
Adv.
Cruces to Alamogordo.
It Is understood that Robert
Martin, recently appointed a mem
ber of the state highway commls
slon is keenly alive to the neces
sity of a road from Raton to thi
Elophant Butte dam and HoSprings, Las Cruces-Al- ;
nogord
state highway and the road from
Fort Selden to Hatch. The lasnamed short-cu- t,
already declared
a public highway, is recommended
of
the United Stats,
by officials
reclamation service.
The road from Las Cruces to Or
gan, it Is mnounced. will he nec
essary In a short time for hauling
ore from the Organ mountains to
a local railway connection. It is
expected that several mines wid
resume operation this winter nr
early spring.
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Suits
For misses and smaller
women here is a sale of
suit which offers a most
assortment of
extensive
types,

Root-Takahi- ra

HIS FEET

lOOLBBT

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR

HEAR HIS SHOES

nine

i'

H. CARNES

1

nnd

fabrics

price

range, you will find just
what you want here at
much less than you expected to pay.

No Mistakes or Regrets if Your Suit
Comes from Kistler,
Collister and Co.
.

Attend this sale and
select your new suit.
Values up to $25.00.
Sale price. .$15.00
Values up to $39.50.
Sale price. .$29.50
Values up to $49.50.
Sale price. .$37.50
Values up to $115.00.
Sale price. .$87.50

SALE OF DRESSES

d

n

,

of

3M

DELEGATES

surprises

Kt-- l

Profit Sharing Sale

$15 00

$33.50

$25.00

Ths season's newest models, but at
a pries that is
much lower tban
our regular selUng

Fins trlcotlne and

priced
Regularly
up to $27.80. Beaudresses
made
tifully
of taffeta, crepe

caffetn silk dresses,
richly beaded and
braided, especially
suitable for afternoon wear. Values
to $35.00.

de chine and serge,

styled similarly to
models at much
higher prices.

price.

SALE OF COATS
h
At a Saving Averaging
Cloth Coats and Plush Coats.
Women's and Misses' Cloth Coats
One-Fourt-

Full lencrth, stylish garments of Polo and Kersey
cloth. Belted models.
(Jf7 A
P stlU
Actual $20.00 value, at

r

Stylish Winter Cloth Coats

Belted, blouse and loose flare styles of Bolivia,
Velour and Broadcloth, etc. Some are beautifully
embroidered and fur trimmed.
(JiQFC AH
tPOJ.UV
Wonderful $45.00 values, at

Silk Plush Coats

High-Grad- e

and
length, of extra fine quality
Smart new styles with luxurious fur
trimmings and beautiful satin linings.
Exceptional $45.00 values, at
48-i- n.

40-i- n.

36-in- .,

silk plush.

$35.00

Special Opportunities in the Silk Dep't.
Crepe Satin in navy blue, brown
and black. Regular $4.00, at
Deautitui quality in
(Jharmeuse,
navy and black. Regularly
$2.50. Sale price

.

.

;

.

J0 QQ
tPaWstO

crown, grey,

$1.98

I

;
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Buy a pipe
and some P. A.
Get the joy that's due you!
We print it right here that if you don't know the
"feel" and the friendship of a joy'us jimmy pipe
GO GET ONE! And
get some Prince Albert and
o
I
a
on
the big smoke-gon- g
bang howdy-dPrlntt Albttt l
in toppy tti
lU
faft, tidy red tins,
hmndtom
pound

and htlf pound tin
humidora and in tha
pound crystal glaoo

humidor

with

tpongt molttonor
top.

For, Prince Albert's quality flavor coolness
fragrance is in a class of its own ! You never tasted
such tobacco! Why figure out what it alone means
to your tongue and temper when we tell you that
Prince Albert can't bite, can't parch! Our exclusive
patented process fixes that!
Prince Albert is a revelation in a makin's cigarette !
My, but how that delightful flavor makes a dent!
And, how it does answer that hankering! Prince
Albert rolls easy and stays put because it is crimped
cut. And, say oh, go on and get the papers or a pipe 1
Do it right now!

Copyrieht 1621
by R. J. Reynolds
Tobmcco Co.

fl.C,

the national joy smoke

CANTALOUPE LAND IS
BEING SIGNED UP IN
THE MESILLA VALLEY

JtrJiL

(Special CorraponitFiw to The Jaarnnl
Las Cruces. N. M.. Nov. 16.

Members of the executive hoard
and a special committee of the
Farm Bureau Marketing associa
tion report they have slened un
1,000 acres of cantaloupe land between Hill. N. M.. and the Texas
line.
S. S. Hookland, president of
the organization,
announces the
committee will submit the follow
ing schedule to growers at a mass
meeting In the Temple of Agriculture next Saturday afternoon:
Terms required irom distribu
tors: Advance of SO cents a crate
on standard and Jumbo melons up
to August 11. 1922. and 20 cents
la crate thereafter; ponies, 15 cents
crate to August 11; nothing
thereafter; honey dew melons, 60
cents a crate, all guaranteed, f. o.
b. shipping point, over and above
the cost of materials and all
charges.
The new contract prepared by a
committee also provides that if the
association is unable to make a
satisfactory deal with commission
companies or fails to secure reduction In freight and icing charges,
no melons will be grown in the
Mesllla valley In 1922.
on the other hand, if the deal
goes through as planned, at least
1,200 cars of melons will be shipped
next season.
CLUB WOMAN DEAD.
Lincoln. Neb., Nov. 16. Mrs. A.G. Peterson, the first woman mem
ber of the state board of control,
died at her home in Aurora Tues
day night, according to a message
received here today, in aeaitn
forced her retirement from tin
board. Shs was prominent in clut
work in the state for years and
waa national president of the I'eo
Sisterhood.
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Alniracle of modern science offering to every family in
this community a better heated home at lower cost
CaloriC heating Is based on tht natural law that warm air rites and
cool air falls. In obedience, to this law, CaloriC heat flows naturally
to avery part of ths building, without resistance without wast

eras

Uniform heat distribution

fuel sav-

"The Growing Store"

Phone 283

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION

COM

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits
Accompanied by ths nomination blank, and your first
subscriplton. this coupon will start you in the race for ths
magnlfloent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 37.000 credits.
This coupon may bs used only
once and is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.

Name of Subscriber

.,

Candidate's Name.
Amount

Enclosed,

.

...... ,min
.

$.....

This coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must ba for a 'period of one year or
longer. The 20,000 free credits ars in addition to the mimbsr
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

With Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples
an excellent line. Orders for EnCards
can be
graved Greeting
placed for only a few more days

Checks

Albright & Anderson, Inc.
208 West Gold Arenue

ing of 4 to Hconvn'nc

c'ean
healthful beat an features that
have mads CaloriC ths most popular
beating plant in ths world. Mors
than 125,000 users.

old or new homes
of 18 rooms or lest. Installed in
day. No plumbing, no alterations,
Tbs written
no pipes to frease.
guarantee of tbs largest manufac-

Tbs CaloriC heats

turer of warm air furnaces in tbs
world, and our personal guarantee,
assure your satisfaction or money
back.

The M.S. tie.

Investigate and learn tbs advantages
of CaloriC bsat for your boms now.

Gallup Egg
Aztec Fuel Company
Phone 251

-

ESaabe
&lMasjger
IT'S
"IF

HARDWARE WE HAVE ITV

First

.wet?

Copper

Phone 74

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

'

Glass, paint,
cement. plaster.

LUMBER COMPANY
,
Vlim MTKKKT,

NOKTH

--

I
November 17, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
.

SURTAX BUTE TO

Pasre Three

'

Gloria Swanson's first Puramount
(tarring vehicle, which Is being re- peateil at the "U tneater touay
for tho last time,
Tho setting represents the bou"B" Theater Repeating for tho doir of on English girl played by
Miss Swnnsnn, In an old ancestral
la.st time today, Gloria fa'wanson
the leading star in "The C.ivat Mo- home. The author, who wrote tho
ment," oiu! of Elinor Cllyn's great story especially for Miss Swanson
stones; also repeating tho burton rendered valuable assistance to the
Holmes "Travelogue"
and
the director in other angles of produ"Current lOvents pictures.
ction, and especially In the dressing
or of the English settings.
Theater "Playthings
In this story Miss Swanson Is
Destiny" is the star attraction .it
the Lyric today for the la.st time, seen us tho half Gypsy daughter of
with Anita Stewart as the hUu an English lord, whose father rcan
also repeating "Money Talka," the. her in strict seclusion,
fearing
that her mother's nomadic InUayety comedy.
I'astlino Theater Ono of tho stincts will assert themselves over
greatest screen productions, with Mho subdued English culture. Lat-or. however, o na trip to America
lieorge Arllss heading an
cast, is at Pastime today. It is "Dis- the trirl falls In lnve with a vnun
raeli," from his eelebt 'ateii s'.uc;-- mining engineer, It bitten by a
Hiiccess by Louis N. l'arker.
and taken by flim to
in
connection with this great picture,
cabin. There. Intoxicatthere will added attractions.
ed from tho whiskey which he had
given her as an antidote, she
si row
gypsy spell and brings ahon'
playkhs
J.
n situation which results In man'
m:v stiowakt vi:r,r,
pJ;AY.
"I'IjAYTIUXGS OF DKSTINY" dramatic and highly emotional epi

TRIAL OF NOTORIOUS BLUEBEARD THRILLS FRANCE

Theaters Today

I

I

Golden 'Rule

1

COM E TO ft VOTE

HOUSE TODAY

:
:

Insurgent Republicans and
tne Democratic Minority
Predict the 50 Per Cent
Lew Will Be Retained.
Airlillcil

(Bjr The

v

ivn

ProB" I

Washington, Nov. IP. The bie;
Issue in the tax revision bill the
senate amendment fixing the maximum surtax rate at 50 per cent
Is to come to a vote tomorrow in
;the house.
Spokesmen
lor "insurgent" republicans and the democratic minority expressed confidence that
;they could muster the necessary
votes to retain the high rate. While
'.making no predictions, republican
leaders generally were hopeful that
lultimately there would he a compromise as between the Renate rate
and the house rate of S2 per cent,
probably around 40 per cent.
After the house nas txpressed It;
self on the surtax amendment the
conferees will proceed to dispose of
th other high spots in the bill.
;
The conferees today nereed to
senate amendments striking out
Jiouse provisions for the exemption
from the Income tax of Income received by foreign traders and forfrom
trade corporation
eign
idources outside the United States.
was
the understanding that the
Jt
conferees would accept the senate
provisions designed to place Americans doing business In the Philippines and Porto Rico on a par with
foreigners In those Insular possessions so far as taxation Is concerned.
They also agreed on the senate
Amendments repealing the tax on
parcel post packages and on bonds
Xf Indemnity and surety.
Another
enate amendment
accepted pro- Aides mat if corporations issue capat a value of less than
ful stock
;$100 a share, the tax shall he 1
on
rent
each S 20 of the actual value
!nr fraction thereof.
The present
law imposes a tax of 5 cents on
ach J100 of stock, irrespective of
Jthe par value of the shares Issued
;
Other senate amendments ac
cepted Include those
provisions of the existing law Im- Jiosing taxes at the present rates
!

jon:

Capital stock of corporations.
! Brokers,
proprietors of theaters,
jcireuses, bowling
alleys, billiard
rooms, shooting
galleries,
riding
jicademles. persons
operating or
renting passenger automobiles for
hire, biewers. distillers and wholesale and retail liquor dealers.
Manufacturers of tobacco, clsars
pnd cigarettes,
In narcotics.
i Dealers
r

ii
I III

bW

l
I

For Three Generation
Hove Made Child-BirtEasier By Using

i
i

JaiTt POR IOOKLCT OH MOTHERHOOD
JOfltLORtoul.ATcjilC).btrT.9-D-

AND

.

THE BARY. FRS(

Atlanta. G

si.

iw!iSsVAA.-

.

-

rattle--

MS:

1

w

f'

ppte

of ' child
On the employment
labor.
License levies on owners of
yachts and other pleasure craft.
The house managers also accept
ed the senate amendment striking
out an original
house provision
which would have required a sin
families in the
from
gle return
eight western and southern states
having laws recognizing the marital
community ann dividing the com
munlty property equally between
husband and wife.
Agreement also was reached on
the general administrative provisions of the bill.

PIN0N SHELL CAUSES
OF SHERIFF
DEATH
MONTOYA'S

DAUGHTER

Bernalillo,
Mariano G. Montoya,
died at a local hospital yesterday
afternoon from a pinon shell
which lodged in her windpipe
Sheriff Mon
vesterdav morning.
toya was In Gallup on official busi
ness when the accident occureu.
Several little girls were eating
plnon nuts at the Montoya home
when the shell slipped down the
child's throat and lodged in her
A physician in Albu-- I
windpipe.
querque was notified at once and
the child was brought here in
one of the ambulances operated by
Fred Crollott.
An operation failed to bring
relief and the child died within
a few hours. The funeral will be
held at Bernalillo
Friday and
burial will be mndo at tho Bernalillo cemetery.
Fred Crnllot will
have charge of the arrangements.

NOTES

SCOUT

TO HAVE PERISHED IN
WRECK 0FA STEAMER

By the Scouts.

(II? The Associated I'reM.)

r g

I

16

The First American
Railroad Watch

Inter-islan-

Mam:
'Thank vou for

Tlireo

Troop

1

meetings every Frida'
night at tho English Lutheran
church. 7:30 li the time.
Say, we had a mighty snappy
We did
meeting the last time.
not decide to make any Important
moves.
After the regular business was done we had a fine
time plnying games. A little later
one of the "sore" survivors made
a motion to adjourn. There was
a hail of delight and I beli'jve the
chairs were mighty hanpy.
FMXOTl GT.YN FXDOTtSFS
Troop three kwi? patented.
sfttixos fou r;i,oin
Wo hold

A Scout.
Everything goes to him who wails.
But there's a rule that's slicker:
The scout that goe3 for what he
wants
Will get It all the quicker.
LOST
This is wolf patrol week.
The following are lost.
Please
return to the wolf patrol If found
Walter Freed, Walter Noldo,
d
Albert, Charlie Strove.
I openly ask all troops to put In
weekly reports.
See you next week.
TED MAGEE. Scribe.

SWANSON'S

S1MIG

PKTniF

fflr
ur

m

ppeals

TEAM
LEADS IN BIKE RACE Journal

(By Th. Associated

formance will be a revelation.
It is adjusted to extremes of
the first standard Railroad temperature; also every posiWatch ever accepted in America. tional test to which it can be
Such is its accuracy and dependsubjected.
ability that every railroad in the The movement is r i jewels and
world accepts this watch withpriced uncased at sixty dollars.
The price of the complete watch
out question.
The Waltham '"Crescent Street"
varies only according to the style
has proved its excelling merit by end quality of the case selected.
close
under every Ask your jeweler to show you
known railroad condition, and this masterpiece of
over a long period of years.
He will case the movement
For traveling men and busy for you according to your taste.
business men who desire accuWhen you buy a "Crescent
rate
Street you own a w alch.
its per
Write for a valuable booklet that is a liberal "Watch" education
Stntjree upon request. The Waltham WatchCompany
Crescent Street, Waltham, Mass.
g.

time-keepi-

WALTHAM
THE WORLD'S WATCH OVER. TIME

.
VynyfttlinupitkrtitUWatilMmWitkn
Maktrt of thtfummuWatiham
quality Speeirniettrt and
Automobile Timt-pitc- u
ium on Iht world' i leading cart

Headquarters for Waltham Watches.

IXJ-

Jeweler

"What We

Sajr

It

Is, it Is."

Guaranteed

One Year

To the 25 families in town who have been waiting
on these irons, we wish to say they have arrived.

WINCE!

MADE-YO- U

Sloan's freely for rheumatic
sciatica, lumbago,
muscles, neuralgia, backaches, stiff joints and for sprains and
6trains. Jt penetrates vHOwut rubbing.
The very first time you use Sloan's
Liniment you will wonder why you
never used it before. The comforting-warmtand quick relief from pain
will delightfully surprise you.
Keep Sloan's Itandy and nt the first
sign of an ache or pain, use it.
At all druggists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

Worth formerly $8.50.
OUR

USE

T 1

ilOSl

PainV

Diaflfurini facial eruption, are 15

j

Bissells Sweepers are the
standard carpet sweeper
of the world. Our stock
of these is varied and
a t standard
complete
The
The
The
The

,

Dmobsoris
Eczema Ointment

SPECIAL

New Price $6.00
PRICE $5.00

Call and see them as we have two patterns and
they are beauties. Everyone guaranteed 1 year.

prices.

quickly healed brDr.Hofaeon'a Enema
liood lor pimply lacea,
uinomnt,
eczema, acne. Itching akin, and all
Of bernJdn troubles. One of Dr.Hobson'
Family Bemediea. Any driutxist.

V

Diamond Merchants.

Ml,

l

HITNEY HARDWARE
Phone 76

Elite
Princess

$7.50
$6.25
Grand Rapids. .$6.00
Universal
$5.75

CO.

W. Central Ave.

305-- 7

A REAL BUY

SPORT

HASH

MODEL

We have also

THE FAULTLESS

.

A

Not a Bissells, but a
very good little sweeper

at

Slightly Damaged by Fire
Will sell at price allowed us by insurance company

to guaranteed by 30 years
service to millions of

Americans.

HOOVER

tin on

m

COLORADO

(Br The Auorlnted

MAN

Press.)

PRIZE

Denver, Colo., Nov. 16.
$15.00
champion I One Chance
Zbyszko. world's
for Each Person
his
won
heavyweight
wrestler,
$15 for the best trade mark
match with Toots Mondt of Gree- II and
emblem
for our Dairy
ley, Colo., here tonight, winning
the first fall in 1 hour and 8 min Ia Products. Contest closes 13
o'clock midnight, Nov. 20,
utes and 9 seconds with a headlock
1921. All contestants must
and arm bar. He won the second
their suggestions
accompany
8
fall in minutes 50 seconds with
with a bottle cap of the
a double headlock.
Albuquerque
Dairy AssoTommy Comlsky of Denver and
ciation. The board of diSailor Burns of Los Angeles fought
rectors to be the Judges.
an eight-roun- d
draw.
FREE TO ALL

permits.
Washington. Nov. 16. Another
bar against
fraudulent liquor
withdrawals wau put up tonight by
Prohibition Commissioner Haynes.
All state directprs were instructed
to approve no applications for
withdrawal permits In the future
that are not of regular government
Issue and to discontinue accepting
forma printed by privata individ
uals.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

1

I
I
I

803-- J

New Yeast Vitamon
Tablets Round Out
Face and
Fieure
-

STRONG BROS.
STRONG

iwWJSpCwDruggisU
have

your nam

CO.
Phone

418 W. Copper

Kondon't

works wonders for your
Did, sneezing, cough,
chronic catarrh, bead--

MOTOR

$3.50

VWUUu

WVSSjtNJ,

BLOCK

Copper at Second

'

With Firm, Healthy Flesh, Increase Energy and Beautify the Complexion Easy and Economical to Take Results Quick

Ulsterettes

ZBYSZK0 WINS MATCH
WITH

- i1

CI IV
W ATADDHAl
truu tf a.a.ina

and tddras
KONDON
Hloaetvolls, Mia

rml)

AVITHDRAWATj

,

LINOLEUMS
RUGS

RHEUMATIC TWINGE

5.

time-keepi-

watch-makin-

want ads get results

Clark of
team was lead
the Grenda-Clar- k
Ing 13 teams at the end of the
second hour in the
bicycle
race which started at 11 o'clock
last night around the saucer In
Madison Square Garden.
Twelve
teams had covered 47 miles four
laps.
W. Hanley, Ran Francisco won
the one mile professional consola
tion race in 2:01
Reggie Mc
Namara, Australia, won the special
one mile match race, winning two
of the four heats and finishing
second In another. Alfred Grenda,
Tasmania, was second.

The Waltham "16 Sire Crescent
Street," illustrated above, was

MMDLIN'S

FURNITURE

"This Is a most perfect English
room!" exclaimed Elinor Glyn.
noted British novelist, as tho finishing touches were put upon a
setting which had been prepared
for scenes In "The Great Moment,"

K

New York, Nov. 17.

er

''.

BRO

May-mar-

able action in saving so many lives'
of passengers and crew of the CAMPAIGN IN BEHALF
steamship .Maria Luisa who other- wise would have perished."
unmaiiAiMii r 15
Among the missing is Juan RodURGED
BY METHODISTS
riguez, governor of the Nagrlto
tribes in three provinces on the
Island of Luzon.
(B The A.,.cl
I'rMR.)
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 16.
world-wid- e
a
for
militant
AGREE ON ALLOWANCE
campaign in behalf of ChristianFOR FORMER EMPEROR
ity were Issued today before the
national conference of
MethCHARLES AND FAMILY odist Episcopal church the
by speakers representing each of tho five
(By The AnrlfitFfl rrrm..i
great continents.
Tho appeala merged in a call
Paris, Nov. 16. The council of
ambassadors
fixed the Intended to
what was detoday
amount of the money allowance to scribed as bring
the most extensive
be given former Emperor Charles religious movement in the history
of Austria Hungary and hla family of Methodism. Speakers stressed
and conditions under which this the Importance of greater facilexpense shall be taken over .by the ities for carrying on work of
states successors to tho
n
in
missionaries
Asia,
Africa,
empire. Portugal is to Europe and South America, and
be free from any charge.
for extending the work in North
Tho Associated Press learns that America.
no amount has been get for the
II. C. Stuntz of Omaha,
maintenance of Charles. Only the toldBishop
the delegates tonight that
of
dishis
principle
support was
"the state is intended to be a
cussed with the Idea that he should divine institution" and that "Ond
be treated In accordance with his is using nations to
carry out His
one time rank. A sum between
program of world redemption.
300,000 and 600,000
gold marks
The
3,000
delegates held a
yearly has been mentioned as the
and open air song sorvicif
probable amount.
Great Britain seems nrenared to today.
find the money for the support of
LOT MAY BE VALUARLE.
are
diaries until arrangements
Golden, Colo., Nov. 16. Ten
made with the former Austro-Hun- now a well
years
garian state and possibly Italy for knownago Walter Funk, state
school
his support. No country, however
graduate of the
shows any inclination to shoulder of mines here purchased a book.
With
the book was given a lot at
the Indebtedness of Charles In
Switzerland. This still amounts to Huntington Beach, Calif. Funk has
between 2,000,000
and 3,000,000 recently learned that his lot is contiguous to a rich oil field, accordSwiss francs.
ing to word received here today.
GRENDA-CLAR-

we talk Railroad Watches we can say
WHEN mean
more, and prove more than any
other watch-makin the world.

.

gain feast go back to their regular price.

pa-ra- de

Sire Crescent Street
ll Jewels $bo
With Winding Indicator $6)

i!

If you have not bought your
supply of Shoes for Winter do
so today, for tomorrow all shoes
listed in the ONE CENT bar-

H

16. Fifty-eigManila, I'. I.. Nov.
persons, many of them, women and children passongers,
are
believed to have been lost In thT
d
steamer
wreck of the
Maria Luisa, 54 tons, which foundered today near Mariveles, close to
the entrance of Manila bay.
Seventy-tw- o
others,
including
all of the officers and crew, were
picked up by tho Japanese steamer Seikai-Marbound for Japan,
and were landed at Mariveles.
Survivors said that while the Maria Jjuisa was staggering from the
effects of a huge wave, a second
wave broke over her and she sank
Lifeboats which wera
quickly.
launched were swamped by heavy
seas and their occupants were
thrown into the water.
All of the missing were thought
to be Filipinos.
The surveyor of the port Is investigating to determine whether
the craft was seaworthy.
Governor General Wood
sent the following wirelesstonight
message to the captain of the Seikai
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Henri Landru, uamoais villa, and eight of Uie "wives" whom he is alleged to have murdered. Left to right,
above: Mme. Babe ley, time. Guillau, Mme. Marchadier, Mine, Pascal, Mme. Buisson and Mme. Cucher.
Left center: Mme. Jaume, Below: Mme. Colomb
Henri
notorious
Landru,
emerge, has at last been placed
past few days Landru has re"French Bluebeard," into whose
on trial, charged with murder.
ceived
of marriage
proposals
lonesome villa at Gambais. near
The case is attracting more atfrom many women, and perfumed
tention in France than any other
Paris, at least eleven women enmeesages of love from dozens
tered and were never seen to
trial in recent year. Within the more.

Last

nodes.

Milton Sills plays the leadin
supporting role, Sam Wood direct
ed and the
was picturized by
admired her above everything else Monte M. story
Katterjnhn.
in the production, but after viewing "Playthings of Deminv," Iht
DISMISSAL ORDER FT).
Associated First National Pictures
Washington. Nov. 16. Dlsmlssa'
starring vehicle which is being l
of the government's
case again?'
todiiy for the last time at
the Lyric theater, we have found Mrs. Rose Pastor Stokes. New Tor'
one in which the star is not so socialist, moved yesterday In Kan
s is City, was ordered
by tho .Itistic
This Is no criticism
predominant.
o
or Miss Stewart, for she does hot- deportment on recommendation
ter work than anything we have 1'nlted States District Attornc
It
was
the
said today at
seen hrr tin before, but it is praise Madison,
for tho general excellence of tho ilenartrnent.
cast who play with her and the
splendid story emphasized bv tho
cleverness of the director Edwin
Care we.
Herbert Rawllnson sinks himself
intll lllO f'hlll'U...ir rf rinriff..,.
When the kidneyi do not properly dc
nold and Walter McGrall becomes
work or purify the blood stream
neroert Arnold Just as stirelv as their
Hiss Stewart sinks her Identity to waste products and poisonous acids rc
main
in the system and cause bsckachc
emerge as Julie Ianeau. This trio
rheumatic pains, lumbago, tore mur
the Canadian vacationer who al'ter- - cles, swollen joints, stiffness, lami
w.irns nooomcs the Earl or Stan- back and similar symptoms.
hope, and the forest ranger who
rises to heiirhts tlint have the env- ernor generalship of Jamaica as
me goal or nis omnition
carry
forwurd n tale tbnr Is n tr:i ni:i ic
as anything that has been written.
and restore the healthy, norma!
Ttion Ihovo
llltln TJtMinr.l llnri.I- - regulate
rlck to bring a glow of pleasure to action of kidneys and bladder, bringing
every lover or enuciren, and uraco clean blood and better health, with freeMorse and William V. Mong to dom from aches and pains.
mfika tho Emnll amnilnt nf vlllnfn,.
J. George Hudgin. Brnningloo. V writpr
that enters Into the plot convinc- rLflst
(all I was attacked with lumbago an
I had
enffcred tinlold ngnny.
ing.
sever, pai
There are also two spectacles In across my bark and at timpa could not drena o
was adviaed to lako Fole
a blizzard and a undress myself.
the production
KiJnpy 1'ills for my trouble. After taking tlier
tornado so realistic that ono shiv- fur
a fow
the pain in my back left m. and I
ers with the icy blasts and uncon- hive not days
h.id any lumbago sine, that time,
to
oui'h
montha ago.
was
thut
seat
i recommend
their
sciously grips
tighter
prevent being blown out of It by hiuy Kidney fills to all who have lumbago."
Desthe tornado. "Playthings of
Sold everywhere.
tiny" has three elements any ono
of which alone would make It a
but which comgreat production
bined mflkn It. the finest bit of
screen entertainment we have seen
for many months.
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Adalena Montoya, two year old
daughter of Sheriffof and Mrs.
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ALBUQUE RQUE. N.MEA.
STORE WITH A NEW

n
Thin or
folki
who want to quickly get
solid
flesh
Borne good, firm,
on their bones, till out the
hollows and sunken cheeks
with strong, healthy tis
sues, and build up increased energy and vital
ity should try taking a

Purchased

since the season opened
We have just received a few of the
smartest ulsterettes produced this
season. The fact that they were purchased since the opening of the season
insures the correctness of their style.
They were purchased right.
They are made extra full and roomy;
yet the shoulders fit snugly. Smart
belts and large parallel stitched patch
pockets finish them.
The heavy polo cloth of which they are
made comes in brown, tan, grey
$40 and $45.

feKINNV

JAW

fASTIK'S:

EUBANK BROTHERS
rnone 513

VITA-

MON with their meals.
Mastin's VITAMON is a
tiny tablet containinges
highly concentrated
PLUMP
SHOULDERSf
I
as well as the
BUST.
GRACEFUL
two other still more im.SHOULDERS
portant vitamines (Fat
Soluble A and Water Solif by magic, strengthens
as
and
skin'
banishei
boils
uble C). It
eruptions
pimples,
the nerves, builds up the body with firm flesh and tissue and often completely
rejuvenates the whole system. Quick, gratifying results. No gas caused.
If you are thin, pale, haggard, drawn looking or lack energy and endurance
tike Mastin'B VITAMON two tablets with every meal. Then weigh and
measure yourself each week and continue taking Mastin's VITAMON regularly
until you are satisfied with your gain in weight and energy.
value of Mastin's
IMPORTART1
While the remarkable health-buildin- g
has been clearly and positively demonstrated in cases ol lack of
skin
eruptions, poor
nervous
troubles, anemia, indigestion, constipation,
energy,
complexion and a generally weakened physical and mental condition, it should
increased
to normal.
not be used by anyone who OBJECTS to having their weight
You can get MasUn S VI1AMON
Do not accept imitations or substitutes.
tablets at all good druggists.

Others from $18.50 up.

118 West Central

little Mastin'B

J

h
THt ODICINM.
AND
CENUINE.

7T
VEAST

VITAMINt
TABLET

Lre Positively Guaranteed

to Put On Firm

Flesh.

Clear the Skin and Increase
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

TO PLANT SUGAR BEETS
IN VARIOUS PARTS OF
THE MESILLA VALLEY

)
(B Thr Aoclulrd lr
(Special rorrcuponilcnr to The Juurnnl.l
Ban Francisco,
Nov. 16. The
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov. 16.
thl
d
of
the
manslaughter trial
day
Two hundred acres of land In five of Roscoe
C. (Fatty) Arbuckle saw
ten-acr- e
various
in
parts
and
plots
the jury box filled nve times with
of the Mesilla valley will be plant- jurors passed for cause, but with
for
season
the final choice of a jury still uned to sugar beets next
of Col) made because of the exercise of
the Holly Sugar company
peremptory challenges.
rado. The fa triers are to receive
asked prospective jurthe ruling market price, f. o. b., orsQuestions
and arguments between counfreight chargshipping point. The
over these questions were largees of $2.50 a ton on the crop, esti- sel a
ly
repetition of yesterday's. An
mated to reach 3,000 tons, will be exception
was that Milton T.
absorbed by the sugnr company U'Ren, assistant district attorney,

Chamber of
and the Las Cruces of
40 and 60 asked one prospective Juror if he
Commerce, on a basis
would be nwayed in any way if
per cent, respectively.
it was shown that a minor had been
C. A. Turney, field agent for the
present at the party in the hotel
Holly company, is on the ground
St. Francis in which Miss Virginia
suBignlng up acreage, and will
Rappo, for whose death Arbuckle
the is
pervise the work of leveling the
being tried, is alleged to have
for
and
caring
land, seeding
sustained her fatal Injuries.
in
the
valley
made
Tests
There were vacant seats In the
orop.
content court
room all day and the police
this season show sugar
cent.

from 16.3 to 18.3 per
The Holly company contema factory in
plates establishing tests
are sucLas Cruces. If the
cessful next year, the plant, with n
pay roll of from $35,000 to $40,000
a month and a cattle feeding station, will be in operation In 1923.
"The Mesilla valley can be made
a good sugar district," Mr. Turneyv
said. "Its success depends entire-lupon the farmers in the district.
With a beet factory In operation
the crop required should mean at
least $500,000 a year to the farmers In this district."

guard was reduced considerably,

SMELTKKS WILL REOPEN
Bartlesviile, Oltla., Nov. 16. Announcement was made here today
bv the Bartlesviile Zinc company
that its three smelters here, closed
t
since spring, will be opened
once. Employment will be affordto
was
700
said.
ed
men, It
Nineteen denominations are represented by the 200 chaplnlns that
have been retained out of the 2,200
army chaplains In the United States
army during the world war.

m

The Woman's Tonic

m
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FINAL CHOICE OF A
JURY IN ARBUCKLE
CASE STILL UNMADE

fA

P. io

BAMBINO RUTH IS
"VERA CLEVAH" IN
VAUDEVILLE SKIT

rnll

MM

ATTACK

AIM OF FRANCE
Premier

Will

Ex-

plain His Country's Position in an Address When
Hughes Names the Day.
(Bj Th AaioclalcO rrH.)
the

Washington. Nov. 16 (by
Associated Press). French delegates, commenting on the Chinese
proposals agree that they form a
suitable basis for the discussion of
the Far Eastern question. The
proposals to them, however, seem
to lack deflnlteness except as to
principle and It is presumed that
the Chinese delegation will take an
early occasion, for suggesting specific settlements of the Shantung,
and other
Mongolia, Manchuria
Premier
problems.
disputatious
Briand, while not saying anything
the Chinese project,
respecting
commented on the general outline
of his proposed speech about the
French army.
"France, being Isolated," ha said,
"Is in a different position from
America, Great Britain and Japan
in the limitation of naval armaments. Those countries are friends
and they propose, as friends,
among themselves to reach a reasonable and equitable restriction;
France is not in such relation to
Germany. Consequently, France is
hound to make some provision for
her security as seems to her sufficient.
Is In a situation
"Germany
where Bhe can with great rapidity
mobilize five or six million men
who have had service in her armies. We must be able to put im
mediately Into action a force ade
quate to delay or prevent rpin
mobilization. I shall go Into these
questions In the address I am to
make when Mr. Hughes Indicates
the day."

CREDITS

COUPON

Credits
I HEREBY CAST
Miss,

,.

Mr. or Mrs..

100

Babe Ruth swinging "rce with a
powder puff before one of his
appearances.
Anyone who thought that Babe
Ruth, mightiest swatter of baseball, might be out of hla element
when he essayed to show himself
behind the footlights has the wrong
idea. Take it from those who have
seen him. They say that Babe,
aided by his partner, Wellington
Cross, appears at case in his act
and takes the house down when
he finally bobs out in his most
familiar toga.

DELEGATES PLAN

CtillJIPOl
Responsible Officials of the

Delegations

FREE CREDITS FOR
.v. ...

.........

Dlst. No.,

Address

This coupon, neatly clipped out. name and address of the
candidate filled In. and mailed or delivered to the Campaign
Department of The Morning Journal, will count as 100 FREE
CREDITS.
It does not cost anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate, and you are not restricted In any
sense In voting them. Get all you can and send them In
they all count.
Tills coupon must be polled before 0 p. in., Tnesdsy, Nov. 22.

Reserve
Ef-

Judgment Regarding
fects of Scheme Outlined
(By The Acwirlnted Prow.)

Unless you see th
Warning!
name "Bayer" on package or on
tablets you re not getting genu
Ine Aspirin prescribed
by physl
years ano
clans for twenty-on- e
proved safe by millions Take As
plrin only as told In the Bayei
package tor Colds. Headache, Neu
Earachi
Rheumatism.
ralgla.
Toothache Lumbago and for Pain
twelve
Bayei
of
boxei
tin
Handy
Tablets of Aspirin cost few cent
Druggists also sell larger narkage.
Aspirin is the tra.U mirk of Bayei
Monoacetlcacld
of
Manufacture
ster ot Sallevlleaold

nnounceraen

gineer units New Mexico national
guards, announced today that work
on remodeling the Las Cruces armory will begin early In peeember.
Contracts for the work, estimated
ts coat f 3,000, will be awarded November 25. Two thousand dollars
will be expended for stables and
barns as soon as government horses
are available.
Las Cruces will also have a military band of $0 pieces. The
are expected early next

-

i

(By Tb AtsnclaUd Prms.)

UTAH BANK BOBBED.

(by the
Washington. Nov. 1
In
Leader
Associated
Press).
congress were reported today to be
to
for
consideration
plan
giving
avoiding introduction of measures
in congress and floor discussion
which might hamper the armament
conference.
Plans for adjournment of the exfortra session late thl month were
Wilkinson,
Reading
Capt
under negotiation between senate
merly with the Eighth Engineer.
Fort Bliss, TM,. and recently at and nous leaders again today.

Salt Lake City. Utah. No. 16.
The Bank of Heber City, at Heber
City, seventy miles south of here,
was robbed early today and about
J1.000 in cash taken from safety
deposit boxes, according to report.
The robbers cut the telephone
wires, making It Impossible for the
with
authorities to communicate
outside points until several hours
after the robbery.

e.

THAN ELSEWHERE, SAY

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

100
Credits

JOUl.J

schooTbook prices
no higher in n. m.
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rfews-Garett-

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal
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(Smrlal Correspondence to The Journal.)
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov.
Major J, W. Lowe of the First En-

16. A
Nov.
111.,
Champaign,
Jury in the circuit court at Sullivan
awarded D. W. Stevick, publisher
of the Champaign
$12,000 damages in his suit against
Frank B. Vennum, banker and farmer of this city. Vennum some time
ago filed a petition in the federal
court of East St. Louis asking that
Stevick be declared an Involuntary
bankrupt. The petition grew out
of a disputed claim. Judge English ruled that Mr. Stevick was
Stevick then
perfectly solvent.
brought suit for damages and essatisfaction
of the
the
to
tablished
court and Jury that Vennum's petition had been filed because of objections to a story published In
the

with November 23 as tfia tSn'tativ
date under discussion. A latef
date, however, it was said, might
be set.
With the possibility that the
armament conference might continue through December, the suggestion has been made to President
NOVEMBER 23 SET AS
Harding hat it might be well for
congress to take a reqess. when it
DATE
FOR
TENTATIVE
assembles December 6 for the new
the holidays.
.CONGRESS TO ADJOURN session until after

Camp Jackson. La., has been as
signed as federal Instructor to
the First Engineer of New Mexico
and will be stationed In Las Cruces.
He and a sergeant will report here November 19.

WORK OF REMODELING
LAS CRUCES ARMORY
BEGINS IN DECEMBER

EDITOR AWARDED
$12,000 IN SUIT
AGAINST BANKER
(MCIAL

17, 1921.
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Pasre Four

Washington, Nov. 16. Acceptance In spirit and In letter of the
China for
principles suggested by
solution of the Far Eastern probof uomo
lems, would, In the opinion
sweepdiplomatic experts, have a
of the Paaspect
on
the
effect
ing
cific and oriental situation.
As analyzed by some, the polidelecies proposed by the Chinese
away
do
not
only
gation might
- n the
with "spheres of influenceFar Kast and
might alsj
rights within China, but renewal
of
erect a barrier against
alliance unless
the
of
China were Riven opportunity do
becoming a party to it. British
.
not take this view.
Responsible officials of the dele
regard
reserved
judgment
gations
pla'
tng effects of the Chinese
it closely
preferring to scrutinize
Chine
the
of
That rortion
statement to which the Japanes
im
appeared to attach greatest
indivlo
portance as affecting their
section
pr
ual interests, was the
posing that exists commitmen
"e:
be
should
China
to
relating
amlned with a view to determinln
Japa
their scope and validity."
ts maintained that "closed lnci
be
consider
not
should
dents"
within the province of the confe
nnce and, although her spokesmei
declare themselves ready to admi
any shortcomings of which
may find her guilty, the
assert to go back through hiator
and question' the validity of ol'
agreements would complicate a
agroement.
In the opinion of many of thop
connected with the conferenc
this provision of the Chinese pla
would throw open to review b
the armament conference mam
covenants, Including the agreemen
growing out of the leases held
on Shantung and Manchu
rla, and numerous contracts pel
mittlng foreign control of rail
roads in China. In addition, it ha
been charged by Chinese authori
ties that foreign nations have con
eluded "treaties" with various local potentates and all of these
might have to be laid on the table
if the proposed principles were accepted. Borne thought it likely
alliance
that the
might also fall under the classification of this section of the Chin
nese proposal, although the
regarded as affecting It more
directly is that the powers would
"agree not to conclude between
themselves any treaty or agreement directly affecting China or
the general peace of these regions
without
notifying
China."
extra-territori- al

Anglo-Japane-

Let Fatima smokers
tell you

Santa Fe, Nov. 18. Representatives of the publishing companies
which furnish the publlo school
books, who were called to the
meeting by State School Superintendent Conway, stated the prices
charged for the books In New
Mexico were not any higher than
those charged In any other state
which had an adoption at the same
time or later, and R. R. Larklft of
Ginn & Co., called attention to the
fact that these companies had de
posited bonds aggregating 1100,-00- 0
which could be forfeited If
they failed to make as low prices
In New Mexico as they did In any
other state which had a subsequent
adoption.
The provision that price reductions, however, would not be made
after July 15, was defended. Col.
James Wlllson, acting chairman,
said It was intended to encourage
the purchase of books at the opening of the term and serve notice
that by waiting no purchasers
could get them for less.
the statements
Conway said
brought out what he already knew,
but the adoption had been dragged
Into "cheap politics" and United
States Senator Bursum had lost s
wholo lot of votes as a result.
C. II. Lane and Frank Clayton,
representatives of the federal
board for vocational education, appeared before the board In an executive session, and, It was announced, told the board they had
sole charge- of federal allotments
under the
act. Conway then was given absolute
of
the
federal
charge
fund.
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Smith-Hugh-

"Nothing else

FIVE INJl'REI) IV WRECK.

16. Five
O., Nov.
Sandusky,
passengers were Injured when an
eastbound passenger train on thq
Wheeling & Lake Erie railroad ran
into a dufectlve switch and toppled
over near Clyde, O.. eighteen miles
southeast of here, late today.
IIoi Not to TaUe Cold.
Some persons are subject to frequent colds, while others seldom, if
ever, have a cold. You will fl.id
that the latter take good care of
t' mselves. They take a shower or
cold sponge bath every day In a
Wurm room,
avoid over heated
rooms, sleep with a window open or
avoid
excesses, over
partly tpen,
eating, becoming over heated and
then chilled and getting the feet
wet Then, when they feel the firRt
indication of a cold, they take
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy with-ot- 't
delay and It is soon over,

FATIMA
CIGARETTES
fir

TWENTY

2
Lhut

Liggett

&

Myers Tobacco Co.

taste the dijjerencG

TAILORED AT PAS HI OH PARK
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TOYS

'aaaMaaaMaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaBaaaBaasMsas
Owing to the general confusion of opening our Fire
Sale, we were unable to place on sale as yet a great
quantity of Toys, Christmas Handkerchiefs, etc. Although most of our Toys were burned, our stock is still
the largest, by far, in the state. When we get them ready
they will be sold at unbelievably low prices.
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CLOTHIERS,

Phone 153
buys a bottle of
derlne" at any drug store.
one application you can not
partiole Of dandruff or a
hair,
Beside, every hair
new life, vigor, brightness,
color and abundance.
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THE NEW GENERATION
By JAXE
JOAN IS

DISPI-KASFI-

Iir.lt

WITIf

)

MOTJIF.K.

CHAPTER 15.
Another danger averted.
'
So Margaret reckoned as she
inof
the
shooting
crap
thought
cident. It had not occurred to her
bofore. but now she wondered it
with Jean's Ideas of personal liberty allowed, if not inculcated,
by her mode of bringing her up
it bad not been a fortunate happen in:sr.
She recalled Joan's excitement
as she won from the others; her
It was conRleeful exclamations.
sidered quite the proper thlivr for
in
certain excluwomen find Rirls
sive circles to gamble over cards,
its it was in those not as exclusive
This experience might be a beneficial Influence in that it would
for
modternte
Joan's instincts
games of chance, even if it did not
wholly eliminate them.
"She's all right! And I shall
keep on as I have commenced. She
I can
is made of the right stuff.
trust her to conio out nil right."n
Yet as she said it. Margaret
sighed.
Perhaps had yo l
asked her why, she would have
been unable, or unwilling, to give
a reason. Yet back in her mini
were brewing thoughts that made
her, to say the least, less ha.'ipv
than she had been. In all the years
since she had been left alone with
Joan she had been perfectly contented to be just Joan's mother,
finding her happiness in the happiness of her child, taking no
pleasures that did not include
Joan, making no acquaintances
save those which would either
make for Joan's present pleasure
or her future position.
"I'm not being coquettish." Margaret said to herself, as she bought
a dress of soft gray, "not at my
age."
She bad allowed the modiste tl
add a bit of roso color to the neck
and sleeve trimming, just a touch
of the color so becoming to her.
She said nothing of the dress to
Joan, who was out when it came
home, but dressed in it for dinner.
As she saw Joan come up the
walk she went down to meet her.
"Why, Mumsie! What on earth
have you done to yoir-elf- ?
Your
hair!" Margaret had done It softly
about her face instead of drawing
it back in the tight French twist
she usually affected.
"And that
dress! Why Mumsie, it looks liks
ITay-de-

I
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it was for me Instead of for an old
woman like you. It's sweet, but bj
out of place."
When Joan first began to talk
Margaret's eyes looked as though
she was about to laugh aloud. Put
as the child went on the laugh died
from her eyes, and the look of a
grieved child took its place while
her Hps trembled a little.
"I'm not such a very old woman, Joan. Only 20 years older than
you are. Twenty years isn't much."
her
Margaret was apologizing to and
Sho realized this
own child.
flushed darkly red.
"Not much! Why, it's heaps!
and I hate to have my mother look
as if she were wearing my clothes,
and combing her hair to look Ilk
a kid girl. You don't look a hit'
like my Mumsie, not a single bit!
It was the interchange of the
two words that caused Margaret's
Hps to tremble atln In spite of
her effort to appear unconcerned.
Joan had said:
"I hate to have my mother look
my
as if she were wearing
Then: "You don't loot
clothes."
e
a bit like my Mumsie, not a

By LAURA

rea1-Ize-

A. KIRKMAN.

Our grandmothers used to plan
their Thanksgiving dinners fully
two or three weeks ahead of the
great event indeed, many of them
began actual preparations that far

But we housekeepers
of this busy nge, when Hustle is
the answer to our problem of
meeting high prices, consider ourselves quite forehanded if we havj
decided upon our Thanksgiving
menu even a week in advance!
The following menu and recipes
may help you in making your
plans:
in advance.

Iced Grape Fruit
Oysters on the ITplf Shell
Olives
Salted Almonds
Celery
Koast Turkey or Chicken,
Page Dressing
VoAvn Oravy
Cranberry Jelly
'
Baked Potato Cake
P.rowned Sweet Potatoes
Baked Corn
Alligator Pear Salad
Hot Mince Pie
Pumpkin Tie
Fruit
Hot Coffee
Candies
The Iced Crane Fruit and Oysters may be dropped from the
menu if desired, and a hot soup

substituted.
Again, for reasons of
expense, tho Turkey or Chicken

and one not worth troubling about,
yet like moft small things It is
really very important.
Most people apply a hair ton'o
by upsetting small portions of the
tonic over the. head, rubbing It
around through the hair and the-This
consider the job complete.
method unfortunately gets more
tonic over tho hair than into tho
i

ft

s

may be supplanted by a Koast
I.oin of Tork which, accompanied
by Apple Sauce, makes a delicious
main course. The salad may also
be left out if the housekeeper
wishes. Sweet cider may be served
with the dinner, or Crape Juice.
But whatever changes you make
do not drop the Baked Potato
Cake! This is so good that, to my
mind, a Thanksgiving Dinner is
not a Thanksgiving Dinner without it. To make it. boil and masli
medium-size- d
12
Put
potatoes.
this potato into 2 bread pans and
make a hole in tho center of the
mound in each pan: into these two
holes stir the following ingredients, mixed: 2 eggs, 1 tablespoon
onion chopped,
bread crumbs,
1 teacup
butter, 1 teaspoon salt,
8
and
teaspoon black pepper.
1'se half this mixture for each pan
of the mashed potato. Butter the
top of each "loaf" and bake 20
minutes In a hot oven. (The chopped onion should bo simmered on
the range in a little butter not
browned until almost tender, before being added to the above Ingredients.)
Although some housewives declare that there is nothing as delicious as an Oyster Stuffing or a
Chestnut Stuffing for turkey or
chicken, I believe that the majority of cooks prefer the
Sage stuffing. To make this.

until you have covered tho scalp
with decent thoroughness. A greai
many women find it most convenient to wet a tiny wad of cotton
with the tonic and to rub this
down tho partings of the hair. This
Is certainly more convenient If yo I
have not one
the regulation hair
tonic bottles.
You never neea use much tonic
at one time, the Important thing
is to get it on the scalp. When
vou have done this run the fingers
through the hair and begin the
massage, which is an important
part of any scalp treatment. A
thorough massage will rub. In the
tonic so that practically none can
get over the hair and will stimulate the circulation of tho blood
to the roots of the hair.
M. R: Brown Eyes: D. T. A.;
Annabelle: An oily scalp shows
that an unhealthy condition exists.
This must be treated and cured,
washing the hair with too much
lemon Juice or too much baking
soda to dry out the scalp is not a
remedy, and sometimes is an ir-

ritant.

e.

"

TLAXN'IXO TITK THANKSGIVING Dixxion.

The only way to use a hair tonic
VSElTIi HAIR TOXICS.
is to part the hair, rub a little
Very few people bother to apply tonic down the parting, then pari
It seems again in another place, rub some
a hair tonic properly.
like a very small thing to consider tonic down that parting, and so on

bit!"

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

f- -

Fdna Kent Forbes.

sln-bl-

"Mumsie" had been Joan's name
for Margaret when she first began
to talk, before the tiny Hps could
say the harsher "mother." It had
been her pet name for her mother
as she grew older. Margaret on-hail laughingly said to Hannah:
"I know Joan is displeased with
me when she calls mo 'mother.' "
So now Margaret knew that Joan
d
was displeased with her. She
the young girl's resentment at
her youthful appearance without
understanding just why she resent-to
ed it. Her thoughts flew back
She recalled
her own childhood.
the stately mother who was always
so plainly and richly dressed. She
remembered once she wore a soft
mauve negligee, and that in her
childish delight she ran to her
mother and flung loving arms
about her neck, exclaiming upon
her loveliness.
She had been chnrmed to see her
mother look young and lovely.
Why should Joan resent tier dressing attractively?
Her thoughts were interrupted:
"There goes the dinner gong! I
suppose we'll have to go In. Let's
hurry. Some of the girls may
come and see you fixed up like a
kid."
Joan led the way, Margaret
meekly following, her thoughts
busy.

m lm
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Use a hair tonic and massage
the scalp every night. Go without
hats as much as possible, and do
not wear false hair or pads. The
scalp must have plenty of air.
Shampoo every three weeks, using a little soda or lemon Juice In
tho final rinso if you wish, but
only a very little.

moisten 3 cups of finely rolled
bread crumbs with 1 egg and season with 1 teaspoon salt, a little
pepper,
teaspoon sage, and 2
tablespoons of finely chopped raw
onion which has been cooked in a
little butter until almost tender-- as
above described. Mix these ingredients well, then stuff tho bird
with them.
If a Koast Shoulder of Pork is
chosen instead of I.oin of Pork,
this sage stuffing can bo used in
tho meat just as well as in turkey
or chicken, for a Boast Shouldoi
of Pork has a pocket in it (left by
the removal of the bone) and the
Tit?
stuffing fills this pocket.
Koast Shoulder of Pork, however,
is not ns tender a cut as the Lon
of Pork, fo for this reason manv
housekeepers prefer the Loin cut

Thursday.
Mrs. A. G. Sels will entertain at
afterntion bridge.
Woman's Home and Foreign
Missionary societies of the First
Methodist Episcopal church will
meet at home of Mrs. D. S. Houp
at 401 South Fifth street, at 2 p. m.
Tho Congregational
Missionary
society will meet at the home of
Mrs. Joseph Plfs at 722 Korth
Filth street at 3 p. m.

1
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All possible lied Cross volunteer
workers are needed at the Y. W

r',JUl

what happiness
is to life. The
more happiness

1

mm
-
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MORE WORKERS NEEDED
FOR SECOND ROUND OF
RED CROSS ROLL CALL

V

mis

the better life,
the more flavor

5

vf

the better coffee

Y

at !l o'clock this morning for
the second day of tho roll call
Luncheon will be served to all
workers at noon when reports will
I
made on the progress of the
campaign. Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin
will captain a special team of
Sire'T solicitors luuay.
The roll call started off yester- day morning from the X. W. C. A.,
where a rally of workers was held
Spirited talks were given by D. M
Faw. chairman of the roll call
campaign, Mrs. J. T. McLaughlin
and others. Campaign supplies
were given out to tho workers with
Instructions for the canvass. When
the workers assembled at lunch
lime it was reported that less than
$.100 had been received from th-- 1
tea. is who turned In their ac- counts. About forty persons assist
ed In the campaign yesterday and
more are needed today, according
to the officials in charge.
C. A.

A Business
I

essi ng

omtnuntty

It has proven to be a community blessing. It has enabled people, who otherwise could not, to get the things
they need. It lias brought merchandise prices down to the lowest levels in New
Our fire first appeared to us as a business calamity.

Mexico merchandising history. A Fire Sale is a complete removal of stock. Everywash-tub- s
thing must go. People are moving our merchandise out in everything from
In this
to automobiles loads.
.

'

f5
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LITTLE

BENNY'S
rOTB BOOK

p wM

our entire $400,000 stock. The largest in New Mexico. Larger than ever before,
because the fire caught us with great Christmas stocks in our store and in transit.
Although we were unable to adequately take care of everyone the first two days of
the sale we have made many improvements in our service. Although the past two
days has seen more rapid buying than ever before in the history of our store, by
is plenty for
greater and more eager crowds than have ever assembled here there
We call to
all. $400,000 worth of merchandise is a great deal
yet it must all go.
your especial attention:
is

SiKJJ
Us fellows was setting

on my

frunt steps waiting for something
to happin, and nuthing did and
nuthing looked as if itto was going
think of
to, and we all tried
something to do and none of us

couldent, and I sed, I tell you lets
wat, lets all go erround to Puds
Slmkinses and stand outside his
parler window and see if we can
heer him taking his music lessin
Sounding like a prltty bum of a
Idcer but better than nuthing, so
some of the fellows sed they would
go and some sod they wouldent,
the ones that went being me and
Skinny Martin and Beddy Merfy
and Sid Hunt, and Pudses parler
window was open a little ways and
we could easy heer him taking his
piano lessin and his Germin piano
teetcher saying, Vun, 2 tree, 4,
vun, 2, tree, 4.
Hay, I tell you lets wat, lets pretend wo are in the army and Pudses teetcher is a officer counting
for us to martch by, sed Sid Hunt
Being the best ideer yet, and we
all got in back of each other and
started to wawk up and dowi
Pudses pavement stamping oui
feet as hard as we could keepln
time to Pudses Germin musi'
teetcher saying Vun, 2, tree. 4, vun
2, tree, 4, and pritty Soon he cam
and looked out the window to se
wat was making all the nols'
stamping and wen he saw us h(
started to shake one fist and say
a hole lot of stuff In Germin takln
him about 3 minutes.
And then he started to go back
and I yelled, I bet you wouldn't of
sed that If the war wascnt over.
Sprecking see doytch, yelled Sid

floor
MEN'S SUITS, OVERCOATS, SHOES-fir- st
SILK, WOOLEN AND COTTON DRESS
GOODS first floor.
LADIES' COATS, SUITS AND DRESSES
floor.
AND NIGHTWEAR-seco- nd
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S SHOES-sec- ond
floor.
LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S UNDERWEAR
second floor.
CORSETS-sec- ond
floor.
CHINA GLASSWARE, KITCHENWARE
third floor.
VICTOR AND EDISON PHONOGRAPHS
floor.
AND RECORDS-th- ird
floor
BLANKETS AND COMFORTERS-th- ird
"

Hunt.

Hock der looey, yelled Reddy
Merfy.
Vass lss loose, ya, yelled Skinny
Martin.
eln swhy
Limberger sourkraut
'
dry, I yelled.
Being all the Germin we could
think of to yell, and wo went back
to my house and the other follows
was still 'setting there and we got
up a game of prlzzners base, the
side I was-owinning easy.
.

STATE OSTEOPATHY
BOARD WILL MEET
HERE NOVEMBER 21

(thl t&ii&t ftsefcr unwr,

I

Flavor s to coffee

V:
it l Mi:

ill

Ono Way to Apply Hair Tonic.
scalp, and the result Is that the
hair becomes sticky or oily. The
woman is apt to conclude that the
hair tonic is no pood because it
makes her hair look so messy and
makes her shampoo it at leas'
twico as often as she needs to.

tit

St

Social Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS

A regular meeting of the state
board of osteopathy will be held
here during the N. M. E. A convention, according to an announcement of Dr. C. H. Conner, secre
tary of the board. The meeting
will be held In Dr. Conner's office
on Monday, November 21, at 10
o'clock. Thero will also be an examination of applicants desiring
to practice In New Mexico.

Journal want ads get results

1
Sales Conditions
Cash only.

No mail or telephone orders.
No approvals, exchanges or

Fire Sale Hours
a. m. to 12:30 noon.
2 p. m. to 6:30 p. m.
The interval from 12:30 to 2
enables us to replenish sales
counters and places the whole
sales force at the disposal of
customers at all times while the
store is open.
9

re-

funds.
No. S. & H. Green Stamps.
Checks can be cashed only at the
main office ; second floor. Please
cash your checks there before
you begin buying. It will save
YOUR time and assist our

ROY GARDNER, BANDIT, CAUGHT

mi and

PERSONAL NOTES
OF THE STATE

AT PHOEKIX TELLS OF TRAVELS

d
An
born Saturday,
eight-poun-

Mr.

and

w

daughter was

November

Mrs, C. A. Ely.

12,

to

PLACE

EXILE

OF
Ulric Moore of Akron, Ohio, arrived recently to spend the winter
v.
witn his aunt, Mrs. u
scott,
Mrs. Scott is recovering from
severe Illness.
British Cruiser Cardiff ArGeorge 13. Criger has been do
rives at Gibraltar En
ten
the
work
past
ing carpenter
days .for Chas. E. Blattman, on his
Route
to Madeira With
ranch near Ocate.
J. E. Carroll and Dewey Vaughn
Former
Royal Pair.
of Fort Worth, Texas, and J. K
m? TWfi ASSOCIATED PHES8.)
were
Gilliland
of
Texas,
Myra,
16.
(Bf The AMoclutfd I'reas.)
Hoy the nipht. I took a machine and
riiopnlx, Ariz., Nov.
guests the past week In the home
Gibraltar. Nov. 16 (by the AssoGardner, who on Septpmher li. last, drove to
of Mr. and Mrs. M. T. u.uaugniin
:
If
ever
island
rode
McNeil's
from
peni-Gardner
rlopi
Press. Former Emperor
escaped
Marvin Miller came In Saturday ciated
tentiary, Washington, where he train he sah almost the entire trip from Clyde, Texas, where he has Charles of Austria Hungary and
was serving a sentence for rariilr through the west and m.ddle west spent the past year, to take pos
coast mnil robberies, today, nftcrlcrn states being made on a motor session of his ranch east of Levy. former r impress Zita are nearlng
his capture last night liy a mail cycle which he obtained In Oregon Mrs. Miller and children stopped their place of exile on the Island of
Madeira. The British cruiser Carclerk here, told Sheriff John Mont- City, Ore., which place he reached in Albuaueraue to visit a few
days
gomery and newspaper men the in a
trip on an Interurban with her mother, Mrs. Nancy Gib diff, with the former ros4l pair on
life
his
of
his escape and
line after leaving the automobile In son, and other relatives.
board, arrived here today en route
story
since then. Previously he had re- which he drove to Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Gates and to Funchal, Madeira, In the Atfused to talk about this period of
Wore Tinted Glasses.
family and Miss Madaline Selley lantic off the northwestern coast
short
his life.
The only disguise affected by spent Sunday at Optimo visiting In of Africa, a comparatively
for
three days Gardner was In his hair, which the home of auss Honeys parents, sail from this port.
Gardner said thnt
after he escaped from the guards was naturally a heavy black.
When Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Selley.
during a prison baseball game he ho reached Raymond, Wash., he
Ralph King, Jesse Koonce ana
Banishment of trouble-makin- g
hid in the prison barn and later' purchased a small
Alfred Schipman left Tuesday for lormer monarens to islands of the
of
bottle
perox
In
hid
He
the
land.
to
main
swam
lde. he said, and bleached his hair, the Black Lake country to spend sea far from their
e
domin
the hay loft of the barn, he said, which now carries a pronounced ten dura hunting big game.
Is an uncommon
procedure
and twice while he was there, he reddish tinge. Whenever he rode
ana ions
cumins
and
Milton
Marvin
but
for
the
of
precedent
plight of for
declared, ho heard the steps
to Las mer
motored
the motorcycle he wore a pair of Glea Kendrick
Emperor Charles of Austria
Veiras Monday on business.
guards who were searching the tinted glasses, ha said
Hungary, who has been exiled to
barn for him.
Throughout his trip Gardner The Levy Jolly cluu neia its Madeira. Is found In the historic
Saturday case of
Is Wounded Twice.
meeting
slept mostly on the outside, but on
I, who passed six
He was wounded twice during occasion stayed In lodging houses. evenlnc at the home of Mr. and years onNapoleon
fst. Helena in the south
his dash from the guards, he said, as he has since he came to Thocnix Mrs. R. E. Gates. Cards and music Atlantic,
700 miles from the near
were a feature of the evening, and est
one bullet striking him in the right twenty-thre- e
days ago,
land, a prisoner, more than a
Gardner stayed In Medford, Ore. a dainty lunch was served at
leg and another hitting him In the
ago.
century
left leg. He had to stay on the for three days, he said, and from
St.
is not only much
Several residents or levy ana vi smallerHelena
Island until the wounds were near- that city continued on to Redding.
than Madeira, but com
ly completely healed, he said. was Calif., where he remained only over cinity attended the legion dance at pared to the latter, Is as "a devil's
The food and drink problem
During this stage of the Wagon Mound Armistice nignt.
night.
s
island" to paradise.
of
Prof. Emmett is. Jonnson oi
solved for him by a herd of cattle Journey he was "traveling fast," he
its area is devoid of
and
owned bv a big dairy on McNeil's said.
the next Watrous schools came Armistice aside from on army vegetation
Redding
leaving
garrison, there
There were day he started for Napa. Calif., day to spend the remainder of the are no
Island, he continued.
big towns or other evidences
ahout fortv milk cows in the herd where his wife and baby were. week here wirn nis ianmy.
of
life.
Mesdames O. E. Criger, noya
and every night Gardner would slip After one night in Napa he left for
Madeira, five times the size of St
from his hiding place ana go mim- P.nkensfield, where he staved over Crlirer. M. A. Jardee and Grandof Helena,
is an ocean garden spot.
enormous
ma
Green were guests Sunday
an
ing. Ho had lost
night and next day started for Los
Funchal Its chief city, has a pop
amount of blood from the wound Angeles. That was about
four Mrs. L. V. Scott at her racli west ulatlon
more than 20,000 and
of
.
In his right leg, he said, because he weeks ago, as near as Gardner of lvy.
The Misses Zula Hatton ana qu the Island, one of a group of four
was unable to staunch the bleeding could recall the time.
by Portugal, produces some
elle and Leona Hanko, who are at owned most
until It "clogged up." The wound
Abandons Motorcycle.
famous wine and laces
et hpringer anu of the
did not cause him so
in his left
on the tending school
He
had
been
In
as well as an abund
world
the
traveling
much trouble, a It hough the bullet motorcycle until the engine froze Wagon Mound, respectively spent ance of fruits,
grains and sugar.
day ana the remainder
had brought him to the ground between San Juan Caplstrano and Armistice
are mainly used for agriculwhero the guard had fired, he said San Diego, so he abandoned the of the week visiting their parents, Oxen instead
of
draft horses and
ture,
After remaining three days In the machine and walked about a half east of Levy.
are primiMilton Shuns ana Neil tsoit, other farming methods
loft, Gardner said he slipped out mile to the Atchison, Topeka &
Mouna tive. Less than 2 per cent of the
and hid In the brush for two days, Santa Fe track and caught a members of the Wagon
people can read and write.
hieh school, spent the week-en- a
when he made the attempt to swim
train, on which he rode to hero visiting home folks.
Tho Portuguese military garrison
the channel. He did not disrobe freight
in that
San
two
After
Is
me
Diego.
or
one
days
very small and Charles, Zita and
Maurice Regensberg,
at
but plunged into tho cold water
ho went to Mexlcall, Lower morrh.intu
city
six small children, if the altheir
has
Colmor.
of
pur
e
ebb tide and made the
Mexican
California, reaching the
chased the half section belonging lied powers permit, may have every
swim, he declared.
town twenty-sevedays ago.
to the J. H. Mahoney estate, lying freedom except an unchaperoned
Cold Water n Pirarvr.
Afked bv Sheriff
was
Montgomery north of Levy.
ocean
voyage.
Napoleon
a
as
"The cold water noted
why he did not remain In Mexico,
guarded day and night by soldiers.
1 where
"because
said,
Gardner
been
safe
would
have
he
bracer,"
Madeira, tho Portuguese word
was pretty weak from loss of blood from arrest, Gardner replied that to Phoenix on a passenger iram, for "forest." is directly
in the At- and the cold didn't bother me once there was no money down there Gardner
ocean trade routes. St. Hel
antlc
said.
I got into the water."
and that he couldn't compete with
United States commissioner jvi.ii ena, a nntish naval coaling station.
San Mexicans for work.
Gardner said he reached
ra Henke. before wnom UBruner often doesn't see a
for days.
Francisco about September 28.
"I could have existed down was to be arraigned this afternoon, Madeira Is a port of ship
call and thus
He said he met no trouble In his there, I mppose," he said, "but walked down to the jail where s kept In dally touch with the out
long trip to Phoenix and, asked if then vou can exist In the peniten Gardner was sitting in a cell.
side world. The island, 400 miles
he got Into any tight places with tiary."
"Well, I was surprisea iu little. west of Morocco, has ao temperate
Ho stayed only three days In
his pursuers, he said that ho had
a
to
came
miles
Tt is twenty-twclimate.
Gardner
that
done so only once.
Mexicall, according to his story. town Roy
miles long and
like tnis ana got tau,n,. wide and thirty-fiv- e
in
was
Wash.,"
and then started for Phoenix by
"That
Raymond,
Henke said to Gard elliptical in shapo. Three other
he continued, "where I got Jammed way of Yuma and Maricopa, Ariz., Commissioner
islands nearby complete the Maner.
up with a party and had to leave In he said. He rodo from Maricopa
deira group. They are Porto SanGardner laugnea. Shells.
tos, which, with Madeira, have a
Small Shot In
"I always get caught like this, population of 170,000 and the
t, .oiri "hn t'fl lust as soon oe
and Selvagens, two smaller
town as In Islands of volcanic origin. The
caught In a
aro
latter
uninhabited, rocky forSan Francisco."
mations hitting out of tho sea.
It was found at me ponvo
ti- - ihe,t tho f rst two sneiin
After tho collapse of the central
nortnor's ciin contained small shot powers In 1918. Charles and Zita
man.
a
If
nil
and would.
tney
sought refuge in Switzerland where,
..,..
without Injuring him for three years they lived with
feet.
several
i
their children. Last March the
.hnt t a range of
the reason former emperor attempted a coup
Gardner explained thatwas
use
the
gun
d'etat
by crossing the Swiss border
he didn't
iy
r,
and reaching the town of
had it pressed againsi inuemvu.
where with
Hungary,
prominent monarchists he planned
to enter Budapest. The plot failed
and Chirlos returned to SwitzerFOR
land. A rain, on October 22, Inst,
despite his "word of honor" given
to the Swiss authorities that he
would
attempt no further escaON
115
MANY
pades, the former monarch and his
wife, during the dispute over
flew in an airplane from
and ultiLucerne to Oedenburg
mately reached Raab, Hungary,
where Charles was received by an
armed party of royalists.
In a sanguinary effort to enter
Budapest, the Carllsts were defeatGathers
Cop
Speed
County
ed. The former emperor and empand. finally, at
in a Herd of Eleven Speed ress were captured
the behest of the little entente,
t
Can
Fiends in 24 Hours;
placed aboard a British monitor in

Hides in Barn and Later Swims to the Main
land; Is Wounded Twice During His Dash
From the Guards; Visits San Francisco and
Other Places; Bleaches His Hair.
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semi-month-

Five-sixth-

two-mil-

n

one-hor-

All the difference in
the world in flavor,

Steina-mange-

quality, crispness and
texture between ord-

60 IS SLOW

inary corn flakes and

DRIVE

d,

PIKE

Post Toasties

SitS

W

best corn flakes

But you must say "Post Toasties" (not
to your grocer, to get the superior kind.

"corn-flakes"-

)

Catch Some.
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H- rTHE NEW PERFECTION
A PORTABLE UNIT
OF HEAT
you ever regard
New Perfection
Stove as a room-fuof heat where you
needed it? Few peo- until they own

the

ll

post-offic-

than any other heating
with People
furnaces
use New Perfection heat
mornings before the heat
plant has a
chance to start
up.
If they cost
five times as
much as they
do as many
people would
own
them
And at our

ST. MARY'S SCHOOL IS
READY FOR BELEN SAT.

store

cost but they
$7.25

ticket selling campaign was
started yesterday at noon by St.
Mary's school, for the St. Mary's-Eele- n
A

We have a large stock of renewed oil stoves at $3.00 up.

m.

game which Is to be played
at 1 o'clock. The teams
Saturday
have already disof ticket-selleposed of 600 tickets, and they hope
to sell 1,000 more.
The game will start promptly at
1 o'clock, and will be over In time
tor the University-Arizon- a
game
on the varsity field.
There are seventeen men working out for the game. It is sail
that, although the local team Is
outweighed twenty pounds to tho
man, Belen will htve to fight bard
for a touchdown.
rs

-

STAR
NHlTUftE
MMWUM '
II9W.0OL0 AVE..

EXPERIENCE

PHONE.

17, 1921.

liichard Favorite of Uroton, Conn.
Many of our customers gave up
MRS. LOUISA FAVORITE
Her husband, who was a wealth.v tlieir cows
(luring the period of
of
HERE
manufacturer
Massachuyetta
AT
HOME
high
prices. They will find it .very
DIES
died out here about two yea s a'.;o proflinblo now to keep nt least one
AFTER LONG ILLNESS after an operation which he un- cow. To Illustrate the highest price
Mrs. Louisa Favorite, 58 years
old, died at 1:50 o'clock yesterday
afternoon at her home at 1122
East Silver avenue, after an Illness
of many years. She had been a
resident of Albuquerque for the
past eight years beforeMass.coming
here from Walloston,

derwent while visiting his wife anil
daughter here.
The body will be shipped back to
their old home for burial. Miss
Favorite will probably accompany
the body back. C. T. French is in
charge of funeral arrangements
which will be announced later.

on bran nml shorts was $1.2.1, now
wp sell tho same thing for $1.8.1. a
snvln,? on each wck of K2.D0. Tli'u
Is
great saving as milk has not
declined. H you nr interested in
a r Ilk cow we will post yonr namo
IX orit PTOUK at a buyer. No
ciinrsp. E. W. Vl'.K.

3 I

ha art
The
Vint
HniTtrb.
Word from St. Louis has It that account Pullman company
.
n
against the war depart-meon
to
is
the
be
Cardinals
who
placed
Favorite,
cover
dam
Wynanda
tor,
for $12,000,000 to
was with ner, ana two sons, ren?; auction block by Manager Uranch ages to their cars by soldiers dur
war
Favorite of Walloston, Mass., and Hickey.
time.
ing
o l. loa o.,
u,iirlra1
did
Miss

hw.t
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nt
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Three quarters
a
never did make
whole. And by the
6ame token it takes
Spur's

4-le- af
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blend to

get that spicy

1

H

all-the- re

flavor in a cigarette.

that Spicy
FLAVOR
Kentucky Buriey

If

for good old tobacco tasta

H.
xs--

Choice Macedonian
for spicy aroma

N.

1

Golden Virginia

A

for life and sparkla

Broad Maryland
jfflSStV

for

.

o

g

boH-tud- e.

Don't fail to remember that the
use of International Hog Tonic will
help you to make big profits with
your hogs. Used by expert hog
raisers everywhere. Try it now.
Sold by Vaio Bros.. 307 North First

MIWHK

Ifi.

Lioottt fit Mters Tobacco

CJ--

The only crimped

.

street.

How Big
Is a Battery ?
You may think of a batblack box
tery as a
that starts your car and
makes bright your path, or
d
Exide that
an
lights your motorcycle.
But to the men in the
central power and lighting
stations of many great cities,
an Exide Battery is a huge
thing, as big as an ordinary
house, for each cell weighs
as much as 3 tons, and there
are 150 cells to a battery.
There is an Exide built for
every purpose ; for telephone
systems,forfarmlighting,for
street trucks, for propelling
submarines under the sea.
40-pou- nd

eight-poun-

SI

The first automobile battery was an Exide. The
Exide made for your car to-

c
c

day embodies the experience
of the oldest and largest
manufacturers of storage
batteries in the world.

vi
dl
tl

th

You will find it pays h
every way to get an Exide
when your present battery
has to be replaced.
We believe you will also
find that it is well worth while
to go to one of our service
stations when your battery
needs attention. The men are
all skilled batterymen and
repair every make of battery
efficiently and promptly.

J'

yy" fjljii

The Electric Storage Battery Company, Philadelphia

After-readin-

Odorless, economical, light
and convenient
they can be
moved from
room to room
They warm
up more cold
d re s s lng
rooms In Albuquerque

NOTE

THIS WOMAN'S

from Tuesday noon until
day noon. Deputy Sheriff Holcomb,
warning
county speed cop. quit noon
ana
fpeed fiends Tuesdaythem.
started In arresting
go"Sixty miles an hour is slow
on the
ing for lots of the drivers
Brings a Ray of Hope to
pike," the deputy stated yesterdayaa
Childless Women
"I had my motorycycleandgoing
had to
fast as It would run miles
Into
had anemia
chase one fellow four
Lowell, Mass.
the city before I caught him."
from the time I was sixteen years old
115
to
Fines ranging from $5
and was very ir
here handed out by Justices W. W.
regular. If I did
yesand
Roddy,
George
McClellanfl
any house cleanine
rethe
cases
few
a
In
Judge
terday.
or washing I would
mitted the fines una In some he
taint and have to
let the speeders off with the adbe put to bed, my
vice to drive more carefully In the
'
husband thinking
future.
every minute war
There will be no more remitted
g
my fast.
fines or releases after yesterday,
your textthe two Justices stated.
book for women I
took Lydia E.
CIVIL SERVICE WILL
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
HOLD EXAMINATIONS
and used the Sanative Wash, and have
never felt better than I have the last
A United States civil service examination has been announced to two years. I can work, eat, sleep,
be held here December 7 to securee and feci as strong as can be. Doctors
told me I could never have children
an eligible for laborer In the
I was too weak but after taking
at J1.350 per annum.
examination
Those who pass this
Vegetable Compound it strengthened
will also be eligible for appointme so I gave birth to an eight pound
ment to fill vacancies In Albuquer- boy. I was well all the time, did all my
que In the positions of messenger,
work up to the last day, and had t
watchman, skilled laborer and ponatural birth. Everybody who knev
similar
sitions requiring
qualificame was surprised, and when they asl
tions.
what made me strong I tel
The commission announces also me
Pinkham's Vegetabh
an open competitive examination them Lydia E.
for clerk, stenographer and type- Compound. Use this testimonial a'
write, seld service, to be held any time." Mrs. Elizabeth Smart,
formation and application blanks 142 W. Sixth St., Lowell, Mass.
This experience of Mrs. Smart ia
for the examinations, see 8. H.
Busch, local secretary. Gas Elec- surely a strong recommendation for
tric building.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It is only one of a groat many
similar cases.

"I

Did
Oil

were arrested
pike
the North Fourth street
Wednes-

Eleven speeders
on

the Danube. On November 3, the
pair sailed for their future
On No
home in the
vember 4 the former emperor, who
refused to rehad persistently
nounce his hereditary "rights' was
dethroned and the Hapsburg dynasty was ousted from Hungary by
a law passed by the Hungarian national assembly.
Napoleon's banishment in 1814
was no less bitter. The former
Empress Josiphlne had died and
his living consort, Marie Louise,
with her son the little prince of
Rome, had gone from Fontalne-blea- u
to Vienna, following the emperor's abdication. Meanwhile the
allied powers had ceded to Napoleon the island of Elba In the Mediterranean and there as a "sovereign" he might have passed the rest
of his life in peace and tranquility.
Eleven months of retirement, how
ever, sufficed to spur him to escape
and new adventures.
He had been brought to Elba
aboard the British warship "Dauntless" on April 20, with royal digOn the
nity and consideration.
night of February 26, 1815, with
1,000 followers, he slipped out of
Porto rerrajo and then began the
Days' In
fumous "One Hundred
which he sought to regain the
throne of Fiance. He gathered
he
strength In men and guns as on
crossed the Alps and marched
Paris but his reign as a "constitutional monarch" was of short duration. Great Britain, Russia, Austria and Prussia declared him an
outlaw and raised 150,000 troops to
crush him. The lost battle of
Waterloo the following June saw
the end of his power.
The former emperor threw himself upon the mercy of the British,
falling In an effort to flee to the
United States. He made overtures
to Captain Maltland of the warship "Bellerophon," who took him
to Plymouth, England, pending disposition of his case by the allied
powers. It was finally decided to
send him to St. Helena, and there,
guarded by a strong British force,
he landed on October 17. 1815. For
six years he lived in practical
and
writing his memoirs
monographs on military campaigns
on
and political affairs, dying
May
6. 1821, of a cancer which had been
periods of
aggravated by deep The
British
hatred and depression.
General Wilkes, the first governor
of St. Helena, proved too lenient
with Napoleon and "too amenable
to his influence." and, as a result,
was displaced some years before
the Corsican's death by Sir Hudson
Lowe.
c.
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Scott's Emulsion
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that
is a quality-roo- d
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VISIT THE
ALBt'QIKRQI'K Arno Huning Electrlo
418 West Central Ave.
CLAYTON Pioneer Auto Co.

-

Co.,

NEAREST

with
.

EXIDE SERVICE STATION

EAST LAS VEGAS
Avenue.
GALLUP Watson-Paig- e

F. C. Orth. 11U Douglas
Garage.

il

a.

GUFNVILLE
TEXICO

t n

n.i..

Texlco Garage.
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NOTED AUTHOR WILL
LECTURE TO VARSITY
FRIDAY JY0VEMBER 25

CONFERENCE OP
OLDER BOYS

Ill mm

COMES TO PARLEY
AS PRESS AGENT
FOR JOHN BULL

10

Word has been received by President David Spence Hill of the
state university of tho acceptance
of an Invitation extended by him
to Dr. Henry Stoddard Curtis, a
NOV.
distinguished lecturer and author,
to appear before the university assembly on Friday, November 25.
The subject of Dr. Curtis' ad(Special Corrwpondmc to Th Journal.) dress will be "The New Era In
Las Cruces, N. M.. Nov. 16.
A
Tho assembly will be open
Kew Mexico and west Texas older Play."
to university students and the
both
A.
Y.
M.
C.
of
the
boys' conference
public.
wlil be held here November 25. 26 general
Dr. Curtis is one of the best
and 27, at the high school. The known advocates of the playground
following program, has beon pre- movement in this country. He has
pared:
studied the playground systems of
Friday.
and England, and has
10:00 a. m. to 2:00 p. m. Regis- Germany
and vice president
been
tration of delegates and assignment since secretary
1906 of the Playground Asto homes.
sociation of America,
2:00 p. m. Opening session of
conference
and appointment o( DEATHS AND FUNERALS
nominating committee, temporary
The body of
FAIRBROTHER
secretary, etc.
who died
2:30
Sing: H. W. Gibson, sec- Mrs. Mabel Fairbrotber,will
lie in
morning,
retary army "Y," In El Paso, last Monday
leader. Devotional services, S. J. state at Blakemore's chapel from
until 12
Brlent, general secretary El Paso 12 o'clock noon today
o'clock noon Friday. Funeral servY. M. C. A.
Friday afternoon
8:00 Report
of
nominating ices will be held
from the Baptist
committee and election of officers. at 2 o'clock
Thomas
F, Harvey
Rev.
church.
3:30 Address, "The Meaning o(
Burial will b in
Service," Kev. Itufus C. Baker, Ra- will officiate.
Falrvlew cemetery.
ton.
4:00 "The Older Boy and the
The funeral of
TRUJILLO
Sunday School" Grover C. Good.
Trujillo, who died last
4:30
Personal Interviews.
this morning
6:00 Reception at high school Tuesday will beat held
the family resiLord Riddell
at 10 o'clock
for delegates.
In San Jose
be
will
Burial
dence.
6:30 Banquet:
Dr. Harry L.
have
Lord
millionaire British
will
charge.
Crollott
Riddell,
cemetery.
Kent, president .New Mexico A.
newspaper proprietor, will attend
and M. college, toastmaster, Grace:
of Ellglo the Washington
funeral
The
LUCERO
arms conference
Rev. Ira J. McClymonds, Meallla
who died last Tuesday as general press agent for the
Park. Music: Songs, yells. Gibson. Lucero,
held this morning British government.
be
will
morning,
7:30
Introduction of conference at 9 o'clock at Crollott's funeral
officers.
"We're
glad
you're chapel. Burial will be In Santa
Jr.
here," William Sutherland,
Crollott will
cemetery.
"Thank you," Chester Adams. Barbara
have charge.
L
Address, "Men Who Served," Dr.
Floyd Poe, El Paso.
BREWER The body of Mrs.
Sal unlay.
Lula Brewer who died November
6:30 Morning watch In your 10, will lb in state this afternoon
own room.
F
Read 2nd Timothy, from 2 o'clock till 5 o'clock at
2:1-1Crollott's funeral chapel. The body
7:30 Leaders breakfast and In- will be taken to Oklal oma City for
terviews.
burial, accompanied bv her two
9:00
and
Sing: H. W. Gibson. De- daughters, Misses Gertrude
ORLEANS
AT
votional service.
Lillian Brewer.
9:30
Is doing,"
"What the Hi-Jim Lewis, El Paso.
It was discovered some years
cats
10:00 "Some Problems In Our ago that common short-haire- d
ConHigh School," Discussion, L. A. grew long, thick coats in cold cli- Heads of Universities
Wilton, Albuquerque.
mates. The idea was taken up by
Manof
Problems
sider
11:00 Address,
one man, who made a large sum
"Opportunities
for Service." Dr. Floyd Poe.
of money by exporting cats to
agement; Discuss Lim12:00 Conference
photograph. Kamchatka, In Asiatic Russia,
of Enrollment.
itation
(Everybody order one.)
where he bred them for the sake
12:15
luncheons. of their skins.
Delegation
Dr. Hill, president of the state
Discussion.
"How Can the Hi-Better Serve Our Town."
university, has returned from New
Orleans, where he attended the an2:00 Sing: Gibson. Devotional
nual convention of the National
service,
Association of State Universities,
2:40 Keeping Fit Program. (Iland witnessed the formal opening
lustrated) A, L. Holm, physical diof the Delgado trade school, for
rector, El Pn-j- Y. M. C. A.
which he collected the data and
3:15 Recreation: Auto ride and
Free Trial of a Method That Anyone drew up the plans.
games, John Orrison, El Paso.
The meeting of the presidents of
Can Use Without Discomfort
6:00 Life Work Supper, adthe state universities was most inor Lots of Time
dress. "Choosing n Life Work."
teresting and profitable, Dr. Hill
7:30 Sing: Gibson.
we nave a metnoa lor me coniroi oi
Almost all of the state
we want vou to trv it at our expense. ' reports.
8:00 "The
and
Employed
Boy" No matter whether your case is of long stand- universities of the country were
Neil V. Bullion, East Las Vegas
those of
including
ing or recent development, whether it is pres- represented,
8:30 Special music.
as Hay Fever or chronic Asthma, you Wisconsin, California, Illinois, Ken8:45 "Tho Y. M. C. A. Round ent
should send for a free trial of our method. tucky,
Ohio,
Arkansas,
the World," (Illustrated,) S. J. No matter in what climate you live, no matter Delaware,Nevada,
Washington, New Mexwhat your age or occupation, if you are
Brlent.
etc.
ico,
troubled with asthma or hay fever, our
which
Sunday.
One of the
should relieve you promptly.
questions
7:00 Morning watch In your method
We especially want to ewid it to those brought forth a great deal of disOT-room. Read Mark 10:43-4apparently hopelesa cases, where all forms of cussion at the meeting was the
douches, opium preparations, fumes,
ti;00
Leaders conference
number of
and inhalers, smokes,
etc., have failed. We want question of limiting the
"patent
peiKiinal interviews.
to show everyone at our expense, that our students in the state universities.
8:4." Sunday morning get
toall
breathdifficult
Tho number has become so great
method is designed to end
gether of all delegates and lead- ing, all wheezing, and all those terrible in many cases as to present seriers
paroxysm.
to the teaching
ous difficulties
This free ofler Is too Important to neglect a staffs.
9:00
Four remedies for the sitSlug: Gibson. Address.
day. Write now and begin the method
"Modern Handicaps," S. J. Brlent single
These were
were
advanced.
at once. Send no money. Simply mail coupon uation
9:30 Everybody attends Sunda.-school- . below. Do it Today you do not even pay rigid entrance requirements and
postage.
exclusion of preparatory students,
11:00 Morning worship, attend
strict academic requirements withCOUPON
TRIAL
FREE
in the college, increase of tuition
with your host.
2:30
and other fees, and the placing of
FRONTIER ASTHMA CO., RoomSKvG
Sacred concert and song
Service: Gibson.
Niagara and Hudson Su. Buffalo, N. Y, an arbitrary limit on the number
of students.
3:00 Address,
the Send free trial of your method to:
"Meeting
Other subjects which were disChallengo of Today," Rev. Rufus
cussed by the representatives were
C. Baker.
"The Relation of State Universities
3:30 "The Answer," delegates.
n
Problems,"
to
4:00 Personal Interviews.
and
"The Resources of State Uni6:30 Young People's meetings.
versities."
Visiting delegations assisting.
While In New Orleans, Dr. Hill
7:30 Union services at Methowas present at the formal opening
dist church.
of the l aac Delgado trade school,
8:30 Closing service. Resoluand on the Invitation of the city
Almost
tion committee report. Forming of
authorities made a thorough inthe "Y" circle.
Unbelievable spection of the plant, being con9 : 00 Adjournment.
ducted thereto In Mayor WcShane's
You can hardly realize
car. In 1913 Dr. Hill, who was
the wonderful im
then a professor in Tulano univerprovement to your skin
by the city
sity, was appointed
and complexion yoir commission to draw up plans for
reveal
to
mirror will
you
tho trade school, to cost bout a
after isingGouraud'sOricntal
million dollars. In order to secure
data from which to make tho
Cream lor the tirst time.
Send 15c for Trial Slza
plans, ho made a survey of more
than a hundred manufacturing esFERD. T. HOPKINS & SON
tablishments In New Orleans, and
New York
Inspected trade schools in all parts
.Sootnlnq andtle&linq
His report was
of tho country.
published in 1916 by the city comtho
and
building has only
mission,
recently been completed.

SUICIDE:

25TH
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1

NEEDED BY C. OF C.
FOR DECORATIONS

drink

Japanese lanterns are needed by
the chamber of commerce commit-

After Receiving Letter, Goes
Home and Sends for Poison: Condition Very Se
rious Last
".Mother! Forgive me I have
Aline
taken
poison," screamed
Caire, a clerk at the Penny store,
shortly after she had received a
registered letter yesterday afternoon, the contents of which remain
unknown.
The letter was received while the
girl vns at work in the store. She
remained, to all appearances, quite
unperturbed. Upon arriving home,e
however, she ordered a
bottle of lysol from a drug
store.
As soon as the poison arrived,
she emptied the stuff into a glass,
She then
swallowing it hastily.
cried out to her mother, who was
in tho next room, that she had
poisoned herself. Within a moment
she dropped unconscious.
n
The girl's family was
and immediately summoned nn ambulance, In which she
was rushed to a hospital where she
was attended by Dr. W. R. Love-lficAntidotes and stimulantB
were administered but her condi
tion lato last night was aescriDea
as extremely serious. At the time
of that report she had failed to
become conscious.
three-ounc-

ia

5.

JAPANESE LANTERNS

3 OUNCES LYSQL

.

....o..c.....o.-..o..c..c..o..-

CENTRAL AVENUE

MORE STOCK REPORTS
NEEDED BY FEDERAL
STATISTICAL BUREAU

afe

More useful and comprehensive
crop and stock statistics are to b
&W
m.miv
developed by the state and federal 1 f iV
statistical departments, which are
which
a
to
devise
plan by
trying
three or four sets of statistics can
be compiled each year in place of
NO COOKING
the one sot which is now made. It
Is possible that the county agents iht "Food Drink" !oi All
Ages.
will be asked to give their
to the plan, according
to x'uick Lunch tt Home OfBce.and
Stato Statistical Agent R. V. Hare, Fountains. AA ot HORUCfCS.
of Las Cruces, who was In the city
yesterday conferring with County t&hvoii Imitations & Substitutes
--

.

in

MEETING

PAVING MUST BE

ing that
100

FINISHED DEC.15

the New Mexico
company in which to finish the
East Central avenue paving from
Mulberry street to the city limits.
The contract for the work
specified that it muBt be finished
in 30 working days, but due to
unexpected delays the construction
recompany could not meet the exThe 30 day limit
quirement.
15
and all of
pired November
the concrete base is not yet constructed. The belief was expressed
by the commissioners last night
that the work could be finished
before it would be stopped by
freezing weather.
to

Try Crisco in this recipe
NEW ENGLAND CREAM TART
2 cupfulj dry-app- le
2 cupfuls cream

sauc

yolks, well beaten
2 a nutmeg, grated
Sugar as desired
teaspoonful salt
li
3 egg whites, beaten dry
cupful granulated sugar
Ctisco Flake Pastry

3

Spitzenberg apples are considered trie best for
this pie, but other tart apples may be used.
Press the apples, cooked with as little water as
possible, throuRh a sieve; add the cream and
stir into the yolks, mixed with the nutmeg, salt
and sugar; about one cupf j1 of sugar is plenty.
Have ready a pastry shell baked over an inverted
pie plate; set the shell inside the plate, pour in
the filling and set into a moderate ove--n to coolc
the filling. Beat the sugar into the beaten egg
whites and spread over the piet cooled somewhat,
and return to the oven to cook the meringue.
It should take from ten to fifteen minutes. The
plate
filling may also be baked in a pastry-line- d
as is a squash or custard pie.

CORNS
Lift Off with Fingers

1

rich.

Just cnouch cold water
to hold dough
gcther

to--i

Sift flour and salt and cut half the Crisco into
flour with knife until it is finely divided. The
finger tips may be used to finish blending materials. Then add water sparingly, mixing it with
knife through dry materials. Form with the
hand into dough and roll out on a floured board
of
to quarter inch thickness. Spread one-thi- rd
of dough nearest
remaining Crisco on two-thiryou; told twice, to make three layers,
folding in first that part on which
Ctisco has not been spread. Turn
dough, putting folded edc.es to the
sides; roll out, spread and fold as before. Repeat once more. Use a light
and
motion in handling rolling-piShould
roll from center outward.
Crisco be too hard, it will not mix
readily with flour, in which case the
result will be a tough crust.

Spanish-America-

Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
"Freezone" on an aching corn, Instantly that corn stops hurting,
then shortly you lift it right off
with fingers. Truly!
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle
of "Freezone" for a few cents, sufficient to remove every hard corn,
soft corn, or corn between the toes,
'and the calluses, without soreness
or irritation.

r.Q..Q.C-0....0..)i'-.0""0-

tasteless, easy to digest

For Frying -- For Shortening
For Cake Making

Flake Pastry
1 cupful flour
4 tablespoonfuls Crisco
teaspoonful salt

is

Crisco never detracts from the delicate flavor of custard or fruit fillings
because Crisco, itself, is tasteless and
odorless. It makes pastry light, tender, and flaky because it is all richness, containing neither salt, water,
adulterants nor preservatives. Pastry
made with Crisco is wholesome because Crisco itself is easily digested.

An extension of 30 days was
granted by the city commissioners
Construction

6.

Does wonders
for sick skins

school.

Agent Lee Reynolds on tho subject.
In order to more closely compare the stock conditions, the supply and movement In the United
States with that of other countries,
additional data is necessary at the
federal Ktati.itical department. Although the plan Is not worked out,
it is expected that at least threo
reports a year will be arranged for
through the state and county official'. The greater part of the field
work will probably be done by
the countv agents.

What is ideal shortening for pastry desserts?
pastry
get the best results
TO you must have shortenand

e.

Free to Asthma and
Hay Fever Sufferers

RE5IN0L

trical Engineers at Boulder, and
of Omega Phi.
Kalph Hill, another local man,
who graduated last year rrom the
Boulder institution, is a member
of Tau Beta Pi, and Omegl Phi
fraternities.
Merritt Oldakcr, another man
at Umililer from AiTitiriiinrque, is
an Omegl Phi, and was recently
elected
of the University Y. M. C. A.
All three men are former students of tho Albuquerque
high

a member

panlo-striclce-

Y

1

ago. Victor Garcia was in possession of the wheel when Lujan recIt
ognized it yesterday afternoon.
appears that several persons have
had the wheel during tho two years.
Garcia proved that he had bought
oved he had
It from a man who
bought It. from a man who claims
he bought It.
Police expect to trace the possessors until they locate the man
who stole it from Lujan. Shortly
after the theft. Patrolman Lilian's
son saw a man riding the wheel and
stopped him. The man drew a
knife and although he did not
wound young Lujan. he cut neveral
long slits in his clothing with the
knifo before ho escaped.

tee which has charge of decorating
the armory for the various social
affairs to be held by the chamber
honoring the state school teachers
who will be here next week to attend the annual convention of the
New Mexico Educational association.
A
there are not enough such
lanterns to be purchased to meet
the requirements of the committee,
it Is hoped that persons who have
any lanterns will loan them to the LOCAL YOUNG MEN WIN
chamber for decoration purposes
will HONORS AT UNIVERSITY
Members of tho committee
call for the lanterns upon notification and will return them as soon OF COLORADO, BOULDER
as the convention is over.
Donald Sylvester, an Albuquer
que man at the University of
me
POLICEMAN RECOVERS
uoioraao, ana a siunenr. in has
College there,
Engineering
BICYCLE STOLEN MORE been
Into
the
recently admitted
Beta Pi engineering fraterniTHAN TWO YEARS AGO Tau' which
of
ty, men Inis thocomposed only
those
university whose
Policeman Pablo Lujan recover- academic standings are the six
ed his bicycle yesterday after it had highest in the school.
Sylvester
been stolen more than two years Is also the president of the Elec

NEW

k

Page Seven

This book will help you avoid failures in
making pastry

Complete directions for making tender, flaky
pie crust every time. Also scores of exclu
sive recipes, bend coupon and iUc
in stamps.

5sss

V

s

ym

38

The Procter
& Gamble
Co.,
Dept. of Home Eco
nomics, Cincinnati, Ohio,
"The
Please send postpaid,
I enclose 10c
Whys of Cooking."
in stamps.

"y
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X
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State

Do you use Crisco now'.

J

One applicationof this
reliable ointment and
the inflammation is

reduced the itching
stopped and healing
begins

Try it and see

La

Ends Stubborn Coughs
in a Hurry
For MI effertlvfaeM,
hom-mB-

tfcla aid
remedy bac no equal,

EaatUr and cheaply prepared.

YouH never know how rjulckly a
bad cough can be conquered, until you
e
rem- try this famous old
edy. Anyone who has coughed all
day and all night, will say that the
' immediate relief
given is almost like
magic. It is very easily prepared,
is
nd there
nothing better for coughs.
Into a pint bottle, pnt 2 ounces
Of Pinex; then add plain granulated
sugar syrup to make a full pint. Or
you can use clarified molasses, honey,
or corn syrup, instead of sugar syrup.
Either way, the full pint saves about
of the money usually
pent for couch preparations, ana
gives you a more positive, effective
It keeps perfectly, and
remedy.
tastes pleasant children like It.
feel
You can
this take hold instantly,
soothinc and healing the membrane
in all the air passages. It promptly
loosens a dry, tight cough, and soon
you will notice the phlegm thin out
,tnd disappear. A day's use will usually
break np an ordinary throat or chest
cold, and it is also splendid for bron-- :
chitu, croup, hoarseness, and bronchial asthma.
Pines is a most valuable eoneen-- ,
trated compound of genuine Norway
pine extract, the most reliable rem- for throat and chest ailments.
avoid disnppointment, ask your
for "2'a ounces of Pinex"
iedv
directions and don't accept any- v. .......
.
w
blMl.M
,uw
' 1 lute satisfaction or money refunded.
me rues vo., 1 1. nayne, ua,
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two-thir-
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oney

Immediately

For Three Days Only

v

home-mad-

At Once.
Raise Cash

Money!

?

Today, Friday & Saturday
Any

Ready-to-We-

ar

o

Suit or Overcoat

In Our Stock Will Go At

I

MUES

UP TO

$55

NOTICE We will actually lose on
some of these Suits and Overcoats
as much as $10.00. For this reason
we will have to make a nominal
charge (not over one dollar) for
--

MEYER

SO ALL MAY TAKE; ADVANTAGE

OF THIS UNUSUA

met:
L OFFER WE WILL REMAIN

OPEN

alterations.

CLOTHES THAT
SATISFY
UNTIL

8 P. M.

114 W. Central Ave.

....XX
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Father Brennan,

Top Ilnw 1tft to riwht: Slonclaki'. oom h; Michael, MrCnffi'e V,
Romero, Jlivers, Dulzailclli. Iiottom row: liuckley, Jcily, Divine, Ma niiiiur.
died shortly afterwards from loss of blood.
I'uas"u left the settlement as
soon as he found that Qunchuclui
was gointr to die, and id in til"
hills, returning to his wife's ho'an
When th authorities
every
learned that he was still In the vicinity, they told his wife that
policy would be to surrcml r
to them, uml Hhe persuaded him to
himseif up
do this. J'alMFsa pav-lo them at Moiiuino.
murder wv
Word of the
received by the Indian nseucy her-Monday, anil the Indian iiKOticlcs
of the Ftato were ot once notified
In addition to Sheriff Tondre of Valencia county, in which countv 't
was thought that the murder lia3
taken lilucc. It Is not known ,i
yet whether the settlement was In
Valencia or Bernalillo county. Trr;
rhei'lff's office of this county was
notified yesterday mornlns by the
justice of pence of a neigboiins
settlement, and Sheriff (iriiz and
left at
Deputy Sheriff Hnn.','hart
once for the scene. A few miles
met
from
Wilson
an.l
they
Evans returning with their man.
It irt not known as yet whoth"
ralassa'a case will be taken befoiv
the federal or the state authorities,
but I.eo Crane, superintendent of
the Indian nscney here, will discuss the case this morning with
the United States district attorney,
o
and decide what course will
taken.
knee.

BRAVE GIVES UP

Tlis victim

CM.

OF G. TO GET

.

Second row: Nlssen, Duran,

manager.

BARBER TO

i

AFTER SHOOTING

30 MEMBERS

ni-l- it.

B
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ANOTHER INDIAN
Placed Under Arrest By Indian Agent at
Laguna and Deputy Sheriff of Valencia County.

Navajo

N'aroisfo Taiassa, a Navajo Inthe
dian, said to have confessed
murder ot Juan Qnachm " u another Indian, at hia hoR.in ahout
twenty miles from Lasmia on
was placi d under aires1,
,
yesterday noon hy .lack Kvan-tdeputy sheriff of Valencia county,
and W. C. Wilson, Indian ncent at
Iaffuna. according to Sheriff Antonio Ortiz and Deputy Sheriff
Charles Banghart, who returned
from Laguna last nlnht.
I'nlassa was placed In the count v
Jail at Lo Lunas yosterday an.1,
will be held there until It in decided whether his case comes under
ths jurisdiction of the federal or
state courts.
According to the Information
received by the authorities. Paias-e.returned to his hogan Saturday
evening and found Qunchuclni
with his wife. He nt once raise,
his rifle, and shot Quachuchu in
the leg, a few Inches above tho
i

,

a

MANY CHILDREN

More than 2,000.noo federated
American women are represented
on the advisory committee of tli'!
armament conference in the person of Mrs. Thomas it. Winter.
Only the nation's chief executive
could equal that power.

I1AV

UNBERMK

J Li1

Ilemperly of 2"t So. others who were sick and "run
Itfaye.Ue St.. in Tenver, is enthus- down" from poor blood so wc deiastic over what Oarren's Tonic ha," cided to try It.
,T.

done for her son.
"My son," said Mr. Hcmperly
when talking with Mr. Burrell, the
man who is responsible for the
of Oarren's Tonic here,
"Buffered from
undernourished
blood for the past four years, which
would cause, pimples to break out
all over his body. And when they
would heal In one part would return over and over nyain in other
parts. We spent hundreds of dollars on treatments of different
kinds, with no mood results, when
finally I read about Oarren's Tonic
and how much It was helping

Campaign to Start November 25; "Buddy" Committee Plan Creating Interest; Details Arranged.
The chamber of commerce membership drive will start November
"5 and will last three days.
the
"Taking into consideration
spirit of the Tuesday night meet-in:.the f:ict that, practically nil of
th" "buddy'' committees reported
this morning ly mail that they
were ready for work and the fact
that every member of the executive
committee attended the plan formation m'eting this afternoon, I
is
am sure that the proposition
going to receive such enthusiastic
from the Albuquerque
drive
business men that a three-dawill raise the
chamber of coni- merce membership up to 1,000,
which Is the minimum
goal wej
nave decired upon,' Sidney wen,
the
of
hairman
rejuvenation
yesterday afternoon
committee
the executive
;,"''ier
meeting.
to
the
of
Details'
rejuvenate
jdan
the Alliuouer.'iue chamber of commerce were worked out yesterday
afternoon by the committee In n
Numerous
other
wav.
general
meetings will be held between now
and November 2.". the drive start-- j
j rr dav.
The "btlddv" committees
of the 150 committee will be kept
In close touch with the plan developments so that on the drive
clay every worker will know exactly what he is exacted to do and
how he is expected to do it.
The "buddy" working plan Is an
innovation in Al'niquenino committees. Karh of the chamber members who attended the big meeting
Tuesday evening cboe the man
silling next to him as his "buddy"Is
for the drive. Kach "buddy"
made re'tcon sible for the work of
his "buddy."
"fine of the best features of the
'buddy plan Is that as there was
no real choir,: of a partner,
mnnv men are now buddies and
will 'work with men whom they
hrve scnrcelv known before," one
stated
of the committeemen
"This will bring about the
very thing which w are trying to
accomplish, the cementing of business friendshins and the close cooperation of all huflness men."
-;

v

com-'mitte-

i

This Grateful Mother Praises Garren's Tonic
for Remarkable Results It Brought to
Her Boy in Such a Short Time.
Mrs. M.

3DAY DRIVE

1

"It has accomplished
wonders
for my son; his pimples have disappeared and his complexion is
splendid and his general health Is
T
will endorse
Kreatly Improved.
Garren's Tonic highly as a blood
and system purifier, and, having
had considerable
trouble
myself
with my nerves I am iolng to beI know it will
gin taking it too.
do me good because it made my
bov well."
e
Oarren's Tonic, Is sold in
by Alvarudo
Pharmacy
and the leading druggists in every
city. Adv.

XOTirrc TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed ptoposals for constructing
section
the
rational forest road project, located in the Datil national forest. Cat-ro- n
countv. New Mexico, will be received by the district engineer,
of public roarts, U. S. depart- ment of agriculture, at Albuqueruo, N'ew Mexico, until two o chick
p. m. on the 22nd day of .Novem
ber 1021, at which time and place
opened and
they will be publicly
read. The right is reserved to renone will
ject anv and all bids, andthose from
except
be considered
ex.
contractors ascertained to be The
and responsible.
perienced
conlength of the project to be 7.JX
structed Is approximately
or
miles, and the principal as items
follows:
work are approximately
grubbing,
Necessary clearing and
44.1H3 cubic yards of excavation.
27 M.
of
culverts,
lino lineal feet
Kt H M trestle bridge material,
40'linea! feet log bridges, and Incipublic
dental Items. The bureau ofsuccess-fill
roads will furnish to the
in
constructing
use
for
bidder
available equipment
h s protect
prices
TNT explosives at the in
the
:
'd
set forth
terms
on be
for this
funds
The
form.
ropoal
of
s
Uml
,ro ect being limited, the and the
1,1s contract are indefinite,
o
teuton of contractors Is called
e.

bu-le-

GOOD

We have just received a big shipment of our
Holiday Goods and are getting more everyday. Every express makes our stock more
complete.
We have Dolls, Toys, Books, Games, Album",
Christmas Decorations, Tinsel, Bells, Garlands,
and in fact every thing for the gift season.

REGULAR EVERY DAY NEEDS
Granite Water Pails
$1.00
Granite
Pans
Dish
$1.09
Large
Kettles
Tea
$1.00
Large
Blue Granitewarc from... 15c to 79c
CROCKERY

CROCKERY

Cups and Saucers

Plates

25c
19c

.

TZMZtk
ta

.

UNITED 1e T
321

4 of

enti!

Ladies' Sateen Petticoats, each $1.00, all colors
Ladies' Sateen Bloomers, each $1.C0, all colors.

'

"

contract

hv the secre-

agrcunuie.

the maps, plans, spec
of quantities
responsime

ri estimates
' ";,inert
by

must be
fornfs'Vnd In accordance
a P"r
with Instructions, forming referred
of the specifications above
by a
to. and must be accompaniedamount
an
proposal guarantee in
per cent
at least equal to five
of the total amount of the proposal
District
K. S. WHEELEH,

C

X

&on

$1.60 STORE

West Central

T,

if

vers rr y

C. M. Barber, who
has been
building homes In the upper highthat
lands, announced yesterday
his thirtieth house would be completed before the first of the year
and that he had completed financial arrangements for the building
of fifty more hou.ses Immediately

after.

These houses are running from
$4,fi00 in value and the
ones will mean a quarter
fifty
of a million dollars of building In
the region. They are to be built
between the Albuquerque sanatorium and the University of New

ft, 000newto

Mexico.

"The decision to build these
houses is due to confidence that the
chamber of commerce will be active in national and local campaigns to bring people to Albuquerque," stated Mr. Barber.
owners on alleys In
Property
Blocks 11,' 12. 13, 14, IS, ,1 20 and
ati, Original Townsite, who wish to
take advantage of the 7 per cent
discount on paving assessments
should have their checks In the
hands of the City Treasurer by November 21st. ns the discount will
not bo allowed after that date.
ADDIK W. MeAVOY,
Oitv Clerk.

Spirit of Enthusiasm From
Chamber of Commerce
Meeting Tuesday Carried
Over Into Dinner.

Miss Myrtle Greenfield, bacteriologist In charge of tho state public health laboratory conducted at
the University of New Mexico, has
issued the report for October. The
bacteriologist's
report to Health
Commission Waller for October
contains the following tabulation of
examinations made:
Diphtheria
Diagnosis:
S
Postive
6
Negative
Release
28
Positive
CIS
Negative
ococcus
Gon
2
Positive
9
Negative
Tuberculosis
3
Positive
1
Negative
Wasserman
20
Positive
49
Negative
1
Antieomplimentary
Heniollzed
4
Broken
Widal
Positive
6
Negative
Feces Typhoid
'
Positive
"0
Negative
Feces Intestinal Parasites
J!
Negative
97

Members of tho Klwanls club,
meeting last evening in a special
night assembly to consider what Is
wrong with Albuquerque, decided
tlmt their first Ftcp toward setting the city right would be to
launch a drive for tho extension of
the city boundaries.
The dinner was tna occasion for
the outpouring of much enthusiasm, the spirit which animated
the men tit the Tuesday night gathering of the chamber of commerce
having carried over into the
event. The program was entirely informal.
President Henry Coors, Jr., introduced first Sidney Weil who declared that much which had been
the matter with Albuquerque had
been cured by the new spirit manifest In the city. Ho asserted that
the reorganization meeting demonstrated a growing satisfaction in
the city's prospects and predicted
that civic growth was Imminent.
i.ouis llfeld asked to have a report of Oano ii Co., on the hotel
operations. It waa shown
that the company had been organized and operated on a small margin of expense, the figure being
two and
per cent of the
sale of stock.
George ltoslington discussed the
troubles Incident to the management of the hotel company, ex- -'
plaining some of the difficulties in
a manner which resulted in a
much better understanding of the
problems Involved.
A motion by J. H. Coons expressing confidence in the hotel
board was adopted.
Under the subject of suggestions
for future work. I). K. H. Sellers
presented the matter of more highways into the city. Dr. D. S. Hill
urged the support of the club to
the movement to induce congress
to cede to the state public land
for the support of educational Institutions. H. C. Hernandez reported progress on the memorial sana
torium project. C. T. French and
Mr. Coors stressed the necessity of
supporting university football.
The matter of extending the city
boundaries was the subject of an
extended debate and will be taken
up ngain at the next meeting. It
will be the next project of tho club
and wdll be undertaken by members ns a subcommittee of the
chamber of commerce.
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INDIAN-HIG-

in

or.tortttf.D'P. 31G.MlUiUn48.MMB
Scp2lJC. Oir.tnrentHiajiiitVJc Tf jeuni Wrt.
ir$FCuticura Soap shaves withijut mug.

Blackheads.
Pimples.
And Similar Skin
Blemishes
Quicttly Disappear
who have used Beauty Bleach entliuu
BstieaJljf proclaim it a wonderful blemur
remover and skin beautificr.
This delightfully fraurant, pinHmlec
told cream is lightly applied at bedtime
The inviiibte, filmy coat remains on ova
Right. The next morning the skin cleansed
with Black and White Soap, with the addition of a little Black and White Clean,
ing Cream if the skin is irritated.
This BUck and White Beauty Treat-Imcn- l
is cffec.'ve will not harm the most
delicate skin, and is so inexpensive Blade
and White Beauty Blemiih sells for only
50c; Black and White Soap 25c the cake
and Black and White Cleansing Cream
can. You can find there
25c and 50c
all for sale at your favorite dni or department store.
Write Dept. C, Plough, Memphis, foi
your Birthday Book and leaflet which telle
all about Black and White Toilet
AH

Rabies-Neg- ative

l

Vincints Angina
Negative
Total
Containers

900

M

GREATEST PHYSICIAN
OF ALL IS PURE BLOOD

When the Foods You Eat No Longer Seem to
Do You Any Good Look for the Danger
:
Signals Which Denote Waste
V
Products In the Blood.

1232

sent out

HKNTROP THROWS GARDNER.
T.lttle Bock. Ark.. Nov. lfi.
Charles Rentrop, Belgian, holder
miuaiewoigni
of the European
today
championship,
wrestling
of New York.
,1,,- pink n.irclner
American
title, in
claimant of the
e
minutes.

How to Clear Your Blood of Waste Products;

The blond Is the means by which j blood of waste
s. S. .
an me tissues or me Docly at di- will improve theproducts,
quality of yow
or
You
nourished.
blood by relieving you of the wastfe
rectly
Indirectly
will at once realize that unless the products which cause Impoverishblood is pure, some part of the body ed blood and its allied troubles
will soon become diseased.
skin disorders, rheumatism and A
Waste products in the blood are lowered vitality.
From the way Notre Dame has an element of danger. Ninety per
The samt qualities which givj
nlnworl thrnnirh their opponents cent of the people "below
are S. S. S. Its beneficial effect in cleanpar"
the
safe
bet
a
that
season
It's
this
suffering with waste products In ing your blood of waste producj
South Bend gridders could hold the blood.
make it extremely
desirable
for
When your blood is loaded with keeping your blood in good condt-tlon- .
their own with any football outfit
waste products, you become weak,
on the map.
f
nervous irritable and easily upset.
Get FS. S. S. at your druggist.
Other symptoms are pimples, Beware of substitutes. Write Chief
It is the opinion of many boxing boils, or some other skin disorder; Medical Director, Swift Specific
fans that Johnny Wilson will have loss of weight; and probably rheu- Co.,
S. S. S. Laboratory, At-- ,.
to start a campaign and show the matism.
lanta. On., for special medical adYour blood Is your fountain vice (without charge). Ho is help-followers of the sport that he Is
or Is not the middleweight
source of energy therefore keep Ing people every day to regain their
your blood rich and pure.
health and strength. Ask him to
For over 50 years, thousands and send you his illustrated booklet.
thousands of men and women have Facts About tho Mood" free.
relied on S. S. S. to clear their g. ti. R. is sold by all drug stores.
fifty-thre-

.
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Great Interest Is being shown
school
the Indian school-High

game
squad

is

II

YOUNGfolks
appreciate

m

p

p

pIJI

the

affair.

According to Mr. Johnson's story
he and his wife met the other man,
a dentist, in Tucson and offered to
let him ride with them in their automobile to Los Angeles. He shipped his trunks to Los Angeles, Mr
Johnson said. Today, Johnson declared, an argument arose over
which road to follow and the passenger shot both Johnson and his
wife. The passenger, Johnson said,
was riding in the rear seat while
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson were in the

front.

The passenger denies Johnson's
story. He told local officers that
tho Johnsons were shot by two men
who jumped out of tho brush beside the road.
The passenger was arrested a few
miles east of hero as ho was walk-Inalong tho railroad tracks after
other travelers had brought the
Johnsons in to Yuma.
s;

Joseph Cover, n painter employed In the railroad shops at
Crestlin.e, O., has been retired on
a pension, after having served the
company 50 years and 11 months.
Tablets

also know its

1

UITS

Bake with
Lytona !

$1

$6.49

Mandell Clothier, Inc.
116
luTTWaiiiiiisj

Trrm.)

Yuma, Ariz., Nov. 10 Mrs. Peter
Johnson of Denver, Colo., was shot
and killed and her husband seriously wounded while riding in an
automobile forty miles east of here
A man who was riding
today.
with them when they were shot is
In jail here in connection with the

C'liambfrlnln's

I

AT SPECIAL PRICE

AUTO TOURIST HURT,
WIFE SHOT, KILLED
AMir-lalcfc-

the goodness of
Lytona Baking,

AND

llne-u- n

changed. J.
Mestas will act as general for his
back.
Watchman
as
team
quarter
and Hnswood will work at the
two half bark positions and Chee
will be at his usual position at
full back.

(By The

I

while older folks

certain.

Indians.
In the bnckfleld
has been slightly

Baby's tender skin requires mild, sooth-in- n
properties such as are found in the
Cuticura Soap, Ointment and Talcum.
The Soap Is so sweet, pure and cleansing
and the Ointment so soothing and healing,
especially vrhen baby's skin is irritated.
Cuticura Talcum is also ideal for baby.
RivpttchTr fcyMnil Ad'irMfi: "CotlrtrsL).'.

Typhoid Culture
Positive
Negative

IKES' MILL

0T

of
the Indian
Coach Vigil
school has announced the team
that will face Albuquerque high
school. Pellman and Pahe will
play at their usual positions on
the ends of the line and they
will handle the important end of
the Indian's attack. Ahmie is
slated for right tackle end Catron
will fill the other tackle position.
The guards are Tlno and Garcia,
who have been factors in the
Indian line this season. Paydiamo
will snap the ball back for the

Smooth and Ckar

Water

Captain Eollman's bowlers starred off the class "A" bowling tournament at the "Y" alleys last niglit
with a flying start, taking thrdj)
straight games from the team capIN
tained by Lovltt. Deschler, of th
Bollman team, took the high scoro
with 225 and the high average fat
g
The contents of the will of By- tho three games with 191.
The score follows:
ron Henry Ives, florist, who died
Lovltt.
last week, became known yester Morris
148 167 144
day. Bequests were made to dis- Lovitt
137 150 12
tant relatives amounting to $2,500. Strange
178 194 196
153 lf.8
157
is
Evers
as
So far
known ho left no near
132 188 18J
Franklin
relatives.
Tho will places $15,000 in a perTotals
752 852 85l)
manent fund, the interest to be
Bollmnii.
used as $200 scholarships for Requadt
; . .161
145 14S
161 189 21J
young ladies at the University of Oebhardt
175 189 189
New Mexico.
Residue of the es- Bollman
189 159 228
tate, estimated at $50,000, is left Deschler
to M. E. Hickey, Dr. M. K. Wylder Martin
151 180 19S
and D. A. Porterfield as trustees
for the benefit of the Methodist
843 862 96T
Totals
sanatorium for the erection ot a
be
Cox.
Walter
the grand rlreult
known as the Ives
building to
memorial building, in memory ot relnsman, Is expected to return to
his two wives. Julia and Helen. bis old training grounds in
both deceased. The First Savings
now that the Laurel
Hank and Trust company Is named Hill horses aro to be sold at aud
as executor without bond.
tlon.

H

CITES T

Is

Baby Wants Cuticura
It Keeps His Skin Soft

.

.

5010

GITY TITLE UP

The high school
today.
doing a great deal of
hard practice arid is working
down In fine, shape. The Indian
school men also working hard
and will be thoroughly primed to
n
Kngland was unable to cop
attack the pale faces at WashThe
championship of any sort In Am- ington park battle ground.
erica this year, but the
game will settle the secondary
women's hockey team has certainschool title in tho city.
ly trimmed America's fair hotkey-ist- s
Both the Indian school and the
to a turn.
high school are dismissing classes
at 3 o'clock today. Each team expects lots of backing at 3:15
when the first kickoff occurs.
Each school Is going to the game
in a body and a large attendance

'

Alpine-Reserv-
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GIVEN

FOR PAST MOUTH

two-thir-
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REPORT

CITY BDUWDARIES

is

h

CLASS "A" BOWLERS
ROLL FIRST MATCH
IN THE "Y" TOURNEY

BACTERIOLDG ST
ISSUES

17, 1921.

Hnvc Done

I

in,

mn

West Central

,n't6iurW:.. iY.?.-

The
Ladies Specialty Shop
Sells For Less
YOU WILL SAVE $10.00 TO $15.00 ON A COAT,
SUIT OR DRESS
BY WALKING TO 518 WEST CENTRAL
We specialize in Exclusive Ladies'
Millinery, Hosiery and Shoes
Look around and compare, and you will be convinced that our prices and
styles can not be equaled.
Ready-to-Wea- r,

All Wool Tuxedo Jersey Sport Coats, $4.98; All Wool Sweaters,
$3.95; Silk Plush Coats, $16.75; All Wool Tricotine and Serge
Dresses, $9.95; All Wool Velour and Tricotine Suits, $26.75; Silk
Embroidered Heavy Flannel Gowns, 98c; Pure Silk, full fashioned Hose, all colors, including the new Russian Calf, $2.19.
EVERY THING ELSE PRICED ACCORDINGLY

Her a World of Good.
have
"Chamberlain's Tablets

done ma a world of good," writes
Mrs. Ella U Button, Klrkville, N.
Y.
"I have recommended them to
a numb r of my friends and all
who have used them pralso them
When troubled with In
highly."
digest I 'Jn or constipation, give them
a trial and realize for yourself what
an excellent medicine It is.

. MAIIARAM
. 518 WEST
The Xast Store on Main Street

&

SOU

CENTRAL
The Store That Sells For Less
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DO YOU KNOW that The Albuquerque Morning Journal will, in a few
short weeks, give away absolutely free, the handsomest and most
costly collection of prizes ever offered in this part of the state to be
given away without a cent of cost, simply as a reward for ambition
and a little pleasant, easy effort? DO YOU REALIZE that the grand
Studebaker
capital prize in this election a brand new
Sedan, worth $2,295.00, represents more than the average head of a
family earns in a year's time and more than most people save in a
lifetime? Then there is a Studebaker Touring Car and three Chevrolet Touring Cars. COULD YOU USE a purse of gold? Or wouldn't a
little pin money 10 per cent commission, if you fail to win one of

IK
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iiimijla

4
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..lnnff.lf.in,,,,.

CAN YOU IMAGINE an easier, quicker or more pleasant way to
secure a nucleus for a home, a vacation trip or a start in business- than through the offer this newspaper is making?

THERE'S NO DENYING the fact that any one of the above mentioned
prizes would be a source of pleasure and profit, and especially so
when acquired solely through your spare time and effort, without one
penny of cost.

The Albuquerque Morning Journal is now being read
by Thousands
of people in New Mexico and Arizona, but there is no such
thing as
"good enough;" continual growth and expansion is wanted. To make
this growth possible, the participation of live, energetic men and
women (married or single) is necessary. And, in order to obtain the
desired interest in this campaign, the most elaborate list of prizes
ever offered by any newspaper in this State has been made
ready

for:

distribution among those who participate most heartily.

Here is an opportunity, surely, for the man or woman who looks at
a thing from a business standpoint and who arrives at a conclusion as
to its merits by the way it appeals to them as a business proposition;
Some person will earn over $400.00 a week during the next six weeks!
How's that for a business proposition?

isf Starting

Camp;

The competition, which is just starting, is now open to any reputable
man, woman or child in Albuquerque, and the surrounding territory,
including Gallup, Flagstaff, Winslow, Williams, Santa Fe, Las Vegas;
Roswell, Raton, Dawson, Portales, Tucumcari, Clovis, Carlsbad,
Belen, Socorro, Magdalena, San Marcial, Las Cruces, Deming,
Silver City, etc. All that is necessary to enter the race is to clip the
free nomination coupon appearing below, fill in your name and
address and mail or bring it to the Campaign Department of The
Morning Journal, Albuquerque, New Mexico. This coupon entitles
you to 5,000 FREE credits and gives you a quick, flying start toward
Ar-tesi- a,

DO YOU WANT one of the five splendid Touring Cars or a big bag
of gold at the expense of The Morning Journal, or would you prefer
it to be in cash Greenbacks, good old
coin-of-the-real-

DO YOU WANT one of these grand prizes? Well, you can have any
prize in the list if you will but grasp the opportunity and take immediate
action, and you can dp it in just a few days of your spare time:

success.
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1.00
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8th to December IT
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PERIOD

..,t.it..
vr

Price.
4.TI
9.00
18.00
37.00
80.00
45.00
14.00

Credit!
3.50O
1.000

Nomination Blank in the Albuquerque Morning Journal "Salesmanship

Campaign.

11,000
80.000

00.000
120.000
180,000

Tbe above declining- - fchedu. ef credit! will positively pot fie changed
during the campaign. A Special Vote Ballot food for
100.000 HJCTRA CRpTB'irtU be toeued' on every "club" of 137.00 turned in, Tbli
epeclal offer will remain la affect during
the entire eampHfn, tad will be eoaildered part of tbe regular icbtdule,

Club"

I HEREBY NOMINATE AND CAST 5,000 CREDITS FOR
Miss (Mr. or Mrs.)
Addrest . ....
. . -. . ....... . ...... .K.
. . ... ...
As a candidate in the Morning Journal Everybody Wins "Salesmanship Club"
.-

-.

.-

.Z.

campaign.

All

EARLY START

MEAI1S

AN

EASY

FINISH!

NOTE

Only one nomination blank accepted for each member nominated.
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poor second to Belgium, which with 6C2.7 follows IF A DOUGHBOY COULD
close on the heels of England in respect to population density.
At the other end of the scale we have Nevada
to tell the world how to make a few people go a
UT
state. Of
long way to cover tho total area of that
In
figures
which population
the 62 foreign countries
are available, Arabia leads tho world In being thinly
populated of .7 per square mile.
On the whole the 19 !0 census gives Indication
that we have not strongly exerted ourselves in following Horace Greeley's suggestion to the young
men of his day to go west. Missouri is the only
state west of the Mississippi river which put into
the group of states having a population of more
than 46 per square mile.
Of the growth of our population througnout me
entire country the census gives report to the errect
that we have grown from 25.6 persons per squara
mile In 1900 to 35.6 for the same area In 1920. In
1900 we had 25 acres per Inhabitant, today we havo
only 18. Still our latest figures present nothing
alarming. If we will make proper use ot it, and
distribute It properly, there Is still enough land to
go around.

y
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Kansas City. Nov. 16. Butter.
eggs and poultry unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 16. Cattle Re-- .
Medium and low
celpts 12,000.
other
grade steers slow, dull;
classes
and
opened about
grades
steady. Early top on killing steers,'
bulk beef steers around
$10.50;

$5.7538.40; butcher cowa largely
(fj) 4.00; heifers
mostly $4.00
bulk canners and
most bologna bulls,'
calves steady, early
$.1.15 il 3.35;
stockcrs
and feeders
$8.50;
top,
$3.00
5.00;

cutters,-$2.2502.8-

,

lartrelv $4.5005.85.
Hoks Receipts 19.000.
Market.
slow, mostly 10c to 15c higher tnan
av- -'
average;
yesterday's
eraees. $7.25: practical too early;
on butchers and lights. $7.10; bulk.
$6.75(3)7.00;
pigs strong to 260
higher; bulk desirables, $7.75;
160-pou-

$8.00.

14.000.
Fat '
Sheen Receints
lambs opened steady, working low- er. Early top, 3.zi; duik, 8.ioir
9.00: fat sheep very elow, nothingchoice sold early; talking steady on
feeder lambs.
.

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas City, Nov. 16. Cattl- eReceipts 7,500. Beef steers steady
to 25c lower. One load i,uu

pounds, $8.40; calves steady, best
bUlK,
vealers, $8.00;
o.oui,u;
and heavies generally
medium
to
canners
steady
$3.255.00;
weak around yi.ao; sne siock ana
cows
few
to
bulls steady
lower;
over $4.00; yearling steers and
heifers stendv to lower, few up to
and.
stockers
$8.00 and higher;
feeders steady; choice feeders up
to $6.00; most stockers around

$4.005.00.

Market
7,500.
Hogs Receipts
active and higher. Bulk good and
llffht welerhts $6.766.85 to pack
ers; a few light lights to shippers,
6.85;
$7.00; bulk of sales, $6.50
bulk throwout sows. $5,500)6.00;
stock pigs strong, bulk $7.50 7.75.
5,000.
Sheep
Sheep Receipts
slow and weak; stock lambs gener- $9;
to
Lambs,
strong.
ally steady
$9.10;
feeding lambs
westerns,
strong to 15c higher; early top,

DIE. --

--

j

6.80.

Sheep Receipts 15,800. Market
steady. Lambs, $7.60 8.25; ewes,
$3.504.25; feeder lambs, $7.26

.

8.00.

Good Health.
If you would enjoy good health,
bowels
regular. No one
keep your
can reasonably hope to feel well,
When needed,
when constipated.
hey
take Chamberlain's Tablets.
are mild and gentle.

.
:.

NOTICE OF ADMINISTRATRICES .
In the Matter of the Estate of "
Samuel William Lee. Deceased. .;
Notice is hereby given that Julia
E. Lee and Lou Lee, Administratrices of the estate of Samuel Wil- liam Lee, deceased, have filed In
the Probate Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico, their final re- and
port as such Administratrices
the court has appointed Thursday,
the first day of December. 1921, as ;
the day for hearing objections, if
any there be, to the approval of 1
said final report and the discharge
of said Administratrices
Witness my hand and the seal of
said Probate Court this 31st day of '.
October, 1921.
-FRED CROLLOTTv
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court,
--

:

By

Gene Byrne

Htt
WMT

TfcToo!

.'.

Denver Livestock.
Denver, Nov. 16. Cattle Re
celpts 4,100. Market killing strong,
others steady, 15c to 25o lower.
Beef steers, $5,00 6.60; cows and
heifers, $3.50(4.85; calves, $4.00
stockers
5.00; bulls, $2.003.00;
and feeders, $4.50 6.76.
Market
600.
Hogs Receipts
steady. Top. $7.00; bulk, ' $6.00

"TO

,

'.

$7.90.

TOE THE.

es

Rhode Island, the most thickly populated of our
itates with 666.4 persons to the square mile, is
lecond only to England which with a population ot
I6S.2 seems to be the most thickly populated coun-i-- y
in the world. Massachusetts with 479.2 runs a

J

aupposnT

VJOOLD
showing the density of population the
lountry over, based on figures available since the
1920 census, Is Interesting from many points of
rlew. Those of us who think of all European court-Tias congested will be surprised to learn, for
that the average number of persons per
iquare mile in the United States is 35.5, while In
We
Sweden It is 33,8, and In Norway only 19.1.
lave come to look on California as the end of the
trail for all travelers westward; and still California
Has only from 18 to 45 persons to the square mile
is compared to 400 and over who occupy this same
irea In New Jersey, Rhode Island and Massachu-tett- s.
A map

Italy

4.20.

38;

Egg-A-Da- y,

fe dZMM

7.27.

4.19
J
demand.
demand
Belgium
7.02.
Germany de
7.01; cables, cables,
39. Holland;
mand,
(By The AmorlatrA rrw.l
35.04;
demand,
cables, 36.10. Norj
New York. Nov. 16. Continued
14.32. Sweden Aei
ease of money, signs of pronounced way demand,
mand, 32.30. Denmark demandj
improvement in industrial condl
18.32.
Switzerland demand, 18.95
tiona and the strength of British Spain demand,
13.70. Greece de
exchange were factors in today's mand, 4.17. Argentina demandj
active, broad and generally higher 32.75. Brazil demand, 12.87. Mont-- j
stock market, sales approximating real.
t
1,000,000 snares.
Call loans opened at 4H percent
NEW YORK MONEY.
for the first time in nearly a month
and that quotation again was re
New
York. Nov. 16. Call moneyi
duced to 4 per cent in private ne
Steody. High, low, ruling rate:
gotiations. Trade reviews reported and last loan, 4
per cent; closing;
a broader demand for railroad bid. 4 to 4 per cent.
equipment and structural steel and
Time loans Steady. Sixty days,!
the labor situation, In its relation 6 to 5 per cent; 90 days and six;
to the proposed wage cut by the months, 5
to 6
primei
seemed mercantile paper, 6per cent:
systems,
transportation
to 6
per '
less acute.
cent.
Oils of the domestic type, espec
ially the Standard Oil group, fea
NEW YORK METALS.
tured trading at extreme gains of
two to ten points.
New York, Nov. 16. Copper
Equipments,
steels, coppers, shippings and many Firm. Electrolytic, spot and near- -'
specialties participated In the ad hy, 13U?i13c; futures.
vance at substantial gains and rails 13c.
;
added variably to their recent
Tin Firm. Spot and nearby,'
!
sales
gains.
$29.00; futures, $29.50.
Frequent realizing
were without marked effect, a
Iron Steady, unchanged.
Lend Steady. Spot, $4.70.
strong tone ruling at the close.
j
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louis de- Sterling exchange crossed $4 00
for the first time in nearly six livery, spot $4.75.
months, representing a gain of
'
Antimony Spot, $4.7505.00,
.r. '"
about 6 cents to the pound for the
Foreign bar silver, 67c.
week's low.
gains
Mexican dollars, 61 c.
Appreciable
tiffi':
were made by Liberty issues, and
iti
the bond list almost as a whole, in
CHICAGO PRODUCE.
cluding leading internationals, was
inclined to strengthen. Total sales,
16. Potatoes !
Chicago. Nov.
Market slightly weaker.
par value, $17,750,000.
Receipts,'
85 cars.
Closing prices:
Shipments, 698. Northern'
29
American Beet Sugar
sacked, $1.752.0
white,
cwt.;
31 i
American Can
bulk, $1.80 2. 05 cwt; sacked Red!
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 40
rivers $1.601.65 cwt.; bulk and.'
American Sumatra Tobacco.. Sl
sacked early Ohloa, $1.001. 40'
112
American Tel. & Tel
cwt.; one car Idaho Russets, $2.26.
9 'A cwt.
American Zinc
43
Anaconda Copper
Poultry Alive, lower. Fowls,
o i
Atcnison
springs, 17c; turkeys, S5c;
37
Baltimore & Ohio
roosters, 14c.
66 '4
Bethlehem Steel "B"
15'4
Butte & Superior
KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

The farmer who harbors a flock of hen boarders
who go on strike when they havo laid a setting of
his
eggs will lay down his paper and polish up
or i.aay
record
of
the
second
a
reading
for
specs
who has Just rounded out a year with
there
343 eggs and still laying. He may believe
are hens that can lay 343 eggs in a year and live,
second
but he will want to read it over at least toa uncerduo
mistakes
check
up possible
time to
tain sight or blurred spectacle lenses.
a
The difference between Lady
hen
beautiful specimen of Buff Orpington, and the
in a
boarder on the farm who lays about 75 eggs
has
Silas
good
Uncle
that
year Is so monumental
differ-enc- e
reason to ask for a second reading. Thatevolution
in
advance
poultry
an
represents
of men who;
largely through the patient labor
work Is not heard of outside technical quarters.
43
California Petroleum
The difference between this champion egg producer
from
Canadian Pacific
H6U
and high type commercial hens that produce aver-ag- o
32
Leather
Central
the
NEWSPAPER BUILDING.
150 to 180 a year a mark that outclasses
65
Chosareako & Ohio
nonthe
of
case
In
the
than
23
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
good hen--ls less
suf26 Vi
Chino Copper
There are two theories for building a newspaper. descript average hen of the average farm, hut
24
&
Fuel
Iron
Colorado
One is to stand in with the big Interests, conceal all ficient to emphasize her remarkable quality.
65
Crucible Steel
8
information
tho
which
from
might
possible
people
Cuba Cane Sugar
12
Erie
hurt these interests and then to look to those few
73 U
Great Northern pfd
to make up the deficits.
37
Inspiration Copper
The other theory is to stand by thepublic, re63
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
24
of
tell
A
facts
R.
the
consequences,
Kennecott Copper
gardless
people the
A PR YE
109
&
Nashville
Louisville
and then look to them to take the paper In suf114'
Mexican Petroleum
ficient numbers to make Its publication possible.
Not for unnumbered sins I weep;
25Vji
Miami Copper
daj,
The fevered or the sluggish
The latter is the theory of the Journal. We have
18
Missouri Pacific
Give them the sterile past to keep,
7 3
never betrayed the public welfare. We have, In all
York
New
Central
Its almleBS way.
78
Northern Pacific
good conscience, fought for the public welfare.
35
Pennsylvania
utterly
Now we look to you to help us expand our field
They are all wepf.-a- nd
1414
Ray Consolidated Copper....
Made void of pleasure or of pain.
71
of usefulness.
The added strength will be used to
to
"Uncle
be
Reading
Wiggily has something
The room is garnished; let there
60 V3
say to us, so we will hear him be- Republic Iron & Steel
fight the better. We expect the people to support
Dawn once again.
24
Sinclair Oil & Refining
we
our
fore
lessons,"
begin
our subscription drive.
79
Southern
Pacific
"What I have to pay will not
All the great things I have not done,
19
take !onj," spoke tho rabbit unrle. Southern Railway
AH I have burled In the earth;
77
litStudebaker
to
to
Corporation
a
"I
invito
MASON.
want
WAIT
LET IS HAVE PEACE.
you
By
just
46
O let me not begin to do,
tle party I am going to give to- Texas Company
Give them rebirth.
60
Tobacco
Products
morrow for Nellie Fllptnil, the
Tho Journal is trying Its best to deal generous''
124
Union Pacific
nnd
brother
She
her
sparrow
girl.
wept,
and
having
once
I
83
weep,
OLD FRIENDS.
For these
bald," they grimly say, "who
and live peaceably with Its competitors. UnnecesDkide havo been ill with feather United States Steel
All is now done.
had raven tresses; and your com67
fever, but thoy are better now, and Utah Copper
sary personal friction is undesirable in its effect on
p
As down the slope a pilgrim plexion, sallow-graAnd still with quiet hands, I wait
your
I r.m goinpr to give Nellie a party.
community life. Wo entertain no personal grudges
To greet the sun,
And
TRADE.
OF
fir?
CHICAGO
BOARD
confesses.
you
bramble
where every
I can
wendH,
of it to you because
oh Gaffer Jones, you're doped she is speak
We disagree with them
toward other publishers.
not nt school today, and
scores him, he rather dreads to bent,
with pills and lotions; we hear the please don't any of you
Chicago, Nov. 16. Decided upnt times on questions of public policy. Our distell her.
meet old friends their conversaturns in wheat took place today
of your bones when tliey We want it to come as a
creaking
surprise."
Ehould
end
there
agreement
tion bores him. Few gazo upon are set in motion. When lust j
"We will not tell her, Uncle Wig- owing more or less to a rise in forWo have been forced Into personalities in the
him and exclaim: "You're looking saw you, years ago, you were the gily!" promised all the animal boys eign exchange. The close, although
to 27iC net
unsettled, was
You have tho rami! living wonder, and you could lay and I'li'ls in a chorus.
past. We will not indulge them In the future If we
hunkydory!
to
higher, with December $1.06
old stalwart frame, your locks are the fighters low, ami pin the wrestran avoid It. The public becomes disgusted with
"Fine!"
tho
laughed
bunny.
to $1.09.
and May $1.09
$1.06
fur from hoary! Your step iH bold, lers under. You hobble o'er tho "And now "
mcnt in an old magazine.'-such exhibitions.
It Is "little town stuff."
c to
to
Corn gained
your back unrtrrved, you still are. paving stones, your faco 1h mo?t
"Yes, and now if you have fin- and oats
c. Provic to
c to
Public sentiment tan prevent these outbreaks
.spry and handy! you certainly are forbidding; your knees are spavished ppe.'ikinft It is MY turn!" sions
THE UNEMPLOYED.
FIND
TO
to 15c
iiETtF
from
varied
unchanged
if It will. To punish the offender with loss of patwell preserved, you surely are n ined, Gaffer Jones, your feet are suddenly cried a harsh voice. And,
dandy:" Few talk in such a pleas- always skidding." The pilgrim, in much a;) I regret to tell you about decline.
ronage is a sure preventative of repetition.
With sterling exchange quoted
ant strain when on tho pike they his weary walk, would have no old it, I must say that, just then. In above
At no time In the past has the Journal been the Kresa. Washington Post.
$4 for the first time this
meet you; your aspect seems to friends present, for that's the way came the Bushy !ear! Right intj
wheat had nn upward slant
year,
aggressor. Our methods have been defensive. We
cause them pain, nnd with a sigh old comrades talk, and it's a way the school room ho lumbered, for
Pxcrpt nbout the middle of the ses
TO HIMSELF.
110
very much desire to live at peace with all. men as
nnci not yet gone to take nialainn when inrn-iiinr orders
before Tom they greet you. "And so you're unpleasant.
lone winter sleep.
far as is consistent with our duty to the public.
It was merely a question of time
from the east forced a temporary
"Wuff!
Wuff!"
the
growled
commission
setback.
News Items affecting friend or foe are given poStrong
sharp
In mid winter when the days arc Bear. "I havo come "
the offerings,
houses absorbed
sition in the paper in accordance with their news
warm.
News and Courhr.
Charleston
Rut
was
now?
a
there
faint
however, and news favored the
And now the day was so warm, scream suddenly
value. We come to the front page with news of ting
from tho lady mouse teach- bulls, advices telling of better exbefore winter had, as yet, fairly er, and siio fainted
front-pag- e
NATIONS.
BY
away!
COMING
Only
importance only. We do not use frontport demand at the gulf and At-of
NATIONS
come, that Noodle feared thero that Uncle Wisrgily c;night lit In Oormanv
to the
size of the delegations corning
taking flour at the
page position to magnify tho trifling annoyances In
the
snow or ire.
no
be
would
they
his
time
of
to
she
would
have
fallen
paws
and the length
lantic seaboard. Gossip was also
. As Toodle
the private business of our enemies. To do so Is armament
and Noodle reached the floor.
B. Paris
J
Howard
By
current
it
that a powerful banking into stay here
the hollow stump school they
bad taste and bad newspaper making.
"Thero!
Look
what
you've terest was working on a loan to
will have to disarm
nnd
nations
shouts
the
heard
laughter
Joyous
Post.
done!" bravely cried the bunny to Germany.
It Is high time that newspapers rise to the dig- hotel bills at Washington. New York Evening
Copyright. 1921, by McClure
and tho beaver boys started to run. tho Rear.
"You havo made the
Active demand from the east,
Newspaper Syndicate.
nity of their pretended position In New Mexico.
"For something Is gohif; on!'' latly mouso teacher faint
away! together with scantiness of receipts
said Toodle eagerly.
The common courtesies of the profession may be
Noodle!
in a pail of here, gave a lift to the corn market.
Quick,
Bring
UNCLE W ICGII Y AND
thero is!" agreed Noo- water nnd we'll sprinkle some in Oats sympathized with the advance
wjth profit to everybody especially
NOODLE'S SPLASHER. dle."Surely
"Hurry!"
the teacher's face. That will brins of other cereals.
to the newspapers themselves.
And when they reached the hol- her out of her faint."
Provisions at first were firm, re
cold weather In low
Thero
been
had
In saying this we are announcing our own policy
REVIVED.
mouso
the
where
stump
lady
PLEA FOR GOLD SUBSIDY
Quickly tho little beaver boy fleeting the action of hogs and
Woodland, near the Oranpe Ice teacher taught the animal
rather than denouncing the practices of other
in a pail of water from grain, but packers selling of lard
Enquirer.)
mountains 'where Uncle Wiggily and girls their lessons, Toodle boys
(From the Cincinnati
and brought
the nearby brook.
brought r.bout something of a re
of Treasury Mellon was importuned bj lived. Some snow had fallen, and Noodle
saw Uncle Wiggily.
"What
shall we use to sprinkle action.
wester" senators recently urging him to support the little thin skims of ice had
formed
to
He's
come,
"Oh, hurruy!
pay water in the teacher's face?" asked
that
Closing prices:
on the
McFadden bill to subsidize gold mining so the
and brooks. But now
THE AMERICAN VALUATION PLAN.
Susio Littletall. who was studying
years it was ponds
Wheat
It revives
Dec, $1.06; May,
could be maintained.
warmer again, and Noodle
inthe
be
to
value
a trained nurse.
$1.09.
tho beaver boy, on his
old complaint that with the fixed gold
Flattail,
d
of
Is
go
Corn
I'll
the
do
it!" said Nondle.
new tariff law shall creased cost of production made the mining
"Here,
It being urged that
Dec, 47 c; May, 63e.
to school through the forest,
Oats Dec, 32c; May, 37c,
asked if he could way
"My broad, flat tall Is a regular
looked
a
unnot
to
bit
provide for the payment of the tariff on Imports on unprofitable. The secretary wassome
glum,
say
Pork Jan.. $14.00.
other feasible happy.
Hold hqr steady, Uncle
splasher.
the basis of the value of comparable domestic not approve a subsidy, to devise
Lard Jan., $8.25; May, $8.72.
So tho bunny gentlegold reWiggily."
for the industry and to save the
tho matter?" asked his
"What's
protection
InIn
at
time
of
the
Ribs
demand.
America,
man
Jan., $7.05; May, $7.45.
goods
held the lady mouse close to
Importation,
serves from depletion by sudden export was more brother Toodle.
the water pnil. and with his tail
stead of on the basis of the price paid for these
"I'm
afraid
There was a time when this argument
there
never
will
be
NEW YORK COTTON.
Xoodlo splashed water In her face.
changed conditions an any winter!" complained Noodle.
goods In foreign countries. It is called the Ameri- plausible than now. With costs
to nenrer the gold "I want to see some snow for
Slowly she opened her eyes and
the lowering of production
can valuation plan.
New
:
York, Nov. 16. Cotton fuasked
the necessity for a subsidy has subsided.
Thanksgiving, which comes next
This proposal will not work satisfactorily.
The equivalent,
"Where am I? What happened ?" tures closed barely steady. Dec,
greatest ex- week. And I d like to have ice
Since the time of the gold producer'swere
at their
Then she saw Bushy Bear again, 16.88; Jan., 16.70; March, 16.74;
condition business men need above all things is cer- tremity, when all other commodities
and she was Just going to faint May, 16.60; July, 16.24.
of gold was stationary, there
Is plenty of time for
there
"Oh,
tainty as to costs. An importer, ordering goods war peak and the price accumulation
onoo more when Noodle cried:
of gold in this that,"
enormous
spoke Toodle, who was feel
LIBERTY BONDS.
now, to be Imported after they are manufactured, has been an
"I only Rpaltered a little water
The reserve banks hold almost
"I
on the lady mouse, but with my
has no way of knowing how much the tariff on his country. In excess of their requirements to maintain ing quite Jolly and cheerful.
New
York, Nov. 16. Liberty
like to have a little more summer
iau Rpiasner 1 m now going to bonds closed:
foods will be if such a plan Is in force. It would the lawful ratio.
,
$95.20; first 4s,
so the water doesn't freeze, and
unuea
a
LOT
of
tne
smies
water
splash
on
countries
the
other
With
e
American-madowing
first
Sepend upon the value of
goods at
$94.56: second 4s, $94.36;
Bear!"
on trade balances and other we can play around In It."
dollars
of
billions
many
$94.60;
the time of Importation.
$94.56; second
Then suddenly Noodle, with his
"Yes, I suppose that is fun. too."
hllllnns of war debts, they are not likely to make
fourth
third
$96.44;
Wholesalers who Import goods depend on the much of a demand on the gold reserve here. In admitted Noodle. "Rut T want a
tall splasher, just made for that
$99.74; Vicsort of work, splashed so much $94.74: Victory
rolume of business done for a profit. The margins fact, the governments of the world, all ot its econ- new Tpair of skates for Christmas,
$99.72.
tory
to
water
be ice so I mav
are
and
from
there'll
men
the
over
business
all
omists
everywhere
the
and
hope
trying
pall
of profit are very narrow.
They must know what solve the
bad Bear that the shaggy creature
problem of how the debtors of the United try them."
FOREIGN EXCHANGE.
Is to be the exact cost of the goods they buy.
"Oh. there'll be plentv of Ice!"
was almost drowned.
States can balance their accounts wunoui iuriner
New York. Not. 16. Foreign ex- A tariff acts as a protection to American good
wow!"
and
own
laughed
pay
of
Toodle,
then
the
Bear
the
"Oh,
as
making
their
holdings
by
gold
depletion
cried,
beaver boys went on to school.
he lumbered out of the school. "I
The price of American goods would be advanced ments In It here.
is Beavers live more than half the us another visit!' laughed Noodle. didn't know Noodle had such a came out all right, and the animal
of
The
the
industry
gold
mining
depression
conby the tariff. Then this advanced price would
And so It was. Tho bunny gen- strong tall splasher or I wouldn't children talked In whispers of the
relieved by the readjustment of values just a time In the water, vou know, anl
stitute the basis for the import tax. In this way being
's
other Industries are. At this time, with no need of they do not take the long winter tleman, having had such a pleas- have come in to nibble Uncle
party the bunny was to give for
the tariff would be pyramided.
ant visit at the hollow stump
ears. Goc-by!- "
new gold to feed the banking reserves, and with a sleep as do many other animals.
Nellie, the sparrow girl. And the
Then away he ran and the lady tale of the party will be the next
Or, If they do, heavers are not school the day before, had come
The Ely and Walker Dry Goods Company uses steadily Increasing consumption of the metal In the
mouse teacher wasn't frightened story that Is, if the teacup doesn't
appears to be no more warrant for such sound sleepers as tho bears back.
!hls Illustration: "The present selling price of a aIndustries, there
for
tho
said
the
the
than
oftchildren,"
for
pro
"Now,
nnd woodchucks, and beavers
subsidy
gold producer
lady any more, so Uncle Wiggily didn't jump out of the dlshpan and try
certain article Is 11.98. The present rate of duty ducer of any other commodity.
So everything to lift tho coffee pot all by itself.
en come out of their water houses mouse, as they all took their seat3, have to hold her.
n its foreign valuation Is 60 per cent. This amounts
to 60 cents on this article.
The rate under the
(Copyright 1921 by Geonre Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent Office)
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
proposed Fordney bill, based on the American val45
uation, would be
per cent and would make the
luty $1.28. The selling price would be 2.74."
THIS
The Journal expects to have more to say on the
H
IF HE WrVS
Inequalities of the American valuation proposal.
I

change strong. Great Britain demand, $4.00;
cables, $4.00,
French demand, 7.28;
cables;
cables,

ANOTHER NEW CILMPION.

The world Is wearier of war than any of us
thought. Evidently, fear that other nations would
account proposals for peace as evidence of weakness, lead all to display an outward belligerency
which they did not feel at heart.
The big, strong, isolated United States, too powerful to be accused of cowardice, was the one nation which was in a position to propose that a'.l
should limit armaments.
Tho haste with which the others of the "big
five" hastened to avow adherence to the proposal
in "spirit and principle," shows how anxious all
were to be free from the exhausting weight of competitive armament.
Probably greater speed will be made in settling
details than has been anticipated.
Not only limitation of armaments, but a better
International understanding is likely to come out
of the meeting. We all hope so.

'

17, 1921.
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WELL-CCXDI

LaN

VOUITOUT

of town before-

A

-

CXOSE IS, AND A BARGAIN.
Right rooms, modern; furnace
heat; good fireplace; all kinds
of built-i- n
features; gas heater connected with hot water

by

the International
(1

Patent

B

DIDM'T TELL. VOU NOT
TO RECE.IVE ANV oc v-- u w
ROWDX FRiosofe HERE WHILE

LUCtO

O

HOPE

1921

"elnterfrt

A

f

r'g'SVF2H.

.

.

front
tank; largo creened-i- n
porch; screened back porch!
east
front.
good walks; shade;
Thin property is located just
four blocks from Central avenue and In a good locality.
The price is only $5,000 ann
can be had on extra good
terms if desired. We are
agents.
FOR RENT

By

Mf.JOlSEIjTHAT
JUt)T TOLO
SEE

.

HORRID

fE

V

eOT HE.'t NO FR1EHD OF
hMNE - HE'? YOUR
MOTHER'S BROTHER!

LOOK-iNf- i

COME OUT OF

. .

rvV-OW-ERO-

T?

13'

W

George Mc Mania

fbHE VUZ. RliiHT ABOOT
HIN IbEirS' A LOW-RO-

ACRO

THE-aTR-EET

SB

:

Newt Bervlcs).

Offlr.

wj&r

'

REALTORS.
MOTTO:
"SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC

OIR

V

We give special attention to locating the stranger in a home
Our autos .are at your service
Several houses and apartments
for rent.

TO OCR DEATt
MEN!
With the mud of France three
years past, why not a home in
this beautiful restricted addition to ' Albuquerque.
Where
Every one who knows grants
that the air Is the healthiest
In the country.
Nice level lots 60x143 feet sold
for cash or terms, $10 down
and $10 per month.
UNIVERSITY ' HEIGHTS
WE ARE GENERAL, AGENTS
Let's help you start thin home
now? Our Autos are especially at your services today.

Highlands

for
light house'
keeping furnished. .. .$35.00
and sleeping
furnished

porch,
'

lowlnmls.

.

nished
nished
nished

house,

....$40.00

fur-

,

house, furhouse,

$100.00

fur$ 55.00

- Room

3-

nave It.

D,

EAST SILTOR HOMES
batl onu porc.es, modern, a beauty
$6,000
- Kooms, bath and porches, modern, a Jewel
$6,500
two baths and porches,
lots of vines and shade trees. A
real mansion
$8,500
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH.
120 8. 4th Realtors. I'liouc 414.
5-

apartment,
25.00
furnished
- Rioms
furnished
$31. 00
and garage
Tell us what you want we ma

2-

- Rooms,

FURNISHED,

REALTOR
Loan

and Innurance.

Phone

007--

$750 CASH

Six large rooms, two good
modern house, close in,

ness prnpertv and business opportunities.
A. FLEISCUKR, RKALTOlt.
Fire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance.
I'lnle fllnss. Burglary, Public LiaInsurance.
bility, Compensation
Surety Bonds.
Phone
Ill Soulh Fourth St.

J.

SUDDEN
SERVICE.
The rted Arrow (all over the West) ren
dcrs sudden service on Kodak finishing,
to people who demand quality.
Work
:n befoie 11 a. m. mailed same da
Work In hefure t p. ra. mailed noon next
Address work tc
day.
THE BED ARROW,
B. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
want
(Wa
representative In YO'JK
territory.)

FOR REM

AUTOMOBILE?.

FOlt

FOR SALE 11)21 Ford touring, $375.
Square Deal Garage, 418 West Copper.
5
liulck touring car,
Foil SALE
first-claCo.
condition. Bond-Dillo- n

FOR

city.
EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O.
K Sheet Metal
218 North
Works,
Third.
FOR hALE S me extra good used cars.
Mcintosh Auto Co., 60S
easy terms.
West Central.
FOK SALE
model N
See Mr.
llupmobile, Bt a sacrifice.
Pearce, at White Garuge.
HAVE IiOIiCE car, driven 900 miles.
will sell or trade for cheaper car. Address Dodge, care Journal.
6
conFOll SALE
Bulck. first-clas- s
dition; a real bargain; must be sold
this week. E. D. Royse, 610 North

ItfcJ.S'i'

wntr

Tlneo

paid, J20.00
RENT Five-roomodern house,
unfurnished, 228 North Walter.
four-rooFOR RENT
h use. at 328 Nurth Fourth. Dr. Eaaterday.
FO. ItlSNT
ed house,

Central.

Four-roo-

sleeping

mohn,

porch.

furnish702 East

J.

V

J

iNT k

Fcaium Stavtcf. Inc.

A NICE LITTLE HOUR
OITMDK C1TV LIMITS
ACRE
OF WELL

MATTRESS RENOVATING

889.

A- -l

-- ACCOUNTANT.
BOOKK KEEPER
Having sold my Interest In the firm
of Williama and Zang, Public. Accountants, to my partner, Mr. Charles Zang,
am now In the market for a position

A, L Martin Co., Realtors
Real Estate. Fire and Auti
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 150.

IMPROVED LAND,
adobe, pebble-dashenewly
painted, cement
sidewalks, fine well, adobe store,
house, stable, chicken houses and
runs, main ditch, plenty of water for
irrigation, 40 hearing fruit trees,
vines, bushes, flowers, shade trees;
place Is well located one-hamlla
north of town; good neighborhood,
Price la 84,760. Easy terms. Sea us.
DIKCKMANN
REALTY COMPANY.
Benltors.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
800 West Gold Ave.
Phone 670.
Four-roo-

woodw. rlc

.

That

.

J,

D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 W. Gold.
Phono 410.

Road.

A

HOME

A

will appeal to you,
white
finish,
brick,

five-roo-

FOR RENT

6

celslor Laundry.

modern,

Male anil Kemale.
WANTED

Hanna's

Solicitors

Call

Id

40$ West Central.

person

WANTED

Solicitors, call in person,
Orant bldg, room 89. over Golden Rule,
IF YOU are unemployed and efficient,
register with our Employment Department. Western School for Private Secretaries, phone 901-WANTED-Well
qualified
bookkeepers
and slenographers for positions In New
Mexico and Arlsona,
Apply mornings.
Expert Service Bureau.

FOR RENT
f"o"r"""RE"i?T

Apartment.

Furnhinea "VparunrTaiid
Phnn, Han.D
FOR RENT First class furnished apartment, close In. 208 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Three rooms and sleeping
porch, furnished. 407 East Coal.
FOR
Seven-rooRENT OR SALE
house; easy terms.
903 South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished or unfurnished
two rooms with sleeping norcn. Ph-m2128---

,rn

RENT

FOR

Desirable

two-roo-

apart-men-

t;

no sick; no children.
1104 North
Second.
FOR RENT Furnished small
apartment; no sick, no children. 723
South Edith;
FOR RENT New small, modern furnished apartment.
Inquire apartment 7,

West Roma.
RENT
PurnlSTied
apartments;
three rooms with bath.
Albuquerque
Hotel. 11(1 H North Second.
FOR RENT Three rooms, glassed sleeping porch, prlvata bath; furnished for
light housekeepln. Phone 1701-FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apartment, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, heat
and water furnished. 1606 East Central,
1215

FOR

c

notice

speCTal
suits are much more prompt and modrn bouse ; mxxut b bargain (or
i iisfactory when it is kept at oaih, or don't waste your time. Address
GTLDFJ
iBLEEWB ' ELECTRIC CO.
hand and given as soon as the first
. Kay, care Journal.
ELECTRICAL supplies of til kinds, dua
Indication vi a. com appeals hi
ouv
to
low overhead expsi't. we on
before it has become settled tn the
on fixtures, lamf.s.
give you better
system. There Is no danger In giv- WANTED Room and board by n.an em- wiring, supplies, prices
eta We dsUriir, thont
172$ West Central.
ing It to children as It contains no ployed; walking distance;cars In prlvata 1720-Journal.
family. Address Sox 44,
opium or other harmful drug.
Jk

J.

Mcdonald

Real Estate
Phono 0U0--

FOR SALE
cult

108 S. Third.

'

Ulan.

Five-rooFOR SALE
bungalow, priced
right; look It over and be your own
Juigo; fine location; terms. 1439 West
Central.
FOR SALE
Extra well bulffne'w four-roomodern stucco bungalow, 'close
in, tine locution. 119 North Eiin.
ppiy
121 North Elm.
ruK SALE Five-roomodern stucci
house, screened-t- n
sleeping porch, back
am' fron porches, bath, lighlj and gas
B owner, $23 Soulh Amu.
FOR SALE Ata "bargain," If taken at
once, new
house, largo lot;
suitable foi garden and chickens. Ad
dress J- B. F.. care Journal.
FOR SALE By owner, 718 West Coal,
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath, t
lorge porches, newly decorated, vacant
Terms If o'esired. phone 180,1-FOR SALE
New four-roomodem fui
nlshed cottage, on South Walter, ;et
down and
J. A
monthly payments.
Hammond, 824 East Silver, phone 1522-$1.400 Two-roohome, furnished, on
North Fourth street, corner lot 50 by
142 fect; $U00
cash balance $10 per
month. Franklin ft Co., Realtors, Third
and O dd, phone 657,
FOR SALE
Account
city,
or unfurnishedleaving
modern house; screened porches, nicely artwo
for
families.
West Central,
ranged
Phone owner, 2204-neai park.
For SALE
at
liy
(wner.
bargain price,
new five-rooslucct bungalow; good
location. Fourth war,. fire place, oak
floors throughout; all wood work In Ivory
enamel, only $7Cl cash and balarce like
rent. Phone 1889-FOR SAfE
"
and
By owner!
large front porch, modern bungalow,
In good residence
section; east front,
lnwn and trees, In very best condition;
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
town.
Ph. ne 1480-FOR SALE- - New two rooms and large
lot 60x135; alfalfa
sleeping porch,
acequia water, large chicken yard, shed,
chicken house and goat stall, cement
balance
floor, $700 cash,
very easy
terms. 1411 North Sixth, phone IW-W- .
FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth
modern bungalow, garward,
age, has light and heat; very best residential district In city: priced right;
easy terms; not priced over phone;
shown by
appointment
only. Phons

Santa Fe.
FOR' RENT Sleeping rooms for gentlemen employed. $8.00 up; no sick. 318
Weal Silver.
FOR RENT Front room for light housekeeping phono, bath, well people; no
children. 416 West Gold.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished oom, outside entrance; also garage; no sick.
1110 North Second.
FOR RENT Nica
room with private
family; with or without board. 807
North Fourth.
FOR RENT Two nice furnished rooms
C19 North
for light housekeeping.
Sixth. Phone 1494-FOR RENT
Two front rooms furnished
for light housekeeping. Apply after 8
2040-p. m.. 408 West Lead.
FOR RENT "Icely furnished front bed BY OWNER,
modern house In
room, In furnace-heate- d
home, close
Fourth ward, hard wood floors, fireIn: no sick. 8:i3 North Fifth.
place, large screened
porches, three
FOR RENT Room and glassed-l- n
sleeplight airy bed rooms with extra large
ing porch; gentleman only. 2114 South closets, fronts east on large lot with
lawn, trees, eta; everything In excellent
Walter St
Phone 227J-It
terms
Phons
desired.
FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and condition;
I977-- J
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
FOR SALE By owner, 313 McKlnley
children. 110 South Walnut. .
avenue new four-roohouse and bath
FOR RENT Southeast corner room in room;
large front porch, double windows
heated new house, close In; prefer
in all rooms; extra well built by day
Arno.
223
South
person.
block from
labor; electric lights: one-ha- lf
'
FOR RENT One room and sleeping North Fourth street: close to school,
for housekeeping; stores snd cars;
shade tree In
porch, furnished
large
light and water, Xi per month. rhone front; make the first payment, the rest
JUl
like rent. Apply 1012 North First.
IMPERIAL ROOMS rice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
JFORJiALE
Theater. 211' West Central.
FOR SALE Five months Toggenburg
FOR RENT Glassed-l- n
doc.
porch and two
Phone 1562-airy rooms, board across street. 114 FOR "SAl.F Two "fr.sn milk cows. 1483
North Maple, phone 1886-South Broadway
George Blake.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bed FOR
SALE Large Jersey cow; she goes
room, suitable for two; no sick. 315
for $75. J. T. Young's Nursery.
North Eleventh, plrone 1670-.cow and
y
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooms and FOR SALE Hoisteln-Jerseheifer calf: will take
housekeeping apartments, by the day alfalfa In trade for calf. 1220 South High.
fn2 4 West Central
week or month
FOR SALE Gentle driving horse and
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
spring wagon, In rear 1806 South
housekeeping, with bath c nnections;
Lead.
710
West
and
water, lights
phone.
FOR
SALE One choice pure-bre- d
FOR RENT Two nice clean furnished
four year old cow and day old
rooms and sleeping porch for house heifer calf,
also pure-bre$160; can be
keeping. $21 South Walter, phone K70-seen at Bell's Livery Stable, 115 North
WOOD WORTH
Furnished, nice Second.
Newty
clean rooms and housekeeping gpsrt JUST ARRIVED with a carload of young
312
ments, by day, week or month.
Colorado horses and mares, for sals
South Third.
cheap; some broke and some unbroke;
FOR RENT Nicely furnished close-I- n
weigh from nine to thirteen hundred
sleeping room, adjoining bath; private pounds; also hive a good
entrance" suitable for one or two gentle stud colt to sell and one set of harness.
310 North Broadway.
men. 416 South Third.
Scott Rldenour.
FOR RENT On, or two well furnished FOR SALE We are breeders of grade
on hand
Holateln
cows,
and
have
rooms, In new modern home, private
three and four hundred choice
outside entrance, and private access to
cows and heifers. As we are a little
bath and phone; no sick. Phone 1949-a limited
FOR
RENT To gentleman
In good crowded for room, would sell
City
health and employed; furnished front number at a ressonabls price. The Colo.,
Company, Denver,
room. South Edith, a short dlstancs Park Dairy 7541.
phone York
from Central. Phon, 1461-- J
FOR RENT December 1, large exclusive
FOR RENT Ranches
room, northeast and south exposures
with south sleepl g porch, In a strictly FOI RENT Ranch and rango; abundfirst-clas- s
ant
consider
water, ample
grass, permanent
private home; would
caring for person not too 111, who Is will- protection and winter browse; good ranch
ing to pay for servioes rendered; can house and buildings; twelve thousand
furnish goats' milk; no other sick. Ad- acres of fine feed mostly fenced with
room on outside; twelve acres of alfalfa
dress Exclusive, care Journal.
with water right; thirty-eigmiles from
MONEY" TO LOAN
Gallup, on good read, one mile from
postotflce and good school; one hundrsd
ciose-T- n
WE" HAVE $10,000 to loan
acres Improved land for dry farming
short with room
Albuquerque property.
Gober,
for mu.cn more farming. Oats,
snd Gober.
wheat, potatoes and corn produce well.
MONEY TO LOAN On watches, dia- Seventy-flv- o
head Hereford cattle for
monds, guns and everything valuaolf sale. Reply at ones. E. Z. Vogt, Ramah,
Mr. B. Marcus, 213 South First.
N. M.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
FOR SALE Furniture
and gold Jewelry; liberal reliable,
Gottlieb Jwe. y Co., 105 N. 1st. k OR BALE lixlu tint, Victor phoiio-grapCONFIDENTIAL loans on Jewelry, diatattressss.
beds, new cotton
monds watches. Liberty bonds, plan
Morris chair, wardrobe, shot guns, rifles,
automobiles. Lowest rates. Rot Oman's slso ftrst-clas- a
used furniture. I2i South
117 South rirst.
Beaded to the state. First.

Ustock

fruit
lent

miles
your
gain.
IIOIXIV
Phono 1023.

FOR

Gt'TH RIDGE,

TREES

Mitceljaneoxu

IIU

CARDS

t.tS.

rhone

1 153--

PHYSICIANS AM)

SALE

KM.

modern brick bunfurnished,
galow,
sleeping
and
front screened-i- n
porch
porch. Four lotji with Irrigating
water. Will sacrifice, as owner leaving town. Terms. Inquire
m

NORTH

I

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
Rooms 15, IT and 19, Cromwell Building,

FOR

920

house,

PROFESSIONAL

S14 W. Gold Ave.

A l

McMIIXION,
West fiold.

SALE

e,

BUYS

modorn

or unfurnished; fireplace and sleeping porch. Newinside and out.
decorated
ly
Bulance
Close In.
monthly.
A. C. STARES
Rpal Estate Insurance
319 W. Gold Ave.
Phone 168

RANCH FOR SALE
acres. Irrigated.
Alfalfa,
and garden. Has an excelfour-roohouse. Only two
out. Can be had almost oi
own terms. It is a real bar-

Eight-roo-

urick house.
BEST IN TOWN
TRY BODDY'S MlLfc.
Phone ztol-H- J
Phone S41S-RFOR SALE
By owner, seven-roobrick,
two sleep. ng porches, full lot. 214 North DENVER POST delivered at your door,
Phone 1949-A65c per month.
Waiter.
Baldwin playur
Three-rooFOR
SALE
house and FOK BALE New $1,600
liOO. Phone 1SJJ-W- ;
plnn
glassed bleeping
porcu; modorn; a
bargain if sold today. Inquire 514 South Full SALE Laundry siove, with tank
bA i. u;

North li'llth.

Seven

CASH

$1200

hardwood

SHADE TREES AND ORNAALBUF R O M
MENTALS
QUERQUE NURSERIES
Get Your Order in Now. Write
for catalog.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
Albuquerque, N. M.

woksham.

I'huno

Five-roo-

garages, hardwood
heat. They are fine
good buys. Close

FRUIT

Insurance.

Houses

$4,600.

nml Gold Avenue.

.Second

Twc beautiful
lots on East
Silver. Price reduced for quick
sale, singly or together. Want
to see them? Call
J. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Sliver.
Phone 1322-R- .

Four-roo-

m

lltil North First

WANTED
Competent second" girl. Ap- ply morning, 701 West Copper.
WAN1ED
Experienced cook for imall
I
sanatorium hotel. Coll 2400-J1- .
WAN"! ED
Girl for genorul housework,
mornings only. Apply 15H East Hllver.
WANTED
Woman
for general nouse- 40 per month
work,
family of two.
Phone 1834-R- .
Eleventh.
WANTED
Girl for general housework. ' FOR RRNTR. om. tiv th
weV:
Apply mornings. 423 Luna boulevard.
nace heat
118'i. West Silver, jh re
WANTED
American-speaking
Spanish
girl for general housework. Apply 50S FOR RENT Two rooms, furnished for
South Fiurth.
light hoosf kteping, $U per week. 20S
WANTED
Assistant seamstress in a
South Arno.
teratn n
must be competent. Ap-pl- y FOR REN
Neal
furnished sleeping
Economist
room, steam heat, closo In. 317 South
A cook In a
WANTED
family offour; Third.
good wages to right party.
Mrs. D. FOR
RENT-close -- Furnished
room.
front
Weinman. 708 West Copper.
In, $12 per month. Inquire 210 14
WANTED
Good competent girl for genWest Silver.
eral housework; good wages to right FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
315
party.
North
Apply mornings,
light housekeeping; adults; no sick.
Twelfth.
513 South Arno.
EARN BOARD
Room and 110 month FOR RENT Furnished front room, priwhile attending school . catalogue
233
vate entrance, both
Business College. 90vt, soun North High, phone S70-- adjoining.
Main. Los Angeles
FOR RENT Furnished room with sleepWANTED
Women of cheerful disposiing porch. In private home, steam heat.
tion, to keep house for three adults; Call 400-a good home Is offered to the right
perFOH
RENT Three modern Moms, fur-42- 3
son. Phone 1394-or apply 1424 East
nfshed for housekeeping.
West
Gold.

206

cotnew four-rooPractically
tage, large front and back porch
Lot BOX
furnished
complete.
142. Only $2,400. Terms.

FOR l.ENTR,,
j 16 West Copper.
FOR RENT Room.
415 North Fourth.
FOR RENT
Large front room. 1488-Male
FOR RENT Sleeping rooms. 112 North
Kcilth.
Clothing salesman. Meyer &
FOR RE5TT Furnished room. 710feuutb
EMPLOYMENT
Broadway.
Experienced tinner. 110
.J3'nuhThlrd. Phone 354-FOR RENT Modorn
furnished rooms,
WANTED
steam
heat. 508 V, West Central,
n
Manhat-taExperienced cook.
Cafe, 124 North Fourth.
FOR HUNT Furnished ruoms.
606 West
WANTED
Automobile machinist. ApplJ
Tljcras; no sick.
city Electric Car Barns, old Town.
FOR RENT
heverai onrurnlshed rooms
124P"Ulh Edltlv
Messenger boys, not going to
wa.mjid
schoo..
Western Union Telegraph
Co. FOR KENT Three
furnishes
rooms;
FOR
218
RENT Furnished
rooms.
South Walter.
Phnne 1687-FO KRK.V!
Furnished front room, wllh
bath connection. 710 West l.etd.
FOR RENT Front bed room, modern.
Call after 6 p. m.. 419 Wist Marquette.
FOR
RENT
Furn shed room, furnace
307 South Wilter.
heat; no sick.
FOR RENT Two or three ro ms for
423 West Iron.
light housekeeping.
FOR RENT
Nicely furnished b;d room.
close In. Phone HSIi-4.'0 West Coal.
KURNIPHED
rooms, hot water heat: no
414 West Silver.
lck. no children
FOR RENT Furnished
bed room, tn
809 North
reasonable.
employed lady;

floors, garage,
corner, two
floors, steam
locations and
to postofflce.
W. II.

BUY

corner,

Five-roo-

"A BARGAIN"

Rooms

GREAT

A

HOME

FINE HOME SITE

OPPORTUNITY

Owner leaving town, will sae
riflce an apartment building
which Is the best money maker
in the city. Exceptionally easy
terms and the price will cer.
tainly surprise you. Property Is
close iu on valuable ground
and has thirty rooms in good
repair. Don't overlook this
bargain.

W. C, THAXT0N

703 West Mountain

rooms fuinished, glassed In porch
oak
large front porch, fireplace, lawn,
floors, built-i- n
features, base- etc.
Good location
and priced
ment, furnace, garage, splendid
with terms.
location, In Fourth ward. Price right
H. F. GILMORB
$5,250. Good terms.
214 W. Gold
Phons 442-R. McCLUGHAX,
442-J
201 W. Gold.
Phone

with a concern where the services of a
first-clas- s
bookkeeper or accountant are plrone 192J-desired;
prefer location position, but
MAI LINES
BEW1N
repalie.
will
anywhere. W. L. Williams, Elks' FOR RENT Apartment, new snd clean:
cleaned; parts and supplies rot ail club, goAlbuouerque,
N. M.
heat, light and conking; gas; furnished
C fl
makes, all work guaranteed
complete Crane Apartments, 215 North
41 i W. Copper.
Moreheaa, phone US-JSeventh. Phons S14.
PERSONAL
BARBER for private
RENT Three-roohomes. Phone FOR
furnished
1421-apartment with bath and two sleepLEGAL NOTICE
BARBER
For homes, sanatorluma. ing porches newly decorated Inside and
nut; water and lights pa'd. 8!! East
PhoneJSOT-W- ;
JKvlTcjn3SB
VIOLIN" 'eesons by a French violinist Coal. Phnn 169-(PUBLISHER)
REPUBLICATION.
623 South Broadway, phone 1561-FOR
RENT Three large rooms and
glassed-l- n
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land WANT ED Private pupils; teich'-- l has
sleeping porch, bath adjoinOffice at Santa Fe, N, M., November
ing; completely furnished
for housefor
irradta.
special
training
primary
, 1821.
.
neat
and clean; gas and coal
keeping,
U9!-JJ19 MrtB High, phono
Notice Is hereby given that Julian Gar618 West Coal.
range.
FRENt'H
STUDY
with a French teacher.
cia, of Barton, N. M., who, on December
Either class or private Instruction. For
Homestead entry. No.
13, 1915, made
DRESSMAKING
for SEii NVVK, Wtt W, fcWH particulars call at C23 South Broadway,
0253, and
Ei SW4, Section 13. Town- or phone 1GS1-NE!4,II
E.. N. M. P. Meridian, I CAN give mother's care to a small
ship N Range
has filed notlca of Intention to make
healthy child, from good family deDRESSMAKING Room IS
three-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to siring Ideal home and excellent training
imperial Hotel, phone 606,
the land above described, befora the U. for ohlld; no other children; terms rea- DRESSMAKING
of all kinds, by the day
N.
M..
Address
references.
B. Commissioner, at Albuquerque,
sonable;
Mother,
mm.
care Journal
Tvaanourn, pnons Jlit-on the 19th day of December, 1921.
Willas
witnesses:
names
Claimant
NOTWITHSTANDING, what has passed, HEMSTITCHING, pleating. Williams' Mil- iam IlcQulnness. of Vljeras, N. M.J Jesus Forever will my friendship last;
uncry.
pomn nroBoway, pn mis-'
o
Demeat-rN.
M.:
of
Barton,
Maria Garcia,
In difficulties, Oh, call on me,
DRESSMAKING
Ladles' tailoring, eveMcOulnness. of TIJeras, N. M.; Solora Give thine commands, I will serve thee.
ning dresses, beading; and embroiderChaves, of Morlarty. N. M.
U,
1825-Phone
ing.
N. M. BEROERE. Register.
PLEATING, accordion, side and box;
TYPEWRITERS
A Timely StiKKCStlon.
mail orders, N. Crane, 315 North
.This Is the season of the year TYPEWRITERS All makes overhauled Seventh Crane Apartments, phone
14.
and
careful
when the prudent
and repaired. Ribbons for every ma- ORIGINAL INDIAN
designs for em-- housewife replenishes her supply chine.
blouses,
smirks
broidery stencilling:
Albuquerque Typewriter
or children's clothes. Phons 3S1-1801
122 South Fnurh
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
phone hOS-- J
.
East Sliver.' ,.
be needed-beforIt Is almost certainIs to
Hou.e
WANTED
over
and
re;
the winter

SEWING MACHINES

GOLDEN

LEFT

ON

m

iTA"rniJf,Kli
nlture packing.
ding Compeny.

av

I still have six fifty foot lots
Adloft in the Albright-Moor- e
dition at $300 each. Seventh
street is now being opened
which makes these among tho
best located lots tn the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on the upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

gar-aR-

Two-rooFUR KENT
cottUKe, furnish22
East Pacific. Inquire
ed, 609
A.Mr.u MlUdle-age- d
South Walter.
man without
I
fumlly,
dairy and farm work.
,
huus.-sFOR
RENT Two
furnished
llKhts und water paid.
1306
Inquire
STTTrS
EMPLOYMENT
Ueneral
South Walter, In rear.
clerk.
American; must speak Spanish.
110
FOR RENT Five-roofurnished" houso. Suuth
864-Third. Phone
at 803 Soith Amu.
Inquire
.
134U-RSnulh Arno, phone
FOR RENT One side of double house; WA.V1ED
Exprrirucrii cotlui girl.

private bath; furnished, lights and
water paid, 830, 1008 South Arno.
FOR RENT three light nousekeiplng
Pord stripped down. In good
rooms wit sleeping porch. 824.
shape. This Is sure a bargain. Must
Electric Co., phone 1720-- J
be sold at once. 1150 gets this car. iii FOR RENT Four-roomodern unfurNorth Fourth.
nished bunpalow. with garage. Apply
FOK BALE A few small used cars, 1220 North Fifth (rear). Phone 1929-terms if desired. Korber's Auto Dept.. FOR RENT Modern
famished cottage,
Dodge Bro'hers Dealers, 218 North Secthroe rooms and bath,
ond, phone 783.
sleeping porch Inrulre 218 South High.
1918
BALE
sixes.
'Juil'k
Two
FOR
light
FOR RENT Three, four, five and sll-rcomodels, T860 and $750; Ford truck
and apartments;
some
ford truck, worm drive furnlshi d.houses
175; one-t'-- n
W. H. McMIIIIon. 206 West
S350. Ford speedster. 1175; Dodge tour
Hold.
40
Cold
'Vest
car
lilt
ing
Three-rooRENT
house with city
for FOR
FOR HALE A Hudson Super-Si- x
water and electric lights, at 08 South
This is a fine car and In Ninth,
11,000.00.
rert si (.60. city Realty Co., 807
fine condition and is worth more money West Gold,
phone 67.
legitimate reasons make Its sale at &a
FOR RENT Seven-rooShort
Gober.
furnished house
sacrifice necessary.
close
very
In, 1100; t apartments can
Ooher.
Phone 556.
be rented out for $65. Real Estate
Exch-nc- e.
403 West Copper.
furnished
nOiTxVouna female Airedale pup. from FOR RENT Modern
house: fine location, near McClellan
ranch at 1500 North Fourth; finder see
par't, only ISO. See Mr. Cnnlston, at
M. M.mdell.
Journal office, after 4:!!0 p. m.
LOST Child's brown coat, In highlands. FOR RENT
FlirrilTheiT Three-roomod-er- n
South
last Saturday; return to 40
h mie. wllh glnssed-l- n
sleeping
Arno: reward.
norch. and garage, at r,17 East Pacific
fur"
choker. Innulre at 100 South Edilh.
LOST Friday night, mink
Rebetween Herald Hall and First.
FOR RENT Three
rooms," "sleeping
ward. 1118 North First.
porch, furnished, $23.00. 418 Southern
LOST Small wrist watch. Sunday, beave.
New
house,
porch. $18.00,
tween Indian school and sawmill car South Edith, $15.
Inquire 1709 fl. Edith.
Sedlllo, Indian
line; return to Julia 1G42-Five-rooFOR
RENT
rehrlck houie.
and
School rosd. or phone
bath, screened sleeping porch, window
ceive reward.
shades and coal range In house, newly
pen
from
RAYED
Smal' gray sheep
BT
decorated, garage, $60. water free. Call
on University nf New Mexico campus: at 220 North
High.
reward If returned to Public Health Laboratory, chemistry building. University
WANTED rosiHon
New Mexico.
A HANDY man wants work of any kind!
Phone 1940-CARPENTERING
' ..... . .
WANTFD Laundry work to take home.
......
UAV
TAn
.
Ann
IV uk- u- i nm
uu
I
L'jl
kjliw
i A kind of work rhone U73-J- ,
or by the day. Phone 2101-- J
GRADUATE nurse wants
WANTED
Odd Jobs carpentering paint REGISTERED
day or night duty. Phone !39-M- .
145H-ing ana roofepaljng Phone
NURSE,
hospital
experience: prices reaBEFORE BUILDING or having your
804
sonable, obstetrics
preferred.
our figures South
house repair d. call 864-Walter.
n large "i to" small.
ere "lent. No
WANTED
Position
with
by
young
lady
CARPENTER AND FIN1SHEI will be
several years' office experience. Adready for another building within a dress
Journal.
few davs; highest quality work guarantWANTED
To do light housework, half
Adeed.- Work by day or contract.
or
120
short
hours. Address Mrs.
days
dress Carpenter, care The Exchange,
yaldes. care Journal.
West Gold, phono 1111.
LADY wants position as housekeeper or
taking care of one or two convalesW A NTED-Ranch- e
cents.
Address Box 88, care Journal.
COWOVTFVr WANTED Will lease
WE AUDIT. CHECK. OPEN. CLOSE and
range and buy 1.000 or mora cows, at
books.
WILLIAMS 4 ZANO.
keep
actual market value. Writs me, giving room I Mellnl building.
Phnns 701 -- W.
definite description and bottom price.
Thomas Hester, general delivery, phone NURSE wtth two yeirs sxperlonco It,
419-.hospital, wen's position inning ind
419
keeping house for healthseeker.
South
Edith.
WANTED Agenti
BUSINESS
available
makes
depiesslon
circulating water
accountant-bookkeepj3T?itT)AseTllng
American
capable
pumps for FORDS, exclusive territory.
and stenographer, with thorough
Write knowledge
Also county right men wanted.
of Spanish and salesmanship;
Polar Bear Pump Co., os Angeles, Calif. detailed qualifications on request
Address Results, Postofflcs box 841, phone
furniture repairing, lur
Pilous 471. Ervln Bed

brick
house, hardwood floors throughout, large basement, heat,
corner lot. It you are
go'id
looking for something
don't fail to seo this. The price
is risht and wi can offor attractive terms.

S50

460
Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
750
room house
We have a customer for your
house let's have It
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,
Realtors.
218 W. Gold.
Phone 459--

ONLY SIX

SEE THIS
Six toom modern pressed

HELP WANTED

Dwellings
rooms,
furnished;
1913 .South Edith.

.lOleventn.
VOn SALE

Itug Cleaning

BARGAINS
.$5,000

porches
splendid

fine
location; newly decorated,
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000
FOR BALE.
J. P. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
brick, modern, (leaping
Phone 723-corner lot, highlands, close In. 113 S. Second.

13,800
porch,
$4,200
brick,
modern,
largs
rooms, large glassed porch, Third ward,
close n
85,500 New
white stucco, adobe
bungalow, Just completed, oak floors,
fine garage, University Heights.
Some Rood ranches lor sale.
Houses
and lots In all parts of the city. Busi-

SOME

6-

T. KINGSBURY,

210 W. Gold.

1S21

$ 65.00

ELEVENTH

tt.

I. Ill

HlsKiKONH.

UTON,

Diseases nf tue Stomach.
Barnett Building.
Bulls,
I'M. 8. 0. CLARKE.
Rye, Far. Nnst, and Throat.
Hhons 838.
Bsrnett Building.
Office Uoura
to 1! a m . aud 2 to t p. m.
HR. MARGAKKT
I Alt rv right,
Office Oram Uldg., Room ID. Phone Sfl.
Residence 1123 Host Central
Phone 671.

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Practice Limited to

For

Rent-Roo-

wllh Board

GENITO - URINARY DISEASES
AND DISEASE
OF THE SKIN

VYsssermaii
Lahorctnvy In Connection.
AND BOARD; also t.vle board; Cltlxeng
Bank Bltlg. Phone HSU.
2(19 North
home cooking.
High.
CHIROPRACTORS""
FOit LENT Huom and board for ludy,
In private horns.
1208 East Oold.
ARKsSsNr' j "ju Nit ELY furnished room with board!
Chiropractor.
private family, no sick. 1037 Forrester,
19 end 20 Armljn lliilldlng.
rhone 473-heater sttachmcnt.
FOlt RENT Room and board, with
WAN I ED Miscellaneous
board. 410
SWEET CIHER 10c a gallon, war lax
sleeping porch; first-clas- s
Enm Ontril,
a cents.
Ill) South Walnut.
WA.M'liD
Uood second-han- d
Majestic
birds. ill South i'UH UE. I' Laige furnished room with
FoK SALE
range, at 608 North Second!
I
table board, rates for two people, ill
Walter, phone 1H67-weeks
A
for
few
horse
a
for
WAN'lJsb
FOH SALE Nice apples, by the box, ds South Fourth.
Its keep. Phone 172.
FOlt ItH.vr LLbirable room and porcu.
llvered. Phone 1628-Phone
to board.
Cattu
witn LNiarn, for gentleman convalescent. WANTED
76.
FOH SALE Thnsning
machine,
24o-R106 Soulh Cedar
Postofflce bux 412. city.
or
Job
Wauled
work.
first-cladays.
XIOAHD
Curpeiitei
by the day or week;
1S
FOR SALE One ton loose hay.
Phone 1032-home cooking.
1106 jast Silver; near
North Eleventh, phone 911-sanatnrlums.
FOR cooking and serving dinners and
SlFOK SALE Adobe li tullu house.
parties, plume 1GS9-Full RE.V1 Newly furnished rooms
im n Onroia, 1202 North Arno.
or
urvtn
with
S OVLS I'OLlbilUU and set ap
413
without
board.
South
NAVAJO RUGS lusitlv 1 at cost 117 rjrondwsy. phone 1909-R- .
Bedding Co., phone ill.
North Mulberry, phone 1730-J- .
HAM II Ideal location
JAliIiMi.vs
JANITOR for housecleanlng work, floor
J7IPE ROASTEI
I'INO.NS 15 cents per
few reservations
now
healthseekers;
J. W. Lowe, phone ly2-M- .
waxing.
32.18-J
pound Robert Macpherson, J114 west nv.il'nhle
Phone
nnne 2409-11Your garbage
WANTED
Central.
or write t. VV. Hunter, general delivery.
Foli HE.Vl bleeping porch and room,
FOR SALE Small wardrobe trunk, priced
56
with
bath,
rates
adjoining
board;
WANTED
also tiinger
Cash register;
reasonable; call after e p. m., at Ills month
I6H East Central.
sewing machine: both must be in good
North Tweltth.
FOlt HE. ,'T Furnished rooms with or condition. Call 2124 W,
FOR SALE A few choice Navajo rugs.
wl.hout board; bath and phone. 116
EXPERTS trunk andfurnlture crating.
reasonable
right from reservation;
South Second.
Phone 820-J- .
Call for Joe. Phones 307 or 3'JC; price
208 South Arnn
F R RENT Room ane sleeping porch. reasi tuble.
for
water
1125
hot
FOR SALE
heater,
board
Ith
BTOVBS
for
POLIKHED and set up. Call
convalescent; gentle$.16; suitable for heating stors, wareO. K. Sheet Metal Works, phone 1870-men only, private home. Phone 3148-110 South Walnut,
house or work shop.
218
North
Third.
rooms
rurnlshed
A DOZEN
16 CENTS
till 1 FOR RKNT Nicely
PHOTOS,
with stesm heat and first-clatable (JOODSON & CO. Cleaning paper aae)
change my mind. New Studio, over honrd
110 South Arno, phons 1327-cleaning kalsomlne; all work guaranButts' Drug Store.
teed. Phone 6,14-acModern
0c per roll HEAI.TIISEEKEHS
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs,
NOTE We buy chicken
RANCHERS,
nurse service.
with
commodations,
doten. st Ely's Poultry Yards. (23 8uih
turkeys and eggs. Southwestern PoNl-tr- y
Casa de Pro. 813 West Oold, phone 614-Eighth, phons 11118
Co., 818 North Kleventh.
FOR ItE'T Nice rooms with sleeping
FOR SALE Used tractors,
and
LATHE11H
done
t.athing
porches, with board, for convalescents. UNION
Hardware Depart-- '
wtth gang plows.
Sons,
promptly by J. K. Thlchoft
Mu. Reed, 613 South Broadway, phone
ment J Korhel at Co.
1104 North Eleventh, phone 876-5211.
FOR SALE Fresh pork, by the half or
RENT
Rooms
with sleeping WELDING AND CUTTING of metals;
whole hog. Delivered. C. W. Hunter, FOH
also welders' supplies and carbide for
porches; board if desired. Also gar. sale.
evenings.
phone 2400-RN. M. (Steel Co., Inc.. phone 1D47-301
rent.
for
South
Edith. Ph me
HI'Y YOIK OI'N
before the season age
I:i40-.T- .
MAX BARGAIN BTORE," at J15 South
opens, fifty shotguns and rifles in FOR RENT
First, will pay the highest prices for
Large, airy front room. your
IIS West Oold.
select from
second-banshoes aad
clothing,
suitable for two; two
also glassed
FOR SALE One rocker, mid clothes In aleeplng porch, withbeds;
furniture.
Phone 858.
best of board.
chest, library table, Hoosfer kitchen 719 South Walter.
RUO CLEANERS
cabinet, ch'ld's bed. 11B North Sixth.
UATTRESSKH
MIRAMONTE.S-ON-THE-MESrenovated. 13 60 and ap.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. Theis A 8ANATORIUM-HOTEfurniture repaired and packed. Ervln
for tubercular
Is ony one place to obtain It. A1bu
nurse In at- Bedding Co., phone 471
convalescents;
graduate
querque Palry Association. Phone 351.
tendance: rates by the week or month-Cal- BUTTER DOKAK
FINISHING It la
2400-JFOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cotbetter. Return postage paid on nrell
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon FOR RENT Sleeping porch. southern orders. The Barnum Studio. 219 ' Wust
lots.
Swayne a Dairy, phone 1915-exposure and room; bed or convalescent Central, Albuquerque, N. M.
board, nurse's WANTF.D
FOR SALE Wheat, 12.16 a 100; oats man patient; first-clas- s
Careful Kodak finishing.
1123 East Central,
care; reasonable.
11.80 a 100; corn. ILliO a 100; will ex
Twice dally service. Remember, satisSend your finishing
change for pigs or poultry. Phone Cedar street entrance.
faction guaranteed.
1957-FOR RENT Room and board, with long to a reliable, established firm. HansM
with
In
home-mad- e
connection
ft
to
Hanna. Master Photographers.
calces made
sleeping porch,
order;
NICE
fruit csifa for the holidays a specialty. dressing room; men convalescents pre- ALBUQIIEKUl'E WINDOW CLEANING
Phons
Mrs. George Mackey, 207 East Silver. ferred; fresh eggs, milk. etc.
CO.
and
Windows cleaned
floora
2404-J4- ;
mile west Barelas bridge.
Phone 1285-Ioffices
and house
scrubbed; stores,
FOR SALE (Jood selection of Navajo RESERVATIONS may now be had at St. cleaned; reasonable rates and honest work.
John's Psnatorlum (Episcopal): rates, Postofflce bog 101, phone A. Orannne, fit.
rugs and Oermantown pillow tops,
priced for quick sale. 1005 East Cen $17.50 to $25 per week; includes private
141-room
tral. Phons
with sleeping porch, connected to
WORK
of all kinds Repairing;
SOFT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions hsth and toilet; medical care, medicines, ROO
excellent meals, tray
snd painting, roofs built up, work guarprsvent fallen Insteps, cures all foot general nonursing;
rooms
All
steam
have
extras.
service;
Call
anteed.
for man.
F.
S42,
Laathor
Thomas
troubles. II.
Kelehsr,
heat, hot and cold running water. Rev.
rnons luer-- j
Co.. 40 s west f antral.
W. II. Zlcgler, Superintendent.
Phone
FOR SALE OR TRADE For Ford, 1300 491.
Dalion talking machine, in excellxni
BUSINESS CHANCES"""
condition, with rscords. Address R. K
FOR
Cunnard, postofflce box 216. Helen, M. M.
SALE
Garage best location la
town.
Phone 879.
FOH SALE About 75 Victor, Columbia FOR SALE Twenty-fou- r 2401-H- Anconas hens.
D. F. Olll, phone
and Gennett phonograph records, good
FOR SALE Butcher shop; good locatLm.
as new. at 36o and 60c each. Phone
Address Butcher, care Journal.
SALE Bucks, does nd frying rati'
40J-Star Furniture Co., Ill west ooia.
bits and hens. 710 West Lead.
WANTED
st
Man with small capital to
FOR SALE Guaranteed pure extracted FOR SALE Young R. I. Red pullet and
in good business. Address O. O.
M
care
JournaK
pails; if
honey, In five and
$4.50.
rooster; thoroughbred,
price
your grocer cannot supply you, phone lins East Grand.
FOR BALE On
of the beat business
1303-or call at Popular Apiary. Ed A SPLENDID flock of brunt
properties In Albuquerque. 115 South
turkeys.
Kneese.
tor
First
street
.
also
st Savoy Hotel ofInquire
oung
turkeys
breeding birds;
solo cornet, your
FOR SALE Silver-plate- d
Bunuay or Thanksgiving dinner. fice
low pitch, long model, new case and H. B. Watklns. phone 24H-JROOMING
HOUSE
Rooms all filled;
condition; less than half price for quick RED POULTRY YARDS Thoroughbred
central location; profitable Investment.
K. Ellis,
sale; guaranteed
by Fred
W. C. R. I.
Reds. Ringlet Barred Rocks, Inquire at Everybody's Candy Shop, 811
802-J- .
phone
cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed-In- South Third.
FOH SALE Detroit Jewell gas range,
413 West Atlantic, phone 14H3-Two-stor- y
FOR SALE
brick rooming
four burners, large oven and broiler, "MOUNTAIN
house and residence combined, on large
VIEW" S. C. R. I. Reds,
Also has cook slovs
Oood condition.
a
won
lot
1921;
near
ribbons
business
twenty
January,
section, room for a
50t Luna Boulevard. Phons
attachment.
business building, a bargain at 16. SOS;
superb lot of cockerels and cocks now
2086-finest ex- part terms. J. A. Hammond. 824 East
bred
from
for
my
sale;
ready
FOR SALE Pearl necklace, best made. hibition matlngs; visitors welcome.
C. Silver.
ir not as P.
Imported, Indestructnbie;
236 North High.
BUSINESS
FOR SALE Old
abllshsl
beautiful as those sold for I2S to 146, MY Hay,
ENTIRE stock of S. C. R. I. Reds:
mercantl' business, located n rallroacl.
13. Address
you may return It; price
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels; Will sell for value of improvt nents Uoa.
"Pe.-.rlscare Journal,
hreedlnv pens or singles; pure bred C P. Good reason for selling, if luitresiid la
ASBESrbs ROOF PAINT
Hays stock, hacked by generation of good-site- d
lostoff'M
proposition, addr-s- s
OOOD for all kinds of roofs. II per gal
winners in the best shows In the box S38 Albuoueraus
Co
110 Boutn prise
lon.
The Maniano
country. H. B. Watklns. phone 34H-- J 5.
1814-built
a
up
Try
Walnut, phons
TIME CARDS
FOR SALE Year-ol- d
hens, ibout two
roof, will last as long as the bolldlnt
and one-ha- lf
pounds each, over five to
one party, 28o pound, delivered; also
yearly roosters, fat hens, ducks.
FOR SALE Five hundred shares of, City springs,
Come to our yard
turkeys and geese.
IS ectrlo Railway, below par.
Sr. R. do
own picking and save money.
you
L. Hust, N. T, Armljo building.
303 South
Co.,
Albuquerque Poultry
Broadway.
HOOM

irfrt

tr

SLEPoujtggy

USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Root Koter; Root Cement, stops leaks.

Mohair top dressing; Plymouth Cottsgs
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles.
Satisfaction
Floor Paint,
Homestead
Thos. F, Keleher Leather Co.,
assured
408 West Central, phnns 1057-- J

FOR RENT

Office Rooms

e
office, steam
furnished
water
and
hesu light
Wright building, opposite postofflce.
FOR RENT Three very desirable office
rooms light, heat and water; will rent
separately or ss a whole, A. B. Hllner.
I1XH west Ontrsi, nnnne szs.

Fort

"

FOR SALE

I'JIt

Real Estate

lu 60x142, corner r , e
Oi
and New York avenue. Inquire at 419
West Santa Fe.
FO.t SALE At a bargain, lot 60x143.
located Ninth and Sllv
price 1 7 00 If

SALE

(old at ones.

Phone

t,

1,46--

FOR SALE

Ranch.

Fins ValUy Ranch,' close'lh.
at less than Improvements cost: or
will trada for good residence In town.
Postofflce bog 824 or phnns t68.
FOR SALE Country home, slucon house,
seven rooms, steam heated, electric
e
ranch: In alfalfa and
lights; on
orchard.
Address Postofflce box 277, or
Phone 2407-RFOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
ditch: new house and garage: one- fourth mile from school, one snd one- half miles west Barelas bridge. In
quire at Hunt's Ranch.
IF LOOKING for a comfortable home
and a pleasant and profitable establish jd business, you can secure same at
a bargain: four acres, two miles from
es9,
postofflce. on main ditch, douoi
garage, chicken houses, tools, blooded
chickens and turkeys;
also furniture;
win sell on terms to responsible jeopie.
.
IU-JIFOR

SALIC

Phojs

SSI

WESTHOUNJ

Dally.
Arrive.
The Scout.... T:S0 pm
Calif. Llmlted.li:30 am
Fargo Fast 10:50 am
The Navajo. .12:35 am
. 80UTH BOUND.
29
El Paso Eip
27
El Paso Exp
EA8TBOUND.
t The Navajo.. 2:10 am
4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm
18.TheF Scout
Eight.. T:2S pm
10
T:20 am

Train.

Depart.

No. 1
No. 8
No, T
No. I

1:30
11:00
11:90
1:00

No.
No.

10:10 pan
11:80 am

No,
No.
No.
No,

FROM

pas
asn

am
am

1:40 em
S:4i) pm
1:10 pm
7:50 am

SOUTH.

From El Paso It pm
No so From El Pasi 7:80 am
so
No.
connects st Tetan w'th No, It
for Clovls. Pecos Valle
Kns City gad

No, 28

O

Oast

No. 29 connect
from rinvi
snd

at 'leLn with No. II
points east ana sojih
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AGAIN

WE

BICYCLE AND BUGGY
LIGHT ORDINANCE TO
BE ENFORCED JAN.

HAVE

Those sterilized, partly cooked, dry packed Prunes,
in
net, cans. By the can $1.15, or we will
cut the cans, and sell by the pound at 25c.
b.

Received yesterday more of those good Bartlett
Pears, lb. 15c.
Nice California Slicing Tomatoes, lb. 15c.
Green Tomatoes, more than likely the last for
this season, lb. 3c.
CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER D. W A B D

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and South Walter
Phone
B7S

BIS Marble Avenue

Pbone.

Th Highest Grade Macaroni

We

Egg

Sell

Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Products
mmmmmmmmmmamm

PJ"iHE

LET'S GO

T0DAY

ARLISS

From his celebrated stage success by
Louis N. Parker;
Directed by Henry Kolker

CITT

Attractions.
Ml

REGILAK ADMISSION PRICES

KI.FCTRIC SHOE SHOP
IMIJ-SIS South Sefnmt.
Free Call and Hell very

CURIOS
rs
in

i

i

n "

Moccasins, Baskets.
Jewelry. Gems. Laces.
Trading Post.
Indian IJuildins
Opposite Poslofflce.

WRTflHT' J

DiamondS
At Reduced

The annual lodge of sorrow of
Silver City Lodge No. 413,, B. P.
O. E., will be held Sunday, December 4. Babbi Molse Bergman, of
Albuquerque, will deliver the ad
dress.
The annual praise meeting of
of the
the Missionary
society
Presbyterian church will he held
on Thursday afternoon at 2:30
o'clock at the homo of Mrs. O. L.
Moulton at 129 South Fourteenth
.street. Members are requested to
note change of time and place
and to bring mite boxes.
Allen B. Williams, son of Mr.
and Mrs. II. F. Williams, of 519
left last
South Walter
Btreet,
night for Waco, Texas.
Word has been received of the
Mrth of a son, Harold Richard,
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul M. Ellis,
formerly of this city, at Cove,
Ore. Mrs. Ellis waH Miss Mabel

Prices

Quality and Value
Guaranteed.

ROTHMAH'S
Music and Jewelry Store
17 b.

First St.

Phone

917--

MEDICATED AND SULPHUR
BATHS
Graduate nurse and masseuse
n attendance
Shampooing and
scalp treatments a specialty
?all for appointment.
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop
BOH i,4 IV. Central
Jhnne 685--

d

bile driven by William Snapp at
Sixth street and Koma avenue
He
morninr.
yesterday
slightly bruised.
Mrs. M. B. Jones lost control
of her automobile yesterday when
the steering apparatus broke on
North Fourth street, and ran into
a car standing by the curb. She
broke the fender
of the car
struck.
Porter,
Sidney Weil, Frank
lumberman from West Virginia,
and F. A. Iluddleston, coal operator from the same state, wiP
leave this morning for the Jemez
mountains where they will make
an inspection of the coal and
lumber tracts in which they are
interested.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Rossiter

-

McConnell

DESIGNERS AND HUII.DEIU
lobbing promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sa ndlnc
Phone 4.Y 211 West Gold.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
Also Engraving.
All
Repairing.
work guaranteed. Opposite
Phono

903-J-

FOR

.

tOiislO
Army Jerkins
Prompt attention to mail order

North

117

First St

AND

CP

1
WE ABE IN nrsiNESS TO
PLEASE YOU.
Phone us your next order for
Chickens. Turkevs and Eggs
SOUTHWESTERN
POCLTKT
COMPANY
914-Phone
Service
Quality.

AW STORE
323 South First

RENT
FOR
Unfurnished

J.

Apartment

Shelled
Shelled
Shelled
PINON-NUTThe FINEST
DAY GIFT.

PHONE

nut-me- at

SHELL-ED- ;
Machine-Separated-

.

The choicest HOLI

Fannie

S.

624

TODAY

WE SELL FOR CASH
ALL GOODS
DELIVERED
FULL LINE OF FRESH DRIEli
FRUITS JUST RECEIVED
NEW CITRON. ORANGE AND
LEMON PEELS AND GLAZED
CHERRIES JUST RECEIVED.
NEW DRIED PRUNES.

S

Machine-Shelle-

Spitz

lb

Telephone 802.
323 North Tenth St.
Send for mail order price list

BULK

FLAKE

HOMINY,

I0e

1 h
25e
Premium Smla Crackers
15c
Bulk Peanut Butler, lb
20c
Pure Soivrlium Molasses, 5
CO
and
cans.
Vie
30c
Cnnin Honey
$1 75
Honey
Is the highest grade obtainable
ItOc
Honey
for the price and every article
10 bars Borax Naphtha Soap. 50c
we sell is fully guaranteed.
Limn Brans
5(lr
NOW OPEN FOIt
Wisemans Watch Shop
I gal Cider Vinegar
...50c
1
BUSINESS
215 BOITH SECOND STREET
II). Royal Cocoa
50c
121 North
Fourth
Sack of Meal
35r
25e
PIr Bacon
nnm
25r
Pig
Effective November 15th
Star and Horseshoe Tobacco. , 80c
J. W Rlt.tSIIKI.I). the Wntcb Maker.
45c
Eggs, dozen
Conoco Service Stations will
American. Swiss and ungllsh Makes.
JUST IN 1921 Holland Milkers
close at 7:00 p. ni., except on
All Work Guaranteed.
Herrings.
117 South Urn.
Saturdays, when they will re-- !
fhoue 9
THE ONLY CASH AND DELIVmain open tint II 10:00 p. in
ERY STORE
IN
THE CITY
3--

Our Merchandi

Gloiia Smnsontnthe Paiamount Picture.
THE CR.EAT MOMENT'

10-l- h.

MANHATTAN
CAFE

1

.Mil

and Central. 218 E. Central

J.

First Paramount Starring Vehicle

"THE

.

GREAT

1

ALSO

"HOLMES TBAVELOGU

1

Christopher Colombo Benevolent Society.

CHOCOLATE

with the

We carry only the largest size, and you can always
depend upon us for the
23c
Largest and Best Prunes, lb
box
$5.00
Prunes, 25-ltins
Prunes,
$1.05
can
38c
Prunes,
Hubbard Squash, lb
4c
5c
Yams, per lb
Cranberries, the best we have had this year,
27c
per quart, today only
Better buy your Cranberries for Thanksgiving now.
This is the wholesale price today.

Edge

experts. Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTH ERS.
At Ruppe's Drug Store.

lUBt

"CURRENT

six-roo-

.

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45
In Santa Fe. . .10:45
Leave Santa Fe ......4:80
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80
Arrives--

)

Phone

205 South First Street

The Barnum Studio

Skinner's

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
other Macaroni Products.

EVENTS"

NOTE ADVANCE IN PRICES
Adults,
Children.
25c;
Night (6 to 11) Adults. . . .35c; Children.

Matinee

. .
. .

,10c

.15c
(Including Tax)
Have you listed your rooms for the Teacher's
Convention? If not, phone the Chamber
of Commerce

43

-- 8

Aft.- --

1 3f IE JilF IE R

We give you fcrvlce and quality and guarantee every order.

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
4
Let Our

PHONES

5

oo.NTixrors

'

i to ii p. u.

LAST TIME TODAY

Trneks Bring Comfort to Your Ilonie

Central.

"1

Bent fit Dance

Another

HEADQUARTERS TROOP, CAVALRY,
NEW MEXICO NATIONAL GUARD

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18
Music By Sandstorm Jazz.

"The largest and finest
ball room in the southwest." Given by

A

HIT

Phone 91

For Your Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

Evening
18

TICKETS
$1.10 Per Couple
Including War Tax

YOU'LL

ENJ0Y-T-

drama of a eiA who marrriei
once for love and once to forget love

he

ADDED

ATTRACTION

Combine satisfaction and economy by usinjr
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

TALKS"

A Gayety Comedy
REGULAR PRICES
Have you listed your rooms for the Teacher's Convention?
If not, phone the Chamber of Commerce 43

HAHN COAL COMPANY
QUALITY
Highest

nter-StafeAthleticCont-

STEWART

A

"MONEY

Tomorrow

Presents

the inimitable star Sn a drama of human pawns
on the chessboard of marriage

ELKS' BAM

NOVEMBER

MAYER

B.

"PLAYTHINGS CF DESTIH

ARMORY

SERVICE ECONOMY
First Class

Real

FIEW STATE COAL CO.

esf

PHONE 35

Greatest Football Game In
History of New Mexico

am
am
pm
pm

600

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office Slwrer
JIO

Wf

Cigar
Central

STATE
STATE

UNIVERSITY

OF

ARIZONA

UNIVERSITY

OF

NEW

UNIVERSITY FIELD,
NOVEMBER

STAGE

Why Pay More?

WILLY-WILL- Y

I0i
15c
to 5i

Ladles Free.
Music by Step Lively
Syncopators.

9?

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND PINON WOOD
Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell us your coal and wood requirements

five-roo-

12-o- z.

Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

by

FOR SALE BY OWNER
modern
finished
nd new
Dress brick
modern ex.ept heat. Both in
modHlshVitid's. Also
ern house on West Gold. Jusi
at
completing. Call
821 V. SlHer.
Phono HM9--

b.

Nuff sed

REDUCED PRICE
LIST
Better Kodak
Finishing

211) West

we seii

L10

10c Dance

He

Sold At This Store.

$1.00
10

.....25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set

5-l- b.

Admission
Tax

SAND STORM JAZZ

Rolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing, each

HAL

3.1c

Single Edge

Received

COLOMBO

MOMENT'

The girl, a wild gypsy song in her heart, had
wasted her youth in sheltered luxury. The man,
blazing civilization's path through the wilds, cared
nothing for woman or love until you'll want to
see the great moment

GRAND BALL
FRANK TROTTER
Given by A. I. M. P.
16 West Gold Avenue.

SALE

BY OWNER
New five room, modern bungalow in excellent, location
Fourth ward. A fine home
or good business Investment
Address L. M.. care Journal.

Donhlo

Skinner

100

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

(T

SUPPLY CO.

ARKY

LAST TIME TODAY

f)P
tDJL.D
fbt TO 3)0
ATTENTION
Men's Leather
(!
HP

Leather
Puttees

only $3.09

1915--

Us Send a Man

ff

(JQ
t&O.Uil

URERTY ARMY

122 S. 4th St

Find Out About
Well Country Camp

We Deliver Your Order for 10c.

s

fl

Some of these have been
used a little, but they are
as good as new.
Remember the price is

Post-offic-

JJJJ2

Just

$3

l-oi-

RTHEATRE

QJ"

3JL.yO
A
JD'l.lIU
(

LOUIS

Cents

New Pack Prunes

Army

3"

liepaired,

Husset Shoes
Extra Heavy Navy
Blankets, new
Class A,
O. D. Breeches
Fieelalmcd
Army Shirts

350 Engle Iron

delivered

quantity

Prize Waltz

We Are on the Job

A.

any

Phone

AT OLD TOWN

From the amount of smoke hanga social and
business meeting of the Ladles ing over the city as seen from the
one can realize the activAid society of the Christian Heights,
church at 2 o'clock this afternoon ity th- -t is really going on in the
Your Trunk Hauled for
city.
at
at the home of Mrs. Zearing,
Arthur B. Scott, who resides on
612 South Edith street.
25
The social of the Baptist Wom- Stanford avenue, has added anothCall
Transfer Co
exer
to
Albuquerque
lot
his
which
he
holdings
an's Missionary society has been
postponed from today until next pects to improve with trees and
mmm
account
of tho shrubbery.
Tuesday, on
The Bernalillo county commisdeath of Mrs. C. E. Falrbrother. sioners
should be ashamed of themIt will be held at the home of selves for
permitting the road to
Mrs. W. L. Hawkins.
cemetery to be In the
The Young Tigers won over the Fairview
that It is; also since the close
First ward football team by a shape
avenue
th heavy traffic
Central
of
score of 12 to 2 in a grid conhas cut up that
test played at the First ward on Silver soavenue
that it i almost Imhealth-seekeschool grounds yesterday after- highway
been done The mountain resort for
noon. The Young Tigers have passable, but nothing hasthese
means
of
moderate
roads
to
Both
of
it.
remedy
now won ten straight games.
Just east of Albuquerque
D. J.
Rankin has returned are county roads.
Bates reduced. Phone 490-from a five weeks' trip in the
Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone Write
east, where he visited WashingFannie S. Spitz, 323 Arch Howard. Tijeras, N. M
ton, N. C, Tulsa, Okla., and Kan- 802.
sas City, Mo.
North Tenth.
Zenas Cook, a
boy
RAZOR BLADES.
who lives at 1015 North Fifth
street, was struck by an automo- - 158 Taxi & Baggage 158 Send or bring your dull blades for

J.

Lard,

Best on the Market
WHITE LIME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply a Lumber Co.
PIioiicm 4 inn s.

Barton.
There will be

b.

Fresh Country Pork

Pure Sausage. Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure

SUPERIOR

FOR SALE OH RENT.
Six brand new
houses,
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
sell one or all on reasonable
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
C. Bennett.
PHONES 75 or 115.

A divorce

tonight.

jiisiilli

S

The Continental Oil Co.

Fresh Lump Lime
In Bulk

.

was granted in th"
district court yesterday to Ruby
Graves from Horace K. Graves.
Men of the Congregational chuch
will meet tonight at the church
parlors at I! o'clock.
There will be a regular communication of Temple Lodge No. 1,
A. F. and A. M. at 7:30 o'clock

graved, to make them personal, and have them when
you need them.
Tho most
uncomfortable
In
creature
the world 1b the one, who
on Christmas morning, receive! a number of cards
from people whom he or
he forgot
to remember.
Cards will be used this year
more than ever before. Our
samples ure on dl&play.

JP (fl
iDtJ.UU

Class A,
Wool Blankets

I

V

Farner.

At the Army

lb

Have You Listed Your Rooms for the Teachers' Convention?
If Not, Phone the Chamber of Commerce 13.

Coal Supply Co Phone 4 c.nd 6
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolworth Bldg. Phone ti44W
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
Mrs. C, Anderson and son of
III. who resided here several
months last year, have- reiurneu m
the city.
The ladies' Aid Society of St.
Paul's English Lutheran church
will hold a sewing meeting at th"
home of Mrs. Brodell. 701 Soutn
Third street, Thursday afternoon
The ladies are requested to bring
all the aid sewing in their posses
aion.
Four dollars full wagon .load
limited
amouir
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Dewey L. Farner was granted a
divorce yesterday from Eunice M

Phone 939.

1

Now l
the time to order
If you want your name en-

four rooms
Gas and Coal Ranges.
SHOT TO DEATH.
EI Paso, Tex., Nov. 1G. William
010 FORRESTER.
West, 26 years old. a cowboy for
wild west shows and rodeos, was
shot to death tonight In an automobile during a scuffle with S.
Woolstnn, federal narcotic agent,
after West had been placed under
thai broken window
arrest. Officers said fifteen ounces
Albuquerque Lumber Co
of drills had been taken
from
421.
423 North First
Phone
West. Woolston declared at the
coroner's Inquest that West accidentally shot himself while struggling to escape.
BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
310 H South first.
Phone 221-We

deliver any size any
where. Henry Transfer Co.

A master of dramatic art in the stage play loved
in
by the world and now brought to the screen
a marvelous production.

LOCAL ITEMS

Bicycles and all moving vehicles
and wagons
buKgics
including
must display lights when on the
streets
after
city
January 1. fe'ity
commissioners voted last night for
the strict enforcement
of the
ordinance covering these traffic
All
regulations.
bicycles must
display a head light and all
buggies, and wagons must carry
both a front and rear light the
same as automobiles end motor
trucks.
This ordinance has not been
enforced for some time in Albuquerque, but the number of
bicycles has so greatly increased
that the commissioners fear serious accidents will result if lights
are not displayed on thort. The
nuto light dimming
ordinance
which is being enforced makes it
almost impossible for motorists
to see buggies or wagons until
they are very near them.
Buggies, wagons and bicycles
are being struck every night
by
motorists, but so far none of the
accidents have been of serious
nature.
By setting the enforcement date
ft month
and a half from now,
every owner of a bicycle or buggy
will have an opportunity
to
equip it with the necessary lights
ueioro mat time.

ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS CARDS

(Let

in "DISRAELI"

Other Interesting

1

COWBOY

One of the Season's Greatest Pictures

GEORGE

1

November 17, 1921.

ALBUQUERQUE,

vs.

MEXICO
SATURDAY

19, 1921, 2:30 P. M.
ADMISSION ONE DOLLAR

See this splendid spectacle, the contending teams, the inspiring throng in the
New Grand Stand.
Also see the new Korber Wireless Station, the new Residential Hall, and
the Campus of the State University.
Buy Your Tickets Early, and Bring Your Friends.

Visit Our

to

Toy Department
WHITNEY HARDWARE

CO.

305 WEST CENTRAL
.4

1

